


Abstract

Milhaud believed that being part of a tradition involved an understanding and

acceptance of his own musical heritage. At the same time, it did not prevent the

composer from shaping the future direction of the tradition within which he worked.

It is this dichotomy between originality and the past which is the key to a fuller

understanding of Milhaud's writings and music.

The thesis begins with an exploration of the notion of identity and tradition in France

from 1871 to Milhaud's generation. It goes on to investigate Milhaud's concept of

tradition through an examination of his prolific writings on music, and considers his

motivations and the inconsistencies involved in promoting the concept of a pure

French music. This leads into a thorough examination of Milhaud's early works, from

1912 to 1931, in which he attempted to reinvigorate French music by developing a

robust style. The concluding chapter considers Milhaud's place within the French

musical tradition, appraising his contribution of polytonality as the Latin way forward

in the early twentieth century, and examining the ways in which he enriched his

tradition without breaking with the past. These achievements are placed alongside

Schoenberg's development of the twelve-note system within the Teutonic tradition.

The thesis focuses on the works between 1912 and 1931 because this period spans the

crucial years which mark the emergence of his mature style. It is also during this

period that Milhaud's most important writings on tradition appeared. I have

concentrated on Milhaud's vocal works and on his works for small ensembles, which

reveal his preoccupation with instrumental combinations and contrapuntal

polytonality.

Rather than giving a chronological account of Milhaud's early career as a composer

and writer on music, the thesis considers why he was so preoccupied with tradition
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and his own place within it. It also shows the extent to which his often contradictory

views on the French musical tradition related to his own musical practice, and

considers how his works reflect the balance between innovation and tradition.
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Preface

"A Frenchman from Provence and Jewish by religion', you know
better than anyone that even if art has no homeland, musicians have
one. You wrote yourseffl "For every true heart, all human works will
be alive if they are fully realised; but each race, each country carries
with it a whole past which weighs on an artist, and the great
opposition of races exists in all musicians".

Your vast output, moreover, testifies in its diversity to a tradition
already well established; but you do not think, for all that, "that a
tradition imposes itself on the musical destinies of people like a one-
way road where there is nothing one can do but follow jt".l

In this open letter to Milhaud, Roland-Manuel touches at the heart of Milhaud's

notion of tradition by stressing the importance of nationality. For Milhaud, inheriting

a tradition involved an understanding and acceptance of his own musical heritage. At

the same time, it did not prevent the composer from shaping the future direction of

the tradition within which he worked. It is this dichotomy between originality and the

past which is the key to a fuller understanding of Milhaud's writings and music.

The thesis begins with an exploration of the notion of identity and tradition in France

from the end of the Franco-Prussian war in 1871 to Milhaud's generation. Chapter 2

investigates Milhaud's concept of tradition through an examination of his prolific

writings on music, and considers his motivations and the inconsistencies involved in

promoting the concept of a pure French music. This leads into a thorough

examination of Milhaud's early works, from 1912 to 1931, in which he attempted to

reinvigorate French music by developing a robust style (chapters 3-5). He achieved

this by adopting new approaches to text setting and melody, rhythmic declamation

'"Français de Provence et de religion israelite", tu sais mieux que personne que si Part n'a pas de
patrie, les musiciens en out une. Tu l'as dcrit toi-même: "Pour tout coeur sensible, toute oeuvre
humaine sera vivante si elle est pleinement réalisée; mais chaque race, chaque pays apporte avec soi
tout un passé qui pése sur un artiste, et les grandes oppositions de races se retrouvent chez tous les
musiciens".

Ton oeuvre immense, aussi bien, porte tdmoignage en sa diversité d'une tradition profondCment
vécue; mais tu ne penses pas pour autant "qu'une tradition s'impose aux destinées musicales d'un
peuple comme une voie unique dans laquelle ii n'y a qua se laisser aller". (Roland-Manuel, cited in
Milhaud, 1962, 1)
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and contrapuntal polytonality. The concluding chapter considers Milhaud's place

within the French musical tradition, appraising his contribution of polytonality as the

Latin way forward in the early twentieth century and examining the ways in which he

enriched his tradition without breaking with the past.

I have chosen to focus on the works between 1912 and 1931 because this period

spans the crucial years which mark the emergence of his mature style. 2 It is also

during this period that Milhaud's most important writings on tradition appeared. I

have concentrated on Milhaud's vocal works, which have been largely neglected

hitherto and on his works for small ensembles, which reveal his preoccupation with

instrumental combinations and contrapuntal polytonality. I have made only passing

reference to the more popular works, such as Le boeufsur le toll, and to his operas

since the latter have been explored in Jeremy Drake's thesis on the operas of Darius

Milhaud (1984).

This is the first musicological study to examine Milhaud's early works in relation to

his writings. There has so far been very little scholarly work devoted to Milhaud,

despite the ground-breaking work carried out by Paul Collaer (in French), Jeremy

Drake (in English) and Jens Rosteck (in German). There are also a few purely

analytical studies of Milhaud's music, although analysis is used in this thesis as a

means to an end. I have focused principally on primary sources, including several

unpublished articles by Milhaud and other contemporary documents. Moreover, the

majority of Milhaud's manuscripts are in Mme Milhaud's possession and many are

kept in the bank. Understandably, she is reluctant to release manuscripts and it was

only half-way through my third year of study that I was given access to the Alissa

manuscript in its 1913 version. The discovery of a second Alissa manuscript (also

from 1913) in April this year gave further insight into this rare instance of Milhaud

2 J have made one exception to this in the case of Caroles (1963) because it provides a useful
comparison with his earlier English text settings.
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revising his original conception. This necessitated extensive revisions to Chapter 3,

but these manuscripts provide an invaluable insight into Milhaud's musical

development and compositional process, and have been fully integrated into this

thesis.

The thesis does not set out to give a chronological account of Milhaud's early career

as a composer and writer on music. Rather, it attempts to probe deeper into the

composer's mind to consider why he was so preoccupied with tradition and his own

place within it, when many of his contemporaries were advocating a break with the

past. I have tried to explain where his belief in identifiable French musical

characteristics sprang from, and to place Milhaud in the context of his immediate

predecessors and contemporaries from Debussy and Satie to Stravinsky and

Schoenberg. I have also tried to show the extent to which his often contradictory

views on the French musical tradition related to his own musical practice, and to

consider how his works reflect the balance between innovation and tradition.
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Chapter 1: The French Tradition

I: The French Classical Tradition

What does it mean to be French in music? Does a musical tradition
exist which one can call French? Where does this tradition begin? Was
it interrupted with Berlioz? Was it lost or found after him? And
finally, where have we got to at the present moment?2

This problem of French identity and tradition which concerned Paul Landormy in

1904 had been a pressing issue since the defeat of France in the Franco-Prussian War

in 1871, and remained of primary importance to Milhaud in the 1 920s. Landormy

linked the issue of French musical identity with the existence of an almost tangible

musical tradition. Yet despite the appearance of something almost determined and

evolutionary in its development, the French musical tradition was largely constructed

in the late nineteenth century out of a deep national and musical insecurity, and a

desire to give roots, validity and direction to French music. I believe it is important to

examine the degree to which that tradition was based in historical and artistic fact, and

to decide whether the purpose it served was sufficient justification for its existence.

The quest for a French identity was not isolated; it was influenced by a similar literary

quest in the late nineteenth century, which, in turn, was closely connected to political

events and movements. It is in this context that Milhaud's own writings and

compositions need to be assessed.

France's defeat by Prussia in 1871 was a severe humiliation. France, the aggressor,

had been put in her place by her dreaded neighbour; Paris had been occupied and

Alsace-Lorraine had been lost. Not only was the Prussian victory perceived as a

personal triumph for Otto von Bismarck over Napoleon ifi, but it brought about the

unification of Germany and, in the French perception, a strengthening of an already

2 Mais qu'est-ce que d'être francais en musique? Existe-t-il ime tradition musicale que l'on puisse
appeler française? Oà commence cette tradition? S'est-elle interrompue avec Berlioz? S'est-elIe
perdue ou retrouvée aprês lui? Et enfin oü en sommes-nous a l'heure présente? (Landormy, 1904,
394)



oppressive power.

The internal situation in France from 1871 was chaotic. The main divisions arose

between the Provinces and Paris and between the Monarchists and Republicans

symbolised by the periodic shift of power between Versailles and Paris. 3 The

Commune of Paris was formed in 1871 because of Parisian resentment towards the

power of the predominantly land-owning National Assembly which seemed to ignore

the very different needs of city life in favour of their own provincial interests. The

Communes revolt against the Versailles -based government was counteracted on 28

May 1871 by the brutal massacre of those who had only suspected associations with

the Commune; it was an incident which left deep scars in French political life. (Rich,

1977, 186-8)

The instability was exacerbated because of a deep-rooted fear of autocratic

leadership. Leon Gambetta (1838-82), who had played an important military role in a

final resistance against the German armies after Paris' occupation, emerged as a strong

uniting force from 1877, but because of his potential strength, he aroused distrust

from both sides and his government only lasted three months. (Rich, 193) Another

influential figure, Georges Boulanger (1837-9 1), came into prominence in 1886 and

took advantage of the growing nationalism among both radical republicans and

monarchists, uniting these disparate elements in a desire for a war of revenge against

Germany. Although a republican, he thought that national strength could be achieved

through a constitutional monarchy. He was admired by many for his potential for firm

leadership. However, the suspicion this aroused in the 'opportunists' (the moderate

republicans), leading to his subsequent dismissal by them, only fuelled his support

elsewhere. His by-election victory in Paris in 1889 was a triumph for his essentially

In 1871 Thiers's National Assembly moved from Paris to Versailles and in 1879, after the failure to
re-establish a monarchy, the government transferred back to Paris. This trend, indicative of deep
national insecurity, continued with the shift from monarchism to republicanism in 1875 and back
again in 1885.
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right-wing nationalist policies. Yet his failure to act immediately upon a unique

opportunity to gain political control on the night of his victory (27 January 1889)

brought about his downfall. 4 Once again the opportunity for strong leadership had

been thwarted.

Boulanger's significance exceeded his failed attempt to achieve power. He gave rise

to what was known as 'Boulangism', which in many respects was a convenient

umbrella under which Jacobin nationalists, patriots, extreme radicals and royalists

could unite, each hoping to achieve their particular, often narrow and frequently

contradictory aims. Boulangism was symbolic of a rekindled hope, pride and a sense

of national identity, which frequently bordered on unhealthy chauvinist attitudes.

The aspiration for a strong political and national identity, promised by Boulangism,

spilled over into the literary world. Many writers in the 1890s were both politically

active and held nationalist views. Claude Digeon remarked that the effect of the 1870

defeat was felt, not by the generation of writers of the time, but by the generation

twenty years later. (Digeon, 1959, 387-8) One of the most prominent politically

active writers was Maurice Barrès (1862-1923), who converted to Boulangism in

1889 and became a politician in Nancy, where the anti-German feeling was

particularly strong. Charles Maurras (1868-1952) soon became associated with

Barrès and Jean Moréas (1856-1910) upon his arrival in Paris in 1885 and from 1891

he wrote for the royalist journal La gazette de France. In 1891 he became part of the

nationalist literary group, the 'Ecole Romane' founded by Jean Moréas. 5 Moréas laid

out the group's aspirations in his preface to Lepèlerinpassionné (1891); they aimed

to find a French poetry true to its race, to the 'ideal de romanité' and thus free from

foreign (German) influence. In order to achieve this purity they sought for a return to

is reported to have spent the night with his mistress instead of securing a coup d'etat and was
forced to flee the country.

Other writers in the group included Ernest Raynaud (1864-1934), Raymond de La Tailhéde (1867-
1938) and Maurice Du Plessys (1864-1924).



national sources: to the French classical past. The return to classicism involved the

espousal of order, clarity and simplicity, which in their view were French

characteristics. Romanticism, including naturalism and symbolism, had led the French

tradition from its true lineage and it was therefore necessary to look to a more distant

past for models - from the eleventh century with the trouvères to the seventeenth

century with Racine and La Fontaine. (Messing, 1988, 7) It was through these

writers that nationalism and classicism became associated in the 1890s.

In 1899 Charles Maurras founded the 'Action Francaise' which also held nationalist

and royalist views. By associating order with classicism, it linked political

authoritarianism with classical literary aims. The organisation was pro-Catholic and

thus anti-Semitic and anti-Dreyfus. Romanticism, in their view, was a deviation from

the Hellenic-Latin tradition inherited by the French. (Paul, 1972, 46-9)

Fundamental to the notion of a French classical tradition was the revival of a Golden

Age. The dissatisfaction with the present caused writers and musicians to rediscover

a past which projected a stronger French self-image. The chosen historical moment

was, almost unanimously, seventeenth-century France during the reign of Louis XIV.

In this respect there was a greater agreement than within the Anglo-Irish scene where

Ruskin had chosen Gothic art; Pater, the Renaissance; Yeats, Byzantium; and T. S.

Eliot, the Metaphysical poets as their various Golden Ages. There were many reasons

for the unanimity in France, one of which was the symbolic strength of Louis XIV's

reign; this was crucial at a time of disaffection with republicanism and the desire for a

constitutional monarchy. Although the inteffigentsia were unwilling to disregard all

the benefits of the French Revolution and constitutional reform, there was no other

French monarch worthy of such elevation.

The overt exuberance of Louis XIV's reign instilled a pride in France as a great

nation, but this was inseparably bound up with a new-found enthusiasm for the French
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language. As Benedetto wrote in his article on 'The Legend of French Classicism':

it was only during the reign of Louis XIV that France became aware of
being a nation, and a great nation, literarily. Since, prior to that time,
the French did not feel they possessed a true national language of their
own, endowed with the requisites that were then believed to be
inherent in the two classical languages, they did not feel before then,
despite all the immense riches of their literary past, that they had an
authentic, great literature worthy of standing comparison with the
great literatures of antiquity. (Benedetto, 1966, 129-30)

The French language had, for historical and genealogical reasons, been in the shadow

of Latin, and the French had long had an elevated view of ancient Greek civilisation,

literature and language. The 'Pléiade' writers of the sixteenth century were among the

first to appreciate the potential of the French language, and in an individual way

Francois de Malherbe (1555-1628) resolved to refine poetic language, aiming for

simplicity in metre, vocabulary and imagination, although he is said to have fallen

short on the latter. (Howarth, 1972, 294) The formation of the Académie Francaise

in 1635 marked a watershed in the development of the language, its primary concern

being the standardisation of French. The guiding principles governing the writing of

the Academy's Dictionnaire which began publication in 1694, were clarity and

consistency. Other dictionaries appeared about the same time, one by César-Pierre

Richelet in 1680 and another by Antoine Furetiêre in 1690. Claude Favre de

Vaugelas's Remarques sur la languefrancaise (1647) was a further indication of the

prevalent desire for standardising the French language and it gives a useful insight into

the spoken and written conventions of the time. (Howarth, 294)

The principles underlying the standardisation of the language became the very ideals

of French classicism; purity of language and sentiment, discipline, refinement,

decorum, regularity and balance were recognised as its characteristic qualities. The

insistence upon these qualities was partly a reaction against baroque art. Mourgues

defined the baroque sensibility as

poetry in which, although the problems of the age are reflected, the



perfect poise between intelligence and sensibility is either destroyed or
not achieved or not attempted, with the result that the poet has a
distorted vision of life, distorted through imagination and sensibility,
without any apparent care for proportions or balance. (Mourgues,
1953, 74)

The description acts as a perfect foil to the classical ideals; proportion, balance, pure

and precise expression had replaced distortion and imbalance. Most striking,

however, is the resemblance of this baroque definition to T. S. Eliot's theory of the

dissociation of sensibility which he presented in his essay on 'The Metaphysical Poets'

(1921). Eliot described his Golden Age - the Metaphysical poets of sixteenth-century

England - as the time when the intellect (thought) and emotion (sensibility) were in

perfect balance. This equilibrium became disrupted in the seventeenth century by

writers such as Milton and Dryden and a sentimental age began from which English

poetry has never recovered. (T.S. Eliot, 1975, 64-5) The similarity may indicate

Mourgues's likely familiarity with T. S. Eliot, but it could also suggest something

about the function of a Golden Age in the late nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries. It suggests that there are certain periods which are perceived as ideal and

truer to a particular tradition, and that they act as standards by which to model the

present. The periods which precede or follow these are seen as deviating from an

ideal progression; seventeenth-century French art redressed the baroque imbalance

just as seventeenth-century English poetry created one for Eliot. Similarly the desire

to return to classical models in the 1 890s was partly a reaction to the perceived

imbalance created by the romantic era.

The qualities characteristic of seventeenth-century French literature were not only a

reaction against baroque art, but were, in turn, due to a conscious adoption of ancient

Greek ideals. This was particularly evident in the theatre, where subject matter,

dramatic form and construction reflected Greek models. Racine's knowledge of the

Greek tragedies of Sophocles and Euripides in both Iphigénie (1674) and Phèdre

(1677) is unmistakable and the latter has been described as the epitome of French

classicism:
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Altogether, this play is the perfect example of that 'creative imitation'
which was central to the theory of seventeenth-century classicism...
and from the moment of Racine's creation onwards, Phèdre stands as a
truly French masterpiece. (Howarth, 314)

The Greeks were not only a standard for the French; there was a strong sense that the

French were heirs to the Greek classical tradition and that the Greek ideals were not

merely assimilated, but that the process itself was somehow particularly French. The

age of Louis XIV was seen as the modem continuation of the great civilisations of

antiquity. The special nature of this era was recognised long before the late

nineteenth century; as early as 1687 Charles Perrault wrote a poem entitled 'Le siècle

de Louis le Grand' and 'Voltaire frequently referred to it as an Augustan age, most

notably in his Siècle de Louis XIV (Benedetto, 13 0-1). The French Golden Age

became not only the model of classicism, but of Frenchness too.

Although the age of Louis XIV was regarded as a special case, the ideals held by a

nation are subject to the changing requirements of a particular time. The periodic flux

between baroque, classical and romantic art is evidence of changing tastes and

perceptions. It is perhaps only possible to pinpoint the values on which the arts are

based at a particular historical moment. Thus the Golden Ages chosen by the late

nineteenth-century French intelligentsia or by T. S. Eliot, recognising the value of the

balance between intellect and expression, reveal as much about Golden Ages as the

qualities perceived to be lacking in the present. Often the strength of the need

outweighed the importance of historical accuracy. The creation of a Golden Age and

of a national tradition had an aetiological function: to explain and give meaning and

direction to the present. This was certainly the case in late nineteenth-century France.

By the 1 890s, classicism was perceived as an integral part of Frenchness and André

Gide was explicit on this point:

Classicism appears to me, at this stage, so much of a French invention,
that I would easily make the two words synonymous: classical and

7



French, if romanticism, too, had not also managed to make itself
French; at least it is in its classical art that the French genius has
become most fully realised.6

Thus the glorification of seventeenth-century France was an admission that certain

periods of artistic history were more French than others and that the compulsion of a

particular age was to realign itself in order to be true to its heritage. This was the

generally perceived, if less accurate, function of acknowledging a Golden Age. Out

of this arises a sense of lineage and a responsibility to be true to an almost tangible

line of descent called tradition. Jean Moréas, Landormy and Milhaud, for example,

viewed the French tradition in this way - as a canon reaching back to the seventeenth

century and including the names of those who they felt embodied these ideals. The

functional nature of the canon is clear: each group, writer or musician constructed a

line of descent that was convenient to them and in that way they could secure their

own position within the French tradition.

By way of contrast, T. S. Eliot and Stravinsky believed that tradition was a fluid and

changing canon; the present was constantly acting upon and transforming the past.

This flexible notion of the present acting on the past is clear from Stravinsky's

Poétique musicale (1942, 70) and Eliot's essay 'Tradition and the Individual Talent'

(1975, 38-9). In contrast with many French writers and musicians, including Milhaud,

they showed greater acceptance of the changeability of the past and by so doing

reveal their greater historical awareness.

There was a danger in viewing classicism as an innate part of the French make-up,

especially at a time of national insecurity and resentment towards their German

neighbour. It was convenient and attractive to view classicism as French because of

the strong association of romanticism with the German literary and musical arts.

6 Le classicisme me paralt a ce point une invention française, que pour peu je ferais synonymes ces
deux mots; classique et français, si le romanticisme aussi n'avait su se faire francais; du moms c'est
dans son art classique que le genie de la France s'est le plus pleinement réalisd. (Andrd Gide, 1924,
66-7)
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There was a temptation to blame Germany when they began to tire of the prevalent

style, although the artistic dominance of Germany had been considerable in France, as

will be seen. It was primarily on account of the shared anti-German sentiment by

France and Britain that the Entente Cordiale of 1904 was established between these

two nations who traditionally had been suspicious of each other's foreign policy: they

had found a common enemy.

The danger arose when the emphasis was placed upon inherent racial attributes; the

notion of belonging to a tradition, not by adopting a particular style, or through great

effort, but by virtue of one's nationality. There was a tendency among French writers

and musicians to view tradition as inherited through nationality and this contrasts

sharply with Eliot's opinion that tradition and one's place within it was something

consciously attained through effort. (Eliot, 1975, 38) 7 In addition, the focus of

classical periods upon 'pureté' of style and language sometimes overlapped into a

consideration of national purity or, at best, exclusivity. This budding chauvinism is

apparent in the work of many writers and composers, including Barrès, Maurras, and,

to some extent, Debussy and Milhaud. 8 The insistence upon stylistic purity, in the

name of classicism, enabled writers and composers to speak about a French art free

from foreign influence, and in many cases it exposed their fear of a German-

dominated art. Furthermore, the desire for a pure French art involved many

contradictions because of the input other cultures had made throughout history to the

melting-pot of French cultural life.

Moreover, the synonymity of classicism with excellence, perfection and nobility has

encouraged chauvinistic interpretations. (Benedetto, 127 and Moreau, 1932, 1-22) It

is easy to understand the attraction to a period in their national past which had been

7 This was understandable since T.S. Eliot left his native U.S.A. and strove to align himself with the
European literaiy tradition.

There will be a more thorough examination of the effects of French classicism upon music in Part
II of this chapter.
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so described and the desire to buttress their own aflistic endeavours by consciously

aspiring to such goals of perfection and excellence. Yet it encouraged a sense of

French artistic and national superiority. Henri Peyre, writer of several works on

French classicism, reveals this when he says:

We have likewise modified, clarified or enlarged our conception of
French classicism and, insofar as it was useful, of the 'eternal'
classicism, of which French classicism is perhaps one of the most
beautiful instances and the most pure amongst all of modem
literatures.9

Although he admits that other nations have classical literary periods, French

classicism is superior, second only to that of the ancients. Once more the purity of

classicism and of French art is held up for praise; it is pure because it most closely

resembles the ancients, and in following such a model, it remains self-contained and

free from outside influences. It is possible that the sense of supremacy among French

writers has led to a glorification of their tradition and explains why their literary and

musical criticism is, on occasion, more appreciative than critical in a scholarly sense.

An understanding of the political climate and of French literary classicism is essential

in placing the French musical tradition in its proper context. The desire for a French

national identity grew out of a deep insecurity in French political and artistic life. By

elevating a successful era in their past, and adopting the classical ideals of that period,

French writers were able to regain a sense of belonging to and continuing an accepted

tradition of greatness. At times this attempt revealed a chauvinistic side in their

insistence upon a pure art free from foreign influence and in an over-inflated view of

their national superiority. In comparison, it will be seen how French composers, like

Milhaud, fashioned a musical identity for themselves, and that numerous

contradictions were involved in promoting a self-contained French music.

Nous avons également modifié, précisé ou élargi notre conception du classicisme francais et, dans
Ia mesure oü cela était utile, du classicisme 'éternel', dont le classicisme francais est l'une des faces,
Ia plus belle peut-étre et la plus pure dans l'ensemble des littératures modernes. (Henri Peyre, 1942,
9)
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IL: The French Musical Tradition

The French musical scene was seriously affected by the political upheavals of the

1870s. In numerous musical writings of the time and after, the events of 1871 were

described as a disaster'° which changed the course of French music. Gustave

Bertrand described the effect of the defeat on the musical world:

This book was almost finished, a large part was even printed by the
month of July 1870... How many lit erary studies and works of art
[were] so brutally interrupted by the sudden thunderbolts of the
national disaster, without respite and without mercy!'1

The impact was substantial enough to interrupt the publication of his book and

demanded immediate attention; it was impossible to separate musical from political

events. Yet the French were unwilling to capitulate and their political humiliation

kindled a new sense of purpose, like a phoenix rising out of the ashes. Bertrand's

reaction is one of the earliest to be published and to acknowledge a sense of

inferiority to the Germans: 'If they have defeated us, it is because they are first in

everything." 2 Yet a strain of determined optimism emerges. Rather than catastrophes

diminishing a nation's artistic capabilities, it is as a result of these that Renaissances

occur, for example, in literature after the First Republic. In fact, he concludes on a

hopeful and challenging note: 'Faith and Hope, even on the human level, are the most

important virtues for regeneration, for salvation!" Bruneau, reporting on the state of

French music well after the event (at the Commission organised for the 1900 Paris

Exposition) made a similar claim: 'Following these disasters, a completely new

10 See Bruneau (1901) 95-6; Brenet (1913) 16; Masson (1913) 8.

11 Ce livre était déjà presque terminé, même imprimé en grand partie au mois de juillet
1870... Combien de travaux littéraires et d'oeuvres d'art ainsi brutalement interrompus par les coups
de foudre précipités, sans tréve et sans merci, du désastre national! (Bertrand, 1872, i)

12 'S'ils nous ont vaincus, c'est qu'ils sont les premiers des hommes en toutes choses.' (Bertrand, ii)

3 'la Foi et l'Espérance sont, même dans l'ordre humain, les premieres vertus de la rdgéneration, du
salut!' (xxxi)
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generation aros&' 4 which he believed had been 'fortified by the symphony in which

Berlioz had sown the good seed in a field which we will see expanding.' 15

Furthermore, Paul-Marie Masson, introducing his report on contemporary French

music in 1913, pinpointed 1870 as the beginning of contemporary music.

The beginning of the contemporary period of French musical art, this
final date of 1870, as important in our political as in our artistic
history, should be chosen in preference to all others.'6

Clearly, there was a strong sense, at the time itself and retrospectively, that 1870-1

signified a new departure. In many respects the defeat represented an awaited

opportunity for stock-taking; there had been a growing dissatisfaction with the state

of French musical life from the mid-nineteenth centuiy, in particular with the apparent

domination of opera at the expense of instrumental music. In his Mémoires, Berlioz

complained that 'the composer who would produce substantial works in Paris outside

the theatre must rely entirely on himself. Having deplored the sketchy performances,

the lack of rehearsals, the concert halls, the expense of employing players, the tax

collectors, shaky performance practice and insufficient number of times works are

performed, he concludes, 'he must, in the last analysis, have a great deal of time and

money to spend - not to mention the humiliating expense of will-power and spiritual

energy required to overcome such obstacles.' (Berlioz, 1969, 469-70) Berlioz's

complaints reflect his own considerable frustrations at the lack of acceptance of his

works and the difficulties he had in securing performances, yet they reveal the very

real and continuing difficulties faced by a French composer in his own country.

Charles Gounod, in his memoirs, expressed a similar view about the considered

importance of the theatre in France, but without any bitterness:

14 'Au lendemain de ces désastres, une génération très nouvelle se leva'. (Bruneau, 1901, 96)

'fortifée par Ia symphonie dont Berlioz avait semé la bonne graine dans le champ que nous verrons
s'dlargir.' (Brunean, 1901,96)

' 6 Le debut de la période contemporaine de l'art musical francais, cette denuère date de 1870, aussi
importante dans notre histoire politique que dans notre histoire artistique, devrait être choisie de
préférence a toutes les autres. Masson, 6)
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There is really only one route for a composer to follow in making a
name for himself and that is the theatre. Religious and symphonic
music certainly belong to a superior order to dramatic music, ideally
speaking, but the occasions and the ways of making oneself known
through it are exceptional and only reach an intermittent public, instead
of a regular public like that of the theatre.'7

Significantly, he considered symphonic and religious music superior to dramatic

music, but the necessity to prove himself in opera appeared an exciting challenge:

What an open field for the fantasy, the imagination, for history. The
theatre possesses me. I was almost 30 years old and I was impatient
to try my strength on this new field of battle.'8

In his Harmonie et mélodie (1885), Saint-Saëns wrote that before 1870

a French composer who had the audacity to venture on to the path of
instrumental music had no other way of getting his works performed
than putting on a concert himself and inviting his friends and critics
there. As for the public, the real public, there was no need to think of
it; the name of a composer, both French and living, printed on a poster
had the effect of making everyone flee.'9

Saint-Saens's view is noteworthy because he was at the forefront of musicians who

strove to redress this perceived imbalance in French musical life. Jeremy Cooper

(1983) has taken issue with the views expressed by these musicians. His thesis sets

out to prove that despite this perception, the performance of instrumental and

chamber music did not begin in France in 1871 and that there was an already thriving

outlet for instrumental music in the numerous concert series and societies. Joel-Marie

7 Pour un compositeur ii n'y a guère qu'une route a suivre pour se faire un nom: c'est le théâtre. La
musique religieuse et Ia symphonie sont assurément d'un ordre supérieur absolument parlant, a Ia
musique dramatique; mais les occasions et les moyens de s 'y faire connaltre sont exceptionnels et ne
s'adressent qu'à un public intermittent, au lieu d'un public régulier comme celui du théâtre. (Gounod,
1896, 175).

' 8 .Quel champ ouvert a la fantaisie, a l'imagination, a l'histoire! Le théâtre me tenait. J'avais alors
près de trente ans, etj'étais impatient d'essayer mes forces sur ce nouveau champ de bataille.
(Gounod, 175-6)

19 un compositeur francais qui avait l'audace de s'aventurer sur le terrain de la musique instrumentale
n'avait d'autre moyen de faire executer ses oeuvres que de donner lui-même un concert et d'y convier
ses amis et les critiques. Quant au public, au vrai public, ii ny fallait pas songer; le nom d'un
compositeur, a la fois francais et vivant imprimé sur tin affiche avait le propriété de mettre tout le
monde en fuite. (Saint-Saèns, 1885, 207) This passage also appears in his article 'La Société
Nationale de musique', Revue et gazette musicale de Paris, 46 (October 1880) 318.
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Fauquet's book Les Sociétés de musique de chambre a Paris de la restauration a

1870 (1986) includes an exhaustive list of programmes for these concerts. Such

studies are crucial in helping to construct a complete picture of concert life before

1871 and in bringing to light the discrepancies between the contemporary perception

of events and retrospective statistical evidence. But the availability of the latter

should not negate the value of the former: Berlioz, Gounod and Saint-Saens were not

wrong in expressing their views on the deplorable state of musical life in nineteenth-

century France, they were simply presenting the case as they saw it from personal

expenence.

There were, indeed, numerous instrumental and chamber music societies that

flourished after 1828, when the Société des concerts du Conservatoire was founded

by Francois-Antoine Habeneck. Moreover, many of them set out consciously to

perform new music. Habeneck was highly innovative in seeking to promote

Beethoven's music in France as early as 182820, but with subsequent conductors such

as Narcisse Girard (1797-1860), the Society continued to promote Beethoven even

when he was the most frequently performed composer of instrumental music in

France. 21 The programmes of this Society and most of the others were almost

exclusively dominated by Beethoven, Mozart, Haydn, Weber and Mendelssohn. In

1851 the Société des derniers quatuors de Beethoven was established to promote the

little known and unappreciated late works of this illustrious composer, but in all of

these Societies young French composers were virtually ignored.

One exception to this was the Société des Jeunes-Artistes (1853-6 1) founded by Jules

Pasdeloup (in conjunction with Conservatoire students and graduates) for the

20 Bruneau, in his report, highlights the regenerating and enriching effect which Habeneck's concerts
of Beethoven's symphonic music had on French musical life in the first half of the nineteenth century
(Bruneau, 1901,73-4).

21 For further discussion and information about the Société des concerts du Conservatoire, see J.
Cooper, 21-37.
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performance of recent orchestral and vocal works. Pasdeloup is said to have been

motivated by the refusal of one Society's conductor even to play through one of his

scherzos. (J. Cooper, 1983, 42) In addition to the German masters, 'Gounod's works

rank second among major works and symphonies performed, and contemporary

compositions by Alard, Lefébure-Wély, Gouvy and Schumann figure prominently in

the repertory.' (Thid., 44-5) Yet in 1861, the Société des Jeunes-Artistes evolved into

the Concerts populaires (186 1-84), which, rather than performing French and

contemporary works, sought to encourage a.more general, less elite audience to

become familiar with the great masters. 22 Although this was undoubtedly a

worthwhile aim, it left French composers once more without a forum.

Saint-Saens's and Gounod's statements touch upon some important issues. Saint-

Saëns writes about the audacity of French composers wishing to venture into

instrumental music: his tone is cynical and suggests that not only was instrumental

music unpopular with the general theatre-going public, but that it was somehow

regarded as beyond the reach of a French composer. Furthermore, Gounod reveals a

hierarchy among genres; he seems to believe instinctively that instrumental and

religious music are superior, and Saint-Saëns's commitment to promoting instrumental

and chamber music implies a similar assumption. This debate between theatrical and

what was described as 'pure' music became a crucial issue in French musical circles

from 1870. Without doubt, instrumental music was associated in the minds of French

musicians, and perhaps less consciously by the elite French concert-going public, with

the Germanic tradition. 23 It might seem ironic, therefore, that in trying to regain

22 Saint-Saëns jibed that the Concerts populaires 'wrote at the top of their posters: Beethoven,
Mozart, Weber, Mendelssohn, or something like that'. ('inscrivaient en tête de leur affiche:
Beethoven, Mozart, Weber, Mendelssohn, ou quelque chose d'approchant'.) (Saint-Saëns, 1880, 318)

23 The use of fugue and developmental techniques associated with the Germanic tradition became a
test of respectability and technical expertise. For example, Saint-Saëns frequently used fugue in
development sections as a sign of his technical mastery, as Mendelssohn had done before him. Such
conspicuous emphasis on learned technique was associated with the academic tradition of
Conservatoire teaching. Indeed, the first round of the Prix de Rome, involved the writing of a fugue.
The most traditional composers, such as Saint-Saëns, accepted this emphasis on academic mastery,
while the more creative composers objected (Debussy, who excelled at fugue, did not object to the
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confidence as a musical nation, French composers should have looked to Germany.

There were several reasons for this, one of which was the growing disaffection with

the Italian-dominated operatic scene. The cosmopolitan and open spirit, for which

Paris had always been famous, was largely responsible for the success and domination

of foreign composers, such as Rossini and Meyerbeer, and for favouring Italian

models. 24 Even works by Frenchmen such as Massenet and Gounod did not eschew

the appealing Italian lyricism. Wagner, as early as 1842, made some pertinent

remarks about Parisian musical life in a letter to Schumann, which the latter published

in the Neue Zeitschrfl für Musik:

It is the Italians who are chiefly to blame for debasing what was once
the attractive French style of the opéra-comique: they are idolized and
imitated unquestioningly. The couplets which were once so attractive
have become a worthless and utterly tuneless clattering of three
quavers to a bar, or else they imitate Italian sentimentalism. But
Italian sentimentalism is a real calamity, since it misleads even honest
people: all they are concerned about is the singers' execution
(Wagner, trans. S. Spencer, 1987, 89)

In his view, the Italian predilection for sentimentalism and virtuosity had obscured

French music and tainted Parisian public taste. In a subsequent letter to Schumann in

1843 he spitefully equated 'Meyerbeerian' with 'Rossinian, Bellinian, Auberian,

Spontinian' (Thid. 105), and although he was using Meyerbeer as a scapegoat for his

own lack of success in the capital, his words were not without substance.

Bertrand, writing thirty years later, lamented the complete domination of Italian

opera, on the one hand, and German instrumental music on the other. The Théâtre

academic tradition early in his career and is something of an exception). The most notorious
incident was the so-called 'Ravel affair' (1901-5) in which Theodore Dubois prevented Ravel from
winning the Prix de Rome and in 1905, from entering the competition on account of his fugal
writing, despite Ravel's undoubted compositional talent. This finally led to Dubois's resignation.
Milhaud also liked to show his prowess by writing fugues, for example, in Cinq etudes (1920), La
creation du monde (1923) and Esther de Carpentras (1925-7).

24 Beeen 1852 and 1870 only five new French works were included in the repertoire (M. Cooper,
1951, 10).
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Lyrique, which had been founded for the development of French music, and the

Concerts populaires had marginalised their own music. He continued:

These days our instrumental music is prey to German prejudice, just as
our opera has been haunted for a long time with Italian prejudices.
Under the pretext of instructing us, they try to wipe us out.25

The sense of insecurity and inferiority is striking and understandable, because if opera

is associated with Italy and instrumental music with Germany, what does that leave

for France? - certainly not religious music, which had been dealt a blow with the

secularising effect of the French Revolution, and although there had been some works

on religious subjects by Berlioz, Massenet, Franck and others, this hardly amounted

to a tradition.

There was a very important, psychological reason why the French chose to promote

'pure' music at this time. If Bertrand's perception of German superiority in all things

was representative (however grudgingly it was admitted by some), and Gounod's

belief lay in the natural superiority of instrumental music over that of the theatre,26

then it seems understandable that in order to regain national and musical self-respect,

it was necessary to equal the Germans on their own terms. This may seem

inconsistent on the part of the French, but it explains the aims of the Société

Nationale, which was founded in 1871 to promote both French and instrumental

music.

This dual purpose of the Société Nationale became clearer with the years that

followed. Bruneau linked the Renaissance in French music inextricably with the

revival of instrumental and chamber music:

25 Notre musique instrumentale est aujourd'hui en proie au préjugd allemand comme notre opéra flt
lorigtemps obsédé du prdjugé italien. Sous prétexte de nous instruire, on nous annule. (Bertrand,
1872, x)

26 One must not forget that Bach was one of Gounod's self-proclaimed gods, the other being
Palestrina (religious music had the same status, in his view) and that Mendelssohn and his sister
Fanny had exerted a profound influence on the young composer.
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The return to the symphony, which was caused, as I believe I have
already indicated, by the social 'upheaval' of the war, very naturally
brought about a French Renaissance in chamber music. No doubt,
Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, being Germans, retain an
incontestable superiority in this domain of instrumental polyphony.
But on our own soil, some men will add to the shared riches, augment
the universal treasure of beauty and, I add, of brotherhood.27

He then proceeds to list these French contributions by Alexis de Castillon, Bizet,

Delibes, Gounod, Godard, Gouvy, Chausson, Reyer, Saint-Saens, Dubois, Bourgault-

Ducoudray and others. Bruneau acknowledges German supremacy in these genres,

but recognises that French composers also have a contribution to make; he shows the

same spirit of one-upmanship as Bertrand and appeals, momentarily, to a universal

solidarity.

Paul-Marie Masson, writing with hindsight in 1913, describes an abrupt change in

French musical preoccupations from 1870 and labels the period as 'the final arrival of

pure music in France'. 28 He explains that French music has always been associated

with words and continues:

This spiritual state, very apparent throughout all of the history of
French music, seems to have been modified greatly during the last third
of the nineteenth century. The French sensibility, at least that of the
intellectual elite, was enriched by a more exclusively musical taste, by a
more and more marked aptitude to sense the mysterious influences of
pure music directly.29

Although Masson feels unable to explain the reasons for this change, preferring to

leave it to historians to interpret, the language he uses to describe this change, in

27 Le retour a la symphonie, dont flit cause, je crois l'avoir indiqué, le bouleversement social dc la
guerre, détermina trés naturellement une renaissance ftancaise de la musique de chambre. Sans
doute, Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven gardent-ils, eux Allemands, une suprématie incontestable en
ce royaume de la polyphonie instrumentale. Mais, sur notre sol, des hommes ajoutèrent aux
richesses communes, augmentèrent l'universel trésor de beauté et j'ajoute de fraterrnté. (Bruneau,
1901, 127)

28 'l'avènement définitif de la musique pure en France'. (Masson, 1913, 7)

29 C'est état d'esprit, trés apparent dans toute l'histoire de Ia musique francaise, semble bien s'être
modiflé pendant le dernier tiers du 1 9e siècle. La sensibilité francaise, du moms celle de l'élite
intellectuelle, s'est enrichie d'un goat plus exciusivement musical, dune aptitude de plus en plus
marquee a sentir directement les nuances subtiles et les influences mystérieuses de la musique pure.
(Ibid., 7)
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particular the line 'enrichie d'un gout plus exciusivement musical', suggests that French

music was then aspiring to a more elevated level.

The greatest enigma throughout this period was Berlioz. In his own time he had

failed to fit into the Italian-dominated operatic scene, but by 1870 he was associated

with the romanticism that had brought French music into crisis. Berlioz came to

symbolise romanticism in French music and since romanticism was so much wrapped

up with German musical and political might, he was regarded as a negative influence

upon the French tradition and somehow not truly French. Landormy exposed this

uncertainty about Berlioz in his article of 1904, focusing on the composer and

whether or not he interrupted or continued the French tradition. But here, there is

little agreement between d'Indy, Bruneau and Debussy. D'Indy rejects him both as a

composer and as a Frenchman:

First of all, Berlioz does not seem to me to be primarily a musician; his
genius is too literary. Moreover, he is scarcely French at all; see how
easily the Germans adopted him! He is neither precise, nor concise.
He is not concerned with form. 30

D'Indy's judgement is particularly harsh with regard to Berlioz's musicianship.

Debussy had insinuated something similar the previous year when he stated that

Berlioz was always favoured by those who knew least about music. (Debussy, 1971,

165) His literary interests connected him in a negative way with literary romanticism.

Nor was the attack on his Frenchness new: Cornelius and Hans von Bulow regarded

Berlioz as more German than French (Macdonald, 1976, 293). It was true that, later

in life, Berlioz looked to Germany for the performance of his works, having become

increasingly disillusioned with the French musical establishment. But this charge was

also motivated by a sense that Berlioz did not fit in to the norms of French musical

life, or with the accepted characteristics of French musical style. For both d'Indy and

Debussy he did not figure in the lineage of the French musical tradition. As Debussy

30 D'abord Berlioz ne me semble pas être avant tout un musicien; c'est un genie trop littéraire. IDe
plus, ii est aussi peu Francais que possible; voyez avec queue faciité les Allemands Pont adopté! II
n'est ni précis, m concis. H na pas le souci de la forme.' (Landormy, 1904, 395)
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exclaimed: 'Berlioz est une exception, un monstre'. (Debussy, 272)

Bruneau's report seems to herald Berlioz's rehabilitation and that of romanticism in

general (1901, 148).' He was the first to present the view that Berlioz was the

precursor of the rise of instrumental music in France (96). Such a perspective is

central to Massons's report on French music of 1913, which purported to comment

upon the developments of the previous forty years. Yet Masson ignores the

ambivalence with which Berlioz was regarded at the end of the nineteenth century and

links the renewal of both French musical life from 1871 and that of pure symphonic

music with Berlioz's rehabilitation (Masson, 1913, 8-9). His approach reflects that of

the myopic historian, who, eager to make connections with the past and to explain the

present situation, rewrites the past, ignoring the inconsistencies. By 1913,

romanticism could be viewed much more favourably and Berlioz - as the epitome of

French romanticism - could be reinstated. In short, he could, with hindsight, be seen

as the precursor of the French symphonic tradition. 32

Other attempts were made to explain the move towards instrumental music by

historical argument. Gaston Carraud deals directly with the issue in his article 'La

musique symphonique', also of 1913.

No doubt a symphonic art could have grown from that of Rameau, but
Rameau's influence was forced to give way too soon to that of the
Encyclopaedists, the 'Bouffons' and Gluck, and for a century, dramatic
expression became exclusively ours.33

Carraud looks to the past in order to explain the present (or recent past) and is less

concerned with historical accuracy than with speculation. Rameau was a positive

31 Romain Rolland confirms this rehabilitation in 1908, identifying Berlioz as representing one of
the two sides of the French spirit. The other side is represented by Debussy. (Rolland, 1908, 206)

32 This change in perspective will be further emphasised by Milhaud's easy acceptance of Berlioz and
of romanticism in general.

Un art symphonique aurait sans doute Pu naltre de Part de Rameau: mais l'influence de Rameau a
dil ceder trop vite devant celle des Encyclopédistes, des Bouffons et de Gluck et pour un siècle, le
point de vue dramatique est devenu exclusivement le nôtre. (Carraud, 1913, 77)
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symbol and therefore many things could be attributed to him - even a symphonic

tradition. Deviations from this line of descent are explained as interruptions, and the

period from the French Revolution (with the Encyclopaedists, the Bouffons and

Gluck) to the Franco-Prussian defeat was that deviation. These views expressed by

Carraud were representative of many writings and attitudes throughout the period

which lasted until the 1920s and Milhaud's generation.

Although the Société Nationale was at first primarily concerned with contemporary

French music and promoted the works of the younger generation such as Bizet, Lab,

Duparc, Chausson and Bruneau (in addition to established composers such as Franck,

Saint-Saens and d'Indy), its motto 'Ars Gallica' signalled a wider commitment to

French music. The Society's bulletin, published each year, declared its patriotic and

artistic aims:

It has given to the young the title of masters, to the masters the easy
consecration of fame, sometimes arduously acquired, and to all the
most potent encouragement to work; finally, it has demonstrated the
existence, for so long unrecognized, of a great French musical Art.34

Thus one of the aims in promoting contemporary French music was to prove the

existence of a French musical tradition.

An early manifestation of France's concern with the past can be seen in the creation of

a chair of music history at the Paris Conservatoire in 1871. According to René

Dumesnil, Barbereau was the first appointment, but he resigned the following year

and was replaced by Gautier. He, in turn, was succeeded by Bourgault-Ducoudray in

1878. (Dumesnil, 1925, 184) Bourgault-Ducoudray's contributions to music history

and ethnomusicology with his studies of Greek and Russian music were of extreme

importance for the education of musicians in France for several generations. Maurice

34 Elle a donné aux jeunes l'appui des maitres, aux maltres la consecration facile d'une renommée
parfois durement acquise, et a tous le plus puissant encouragement au travail; elle a enfin démontré
Vexistence, trop longtemps méconnue, d'un grand Art musical francais. (The Société Nationale de
Musique, 1882, 1)
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Emmanuel succeeded him in 1909, the year Milhaud entered the Conservatoire.

Musical scholarship in France had been sporadic and isolated during the nineteenth

century. In his article 'La musicologie', Michel Brenet cites various studies and

treatises in the earlier part of the century. 35 It would be an exaggeration to suggest

that there was no musicological activity at all, just as it is incorrect to ignore the

various concert societies before 1871. Yet there was a significant upsurge of interest

in music history after this date, as Brenet indicates:

After the terrible year... the constituent elements of musical art and the
linking of these transformations in the past and the present drew the
attention of men of letters, and musicology gradually claimed a place
in the history of civilisation and national traditions, in the publications
of pure and applied science and in public teaching.36

In 1873 a new revue, La chronique musicale, appeared, and over the next few years

there was an increasing availability of information on the musical contents of the

Archives Nationales, the Bibliothèque Nationale, and the Bibliothéque de l'Opéra,

thanks to publications such as the Catalogue de la bibliotheque de l'Opéra (1878) by

Theodore de Lajarte. An interest in Gregorian music was noticeable from the 1880s

with studies such as Les melodies grégoriennes by Dom Pothier, the first edition of

the Liber gradualis (1883) and the Paléographie musicale, which began in 1889 and

brought about, in Brenet's words, 'the renewal of Gregorian studies and the reform of

liturgical chant'

The most significant studies were carried out by Edmond De Coussemaker (1805-1876) on the
music of the middle ages, A. J. H. Vincent (1797-1868) on the music of antiquity and various articles
on Catholic religious vocal music by Th. Nisard (1812-1887), de Raillard (1804-1887) and d'Ortigue
(1802-1866). (Brenet, in Mnsson ed., 1913, 16)

36 Au sortir de l'annde terrible, ... les phdnomènes constitutifs de l'art musical, et I'enchamnement de
ses transformations dans le passé et le present, attirèrent l'attention des hommes d'étude, et la
musicologie vint peu a peu revendiquer une place dans l'histoire de la civilisation et des traditions
nationales, dans les publications de science pure et appliquée, et dans l'enseignement public. (Brenet,
17)

'la renovation des etudes grégoriennes et la réforme du chant liturgique'. (Ibid., 17)
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The 1890s saw the most significant developments, one of which was the inclusion of

music scholarship as a doctoral subject by the University of Paris: a clear sign of its

recognition as an academic discipline. The first thesis, by Jules Combarieu, Les

rapports de lapoésie et de la musique, appeared in 1893 (Brenet, 18), one year

before the founding of the Schola Cantorum. 38 The other theses to appear over the

following years reinforce the prevalent climate of musical interest in Greek antiquity

and in music of the past. 39 Another manifestation of this spirit was the publication of

Henry Expert's series of editions, Les maltres musiciens de la Renaissance fran caise,

which began in 1895 with the facsimile of Claude Goudimel's 150 Psaumes (1580).

Expert's appeal to scholarship is evident from the inscription on the title page: 'Based

on the most authentic manuscripts and the best printed material of the 16th century,

with variants, historical and critical notes, and modern transcription and notation... '4°

Subsequent facsimile editions by Expert included works by Guillaume Costeley

(1896) and Clement Jannequin (1898). In addition, he supervised the publication of a

series entitled Chansons mondaines des XIIe et XVIIIe sieclesfrancais and produced

numerous other publications. 4' His contribution to both French music of the past and

musical scholarship is undeniable.

Charles Paul, in The Musical Quarterly, 1972, 55-6, suggests that it was as a result of the teaching
at the Schola, by d'Indy in particular, that the University of Paris introduced music history. These
developments were clearly concurrent rather than one being a direct result of the other. lYIndy's
teaching may well have increased the profile of music history at a later date, but the University
introduced the doctorate in music before the formation of the Schola Cantorum.

39 The theses include such celebrated names as Romain Rolland, Histoire de l'opéra en Europe avant
Lully et Scarlatti (1895), Maurice Emmanuel, La danse grecque antique (1896), Louis Laloy,
Aristoxène et la musique de l'antiquite (1904), Jules Ecorcheville, L'esthétique musicale, de Lully a
Rameau (1906), André Pirro, L'esthetique de Bach (1907) and Charles Lab, Esquisse d'une
esthétique musicale scientifique (1908). (Brenet, 18, Rolland, 1908, 259-60 and Paul, 1972, 56.
There are some minor variants in the exact wording of the titles.)

40 'Base sur les manuscrits les plus authentiques et les meilleurs imprimés du XVIe siècle, avec
variantes, notes historiques et critiques, transcriptions et notation moderne ...' (Expert, 1895, i)

These publications include: Anthologie chorale des maltres musiciens de Ia Renaissance
francaise, Corpus de l'art musicaifranco-flamand desXVe etXVJe siècles (1905); Les classiques dii
protestantismefrancaisXVle, XVIIe, etXVJIIe siècles (1902); and Repertoire classique de musique
religieuse et spirituelle.
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In the same year the first volume of the complete Rameau edition was published by

Durand, under the direction of Saint-Saens. This important project amounted to

seventeen volumes which appeared more or less annually until 1913 and some of the

most famous names in French music were involved as editors. Saint-Saens was

responsible for the first five volumes, which notably began with Rameau's

instrumental works.42 Perhaps it is not surprising that Saint-Saens was most

interested in editing Rameau's 'pure' music first and leaving the operas until last and to

others; d'Indy edited three volumes, Paul Dukas and Alexandre Guilmant two, and

various musicians, notably Claude Debussy in 1908, one volume.43 Although the

standard of authenticity seems not to have been a pressing issue - being principally a

view of Rameau from a late nineteenth-century perspective - its importance lies in

being the first major revival of interest in a seventeenth-century French composer.

The position of Rameau for composers of this generation onwards cannot be

overestimated; he became for French composers their musical ancestor and

figurehead. As Debussy put it:

Rameau, whether one likes it or not, is one of the surest musical
foundations, and one can follow in the beautiful route he has traced
without fear, despite the barbarous trampling downs, the errors in
which one mires him.

Those perhaps most responsible for this elevation of Rameau were Vincent d'Indy,

42 These comprised the Pièces pour clavecin (vol.1, 1895), Musique instrumentale, pièces pour
clavecin en concerts, six concerts en sextour (vol.2, 1896), Cantatas (vol.3, 1897) and Motets (vols.
4-5, 1898-9).

' The dramatic works appeared in the following volumes: vol. 6: Hippolyte etAricie ed. Vincent
d'Indy, 1900; vol. 7: Les indes galantes, ed. Paul Dukas, 1902; vol.8: Castor et Pollux, ed. Auguste
Chapins, 1903; vol.9: Les fetes d'Hébé, ed. Alexandre Guilmant, 1904; vol.10: Dardanus, tragedie
lyrique, ed. Vincent d'Indy, 1905; vol.11: La Princesse de Navarre, Les fetes de Ramure, Nélée et
Nyrthis, Zéphyre, ed. Paul Dukas, 1906; vol.12: Platée, ed. Georges Marty, 1907; vol.13: Les fetes
de Polymnie, ed. Claude Debussy, 1908; vol.14: Le temple de Ia gloire, ed. Alexandre Guilmant,
1909; vol.15: Les fetes de l'hymen et de l'amour, ou Les dieux d'Egypte, ed. Reynaldo Hahn, 1910;
vol. 16: ZaIs, ed. Vincent d'Indy, 1911; vol.17: Pygmalion, Les surprises de l'amour, Anacréon, Les
sybarites, ed. Henri BUsser, 1913.

Rameau, qu'on le veuille ou non, est une des bases les plus certaines de la musique, et l'on peut
sans crainte marcher dans le beau chemin qtfil traca, malgré les piétinements barbares, les erreurs
dont on l'embourbe. (Debussy, 1971, 207)
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Charles Bordes and the Schola Cantorum.

Dumesnil maintained that:

The most important event in the history of musical teaching in France
over the last fifty years is certainly the foundation of the Schola
Cantorum.45

In 1894, it represented a crystallisation of numerous musical activities. Its three

founders, Vincent d'Indy, Charles Bordes and Alexandre Guilmant, were already

actively involved in the renewal of French musical life. Vincent d'Indy was an

important member of the Société Nationale and Charles Bordes had been making a

substantial contribution to the revival of early religious music as choirmaster of Saint-

Gervais from 1890. In 1892 Bordes founded the Société des Chanteurs de Saint-

Gervais who, during 1892-4, perfonned Palestrina's Stabat mater and Missa brevis,

Misereres by Allegri and Josquin des Près, Orlando di Lasso's Regina Coeli, Vittoria's

Passion and Lotti's Crucfixus. According to Dumesnil, these were 'works which, on

the whole, had never been heard in Paris. It was an enormous success." Guilmant

was a renowned organist and a teacher at the Conservatoire. Through his

performances of Bach, he promoted a tradition of organ performance practice which

he had learnt from his teacher, the Belgian organist Nicolas Lemmens (Paul, 1972,

54). The Schola began as an educational outgrowth of the Société des Chanteurs de

Saint-Gervais, but despite its religious bias, secular music (Rameau and Monteverdi,

in particular) was not ignored 'as long as it antedated 1789 and postdated 1870'.

(PaUl, 54) D'Indy shared the common view that the nineteenth century was

responsible for the loss of morale in French music and that it was through knowledge

and appreciation of the great works of the past that French music would thrive once

more.

L'événement le plus important dans l'histoire de l'enseignement musical en France an cours des
cinquante demières années est certainement la fondation de la Schola Cantorum.
(Dumesnil, 1925, 212).

'oeuvres qui, pour Ia plupart, n'avaient encore jamais étd entendues a Paris. Le succès flit dnorme.'
(Ibid., 212)
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In 1903, Debussy praised the Schola Cantorum's performance of Rameau's Castor et

Pollux and its efforts in general. This was the first time that his views on Rameau and

his importance for French music had appeared in print, but it was a topic to which he

was to return many times. It is probable that Debussy was exposed to Rameau

through both the Schola and Saint-Saens's edition: by 1903 eight volumes had

appeared, the last of which was none other than the opera Castor et Pollux. The

Schola Cantorum was a symbol of many musical developments of its time. As an

educational institution, it was crucial in focusing the minds of established musicians

such as Debussy, and the younger generation of composers who studied there, upon

the musical past. It contributed greatly to the strong sense of a specifically French

inheritance that emerged around the turn of the century.

D'Indy was an enigmatic figure. Underlying his aims of promoting music of the past

and Catholic religious music were deep-rooted prejudices. His intolerant Catholicism,

anti-Semitic views, interest in Wagner and selective chauvinism confused his ideals of

forging a French musical tradition. The Schola provided a partial outlet for his

dogmatic nature and accounts describe it as 'a monastery of which he was the Father

Superior, his role that of a "musical Savonarola, castigating superficiality and

complacency in the name of Franck." (M. Cooper, 347) The Preface to his Cours de

composition (1903) reads like a profession of musical and religious faith. D'Indy was

a fervent supporter of Wagner and Wagner's views on the state of French music. In

1879, in an interview with the journalist Louis Fourcaud, Wagner blamed Jews such

as Meyerbeer for spoiling the Paris performance of Tannhauser in 1861 and

suggested that Judeo-Italian opera had diverted French music from its true course.

D'Indy made his first pilgrimage to Bayreuth in 1876 and was presented to Wagner by

Franz Liszt in 1882, where he heard these opinions from the composer himself. All

' For a contemporaiy viewpoint see Louis Borgex, Vincent dindy: sa vie et son oeuvre (Paris, 1913)
and André Coeuroy, La musiquefrancaise moderne. (Paris, 1924)
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this had a lasting effect on him and, according to Paul, 'determined the direction

d'Indy's life was hereafter to take' (5 1-2). There is little doubt as to the origin of

d'Indy's views on the negative influence of Italian and Jewish music in the nineteenth

century. In his book Richard Wagner (1930) he writes of three onslaughts by the

Italians on French music: the first by Pergolesi and the opera buffa, the second by

Piccinni, set up by Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and the third by Rossini, Bellini and

Donizetti and their imitators 'who greatly contributed to the debasement and

bastardisation of our musical drama'

More serious, however, was the damage inflicted on French music by the Jews. In

1930 d'Indy argued that it was unnatural for Jews to write dramatic music and that

there had been only one name, Salomon Rossi, in the history of French music before

the nineteenth century. The reason was straightforward: 'We are not speaking of

religion, but of race. The Hebrew race, otherwise endowed with serious qualities, has

never at any time been creative in art.'49 Jews were capable only of imitations. After

backing his own arguments by reference to Wagner's Lejudaisme dans la musique

(1868), he concludes: 'We are therefore forced to consider the Jewish period in

musical art as being the most completely impotent in terms of production.' 5° Although

he was writing one generation later, d'Indy's views had changed very little on this

subject from the 1 890s when he was a supporter, although not actually a member, of

the Action Française and a fervent anti-Dreyfusard. (Paul, 54; Macdonald, 288) In

these respects he had more in common with literary figures like Moréas and Maurras

than with other composers such as Debussy and Bruneau, who both supported

Dreyftis.

'qui contribua puissainment a Ia decadence et a l'abâtardissement de notre drame musical' (10-1 1).

'fl ne s'agit pas ici de religion, mais de race. La race hébraIque, douée, d'autre part, de sérieuses
qualités, n'a jamais et en aucun temps été créatrice en art'. (13)

50 'Nous sommes donc forces de regarder la période du judaIsme, dans l'art musical, comme celle de
Ia plus complete impuissance dans l'ordre de la production.'(13)
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Not only did d'Indy adopt Wagner's beliefs on French music, he went further to

suggest that Wagner's influence on French music had been a positive one:

This indisputable progress, has been due, I must repeat, to Wagnerian
influence without any servile imitation, but on the contrary, it has
revealed the force and vitality of the French spirit.5'

In his view, the French imitations of Wagnerian music dramas by composers such as

Reyer, Lab, Chabrier and Chausson had been beneficial to French music, in the same

way as the rise of instrumental music, which he admitted was a new departure

launched by César Franck, had raised French music out of the depths of

decadence.(87) One wonders at d'Indy's motivation: he was not consistently

nationalistic, indeed, he appears more open to other musical influences than Debussy

by his acceptance of early Italian church music, Bach, Gluck, Weber and Wagner.

Either his prejudices were so strong that French Wagnerian imitations were preferable

to the Jewish and Italian music he so ardently disliked, or he really believed German

art to be superior. Thus, French art would benefit from German models in drama and

from imitating an essentially German instrumental tradition. What is certain is that his

inconsistent yet ardent beliefs were his ultimate driving force.

It is important not to underestimate the overpowering influence of Wagner on the

French. His personality, ideas and music were regarded with anything but

indifference. In the 1870s his music was virtually banned because of his untactful

remarks about the German victory in 1871. Yet this ban was short-lived and by the

1 880s literary and musical Wagnerism were rife. The Revue Wagnerienne was

founded in 1885 by Edouard Dujardin and purported to explain Wagner's dramatic

theories. Moreover, during the next two decades all of Wagner's major stage works

(excluding Parsfal, which was restricted to Bayreuth) were performed in France

(Messing, 1988, 3). Composers like Lab, Chabrier and Reyer came under the spell of

his magnetic influence and their operas abound with echoes of Wagnerian harmony,

51 Cet incontestable progrès, dü, ii faut le répéter, a l'influence wagnérienne sans presenter aucune
servile imitation, mais accusant an contraire la force et la vitalité de l'esprit francais.(65)
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orchestration, leitmotifs and mythological subject-matter. In addition, Bizet 's

Germanic period in the 1860s deflected him from his true course. The Italian

hegemony had merely given way to a more consuming German domination that was

difficult to resist. For nearly two decades Wagnerism seriously undermined the

attempts to establish a French musical identity.

Certain composers recognised Wagner's ambivalent effect on French music. As early

as 1885 Max d'011one (then aged ten) is said to have told Gounod that his favourite

composer was Wagner, to which Gounod responded, as Milhaud recounts:

There are such poisons which float in the air, he cried with vehemence,
which belong to a destiny contrary to the French race which wants
even its children to be entranced by this magician... He is a great
musician, a man of genius, but he must have been sent on the earth to
destroy French music and French thought.52

Gounod seems to have had a strong sense of the dangers of Wagnerism for the

French. His description of Wagner as a 'poison' and as a 'magician' is vivid, and he

has a clear sense of the qualities compatible with the French race. Such statements

recur with increasing regularity in the writings of Debussy, Satie and Milhaud.

Gounod's tone suggests a sense of persecution: that Wagner has the strength to undo

all sincere efforts to develop a genuinely French musical tradition.

Bruneau's opinion on the influence of Wagner was more ambivalent. He believed that

foreign influence, in particular that of Wagner, could have an innovating effect on

French music:

I sincerely believe that we have retained and will retain a national
character. We will get out of the Wagnerian torment not only safe and
sound but, even better, regenerated, liberated, armed for the ftiture.
The influence of the German master, an influence which has had a

52 Ily a donc des poisons qui flottent dans l'air, s'dcrie-t-il avec vdhdmence, ii y a donc un destin
contraire a La race francaise qui veut que les enlants mêmes soient ensorcelds par ce magicien ... c'est
un grand musicien, un homme de géme, mais ii a cia être envoyé sur terre pour ddtruire Ia musique
francaise, Ia pensde francaise. (Darius Milhaud, unpublished, 1934, 6)
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universal effect, has not impressed itself on any people as much as on
our own .. The fundamental national element in German art is not
compatible with the fundamental national element in our own art.53

This statement is very similar to one of Milhaud's concerning the effect ofjazz on

French music: its influence was like a beneficial storm which cleared the air and then

subsided. (Milhaud, 1927, 22) Bruneau describes the Wagnerian influence as a

turmoil from which French music emerged healthier and more true to itself. His

reverence for the 'master is undoubted, but there is a certain pride; no matter whi

storm ravages French music, it can remain intact. This pride is indicative of a new

confidence in the French national character from the turn of the century onwards.

Jean-Aubry, writing in 1916, had other reasons not to fear foreign influence: 'our

spirit is rich enough not to fear these influences, but to assimilate them'. 54 He felt that

the French musical identity was strong enough not to hide from foreign influence, but

to benefit from it.

In contrast to Bruneau, Debussy was unequivocal about Wagner. His statements were

numerous and frequently fierce. Although he admired d'Indy's efforts to revive

Rameau, he blamed both Gluck and Wagner for diverting French music from its true

path. 55 Rather than following Wagner's influence, French musicians should regard

Rameau and his successors as models of the true French spirit. In his view, Wagner

substantially contributed to the elevation of symphonic writing, which had penetrated

both instrumental and operatic composition in France. (Debussy, 1971, 240-1)

Developmental techniques had become synonymous with the attempts to establish an

instrumental tradition and to escape from the Italian operatic influence, because the

Le caractère national, nous l'avons donc garde et nous le garderons, j'en ai la conviction. De La
tourmente wagnérienne nous sortirons non seulement sains et saul, mais, mieux encore, régdnérés,
libérés, armés pour l'avemr. L'influence du maître allemand, influence dont l'effet a été universe!,
na pesé sur aucun peuple autant que sur le nôtre ... Ce qu'il y a d'essentiellement national dans Part
allemand ne peut s'accorder avec ce qu'il y a d'essentiellement national dans notre art. (145-6)

'notre esprit est assez riche pour ne pas craindre les influences et pour Les assimiler'. (Jean-Aubry,
1916, 15)

Debussy continually made references to the French tradition as a path, from which it was essential
not to deviate. See 1971, 89, 100, 206 and 207. Milhaud also used this image.
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models presented by composers such as Beethoven, Strauss and Wagner had proved

too overwhelming. His contemporaries were mistaken in adhering to these 'symphonic

practices' (moeurs symphoniques) which he regarded as unacceptable for his race.

(241)

Debussy's preoccupation with Wagner reveals his own ambivalence concerning this

powerflully influential figure. In the Cinqpoèmes de Baudelaire (1888) he composed

much of Wagner's immediate influence out of his system. 56 Yet Wagner crept into his

works when it served his purpose or when he was pressed for time, most notably in

the interludes to Pelléas which he expanded at short notice during the rehearsals for

the opera. In a letter to Chausson (2 October 1893) he wrote about eliminating

Klingsor's ghost which had surreptitiously appeared in his score. (Debussy, 1987, 54)

He was all too aware of Wagner's overpowering effect. Although Debussy's writings

became increasingly chauvinistic from 1908 through the war years, his criticism about

the direction of French instrumental music was accurate. French composers were

unable to free themselves from the German ideals of symphonic development and

classical form, and in his own works, such as Prelude a l'après-midi d'unfaune and

Trois nocturnes, he attempted to forge an instrumental tradition that was not

dependent upon Austro-German ideals. It is undoubtedly on account of this

individuality, as well as his frequent statements about the French tradition and what it

represented, that almost instantly he became a model of Frenchness for subsequent

generations. Although he was less involved in the French musical establishment than

Saint-Saens, d'Indy and Bruneau, his impact as a composer was more profound. He

responded to the desire to strengthen French musical identity, not simply by

perfecting established German traditions, but by breaking with them and forging

something that could be identified as distinctly French.

56 fflhaud's composition of La creation du monde (1923) served a similar purpose with regard to
jazz.
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Debussy's own view of the contribution of composers such as Bruneau is revealing.

In a letter to Pierre Lous (9 March 1897), he commented upon Bruneau's Messidor:

How can you see such ugly people as Zola and Bruneau producing
anything that's more than mediocre? Have you seen also the
deplorable use they make in their two articles of patriotism, a jolly
good excuse for saying "It may be bad, but at least it's French!"
(Debussy, 1987, 90)57

Although Debussy was being characteristically scathing, he makes the point that it

was not necessarily those who were most active in promoting a French music who

were able to achieve it themselves. Debussy described the majority of such

composers as 'miserable hacks'. (91)

In spite of the clarity of his musical insight into the state of French music, Debussy

can be compared to d'Indy in placing race at the centre of discussions about tradition,

even if his conclusions were very different. Wagner was inappropriate as a model for

French composers precisely because he was German and those who elevated Franck

were mistaken because he was Belgian, as he explained:

Oh, César Franck is not French, he is Belgian... César Franck's effect
on French composers boils down to almost nothing; he has taught
them certain writing procedures, but their inspiration has no relation to
his.58

In his view and contrary to that of Berlioz, Gluck had disrupted French music from its

true path because he was a German and was therefore unable to comprehend the

nuances of French prosody. (Debussy, 1971, 99) His discrimination against

composers on account of their nationality was not so very different from d'Indy's

prejudice against Jewish composers; both had a notion of the fundamental purity of

the French tradition. It was this underlying belief in racial purity that led the Germans

to regard themselves as the master race in the 193 Os.

" The articles he refers to were published in Le Figaro on 20 February, 1897.

58 Oh! César Franck nest pas français, ii est beige... L'action de César Franck stir les compositeurs
francais se réduit a peu de chose; il leur a enseigné certains procédés d'écriture, mais leur inspiration
na aucun rapport avec Ia sienne. (Debussy, 1971, 273).
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This emphasis upon purity was the result of an increasing preoccupation with national

inheritance in France from the beginning of the twentieth century. The terminology

used in literary circles to define the qualities supposedly inherent in the French genius

had quickly become established in musical circles. Bnineau's report of 1901 reads like

a profession of faith:

It is the French tradition, derived from qualities inherent in our race: a
sense of proportion, clarity, inner feeling, heart, freedom and daring, a
tradition which will be the resting place, over the centuries, of real
innovators and which nothing will ever destroy.

This confidence is matched by Debussy's answer in 1904 to Landormy's searching

question about the state of French music:

French music.., is clarity, elegance, and simple and natural
declamation; above all, French music wants to please - Couperin and
Rameau are the ones who are truly French!°

Bruneau and Debussy were at the forefront of musical opinion and thus anticipated

general musical trends; Bruneau, after all, was publicly exhibiting the recent

achievements of French music at the start of a new century. Landormy's article on

'L'état actuel de la musique francaise' (1904) is perhaps more representative in

revealing the uncertainties which still existed about the precise nature of the French

musical tradition and its actual line of succession from Rameau to the present.

Although he asks if a tradition really exists, there is little doubt in his own mind and

those he interviews that it is something real and tangible.

This new-found confidence is far removed from the mixture of vague hope and

desperation apparent in Bertrand in 1871:

C'est Ia tradition française, faite des qualitds inhérentes a notre race: Ia mesure, Ia clarté, I'esprit,
le coeur, la franchise et l'audace, tradition qui sera, a travers les siècles, le point d'appui des
véritables novateurs et que nul n'arriverajamais a abolir. (Bruneau, 30)

60	 musique française... c'est la clarté, l'élégance, la declamation simple et naturelle; Ia musique
francaise veut avant tout, faire plaisir - Couperin, Rameau voilà de vrais Francais! (Debussy, 1971,
272)
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One is inclined to believe that this luminous, light and smiling genius,
which was French civilisation, has not lost all its reasons for
existence... if the seeds are sown immediately, it is only a little later
that one must gather the harvest. Let us hope that it will not be too
late for the consolation and comfort of France.6'

His hope stems from a fundamental belief in the potential of the French nation and

culture. He expresses desperation, at the realisation of the pitiful state into which the

present had fallen, and uncertainty, as to whether it was too late to regain greatness.

The task presented to musicians after 1870 was to make that hope a reality and it was

precisely by focusing upon the past that France began to regain its confidence.

Jean-Aubry, reflecting in 1916 upon the state of French music in the midst of the next

political upheaval - the First World War - recognised the effort made by the

intervening two generations to secure an identity:

Since 1870, two generations, by their compositions, their critical
writings, by the organisation of groups, have succeeded in bringing
today's French music not only to a point which it has not known for
more than a hundred years, but where it can rival the music from every
era. 62

Not only have these composers succeeded and realised Bertrand's hopes, but, in his

view, French music is better off than ever: 'At no time has France ever known a

present more sumptuous or richer with new promise.'63 His confidence is more

explicit than that expressed by Masson and Brenet in 1913. In Jean-Aubry's view, the

Golden Age idealised in the seventeenth century has become a reality in the present.

He was writing in the midst of war against Germany: the historical and cultural

6111 est a croire que ce genie lumineux, facile et riant, qui ftit la civilisation française, na pas perdu
toutes ses raisons d'être ... Si les germes en sont aussitôt semés, ce n'est qu'un peu plus tard que doit
lever la moisson. Esperons qu'elle ne tardera pas trop pour la consolation et Ia reconfort de la
France. (Bertrand, 1871, xix-xx)

62 Depuis 1870, deux générations, par des oeuvres, par des travaux critiques, par l'organisation de
groupements, ont réussi a porter la musique francaise d'aujourd'hui non seulement a un point queue
navait pas connu depuis plus de cent aimées, mais d'oà elle peut se mesurer avec La musique de tous
les temps. (Jean-Aubry, 1916, 7)

63 'A aucune époque la France n'a connu un present plus somptueux ni plus riche de nouvelles
promesses.'(13)
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conflict between France and Germany had been magnified onto a world level. Yet his

clear historical sense and musical judgement prevent him from deteriorating into

propaganda. He draws analogies between political and musical events just as

Bertrand had done in 1871. Although a political victory would be desirable, he is

certain of Franc&s musical victory:

The musical victory of the France of today over the Germany of today
is a reality of which we have not reaped all the benefit. Our actions
should take advantage of it; it cannot be implemented with all its force
while preserving, with the respect of the great musical Germany of
yesterday, the open-mindedness and curiosity necessary to renew the
greater France of tomorrow.

Such a proclamation of French musical victory over German musical decadence

highlights the change in attitude over forty years when placed alongside Bertand's

earlier statements (see pp.1 1, 17 and 34). Jean-Aubry was concerned not merely with

the French past and present, but was particularly interested in promoting the music of

the younger generation of composers - Milhaud's generation - which he felt had

inherited a secure tradition in its prime. It is within this context of newly regained

musical strength that Milhaud compositions and writings should be placed.

Paul Masson touches upon an important explanation for this increased confidence.

He describes the forty years, from 1870, as an era which had seen various new

developments, most notably in the rise of instrumental music. This was in response to

the desire to 'express French feelings in a French style'. 65 In his view, this was most

fully achieved by recent compositions that freed French music from Wagner, most

La victoire musicale de la France d'aujourd'hui sur l'Allemagne d'aujourd'hui est une realitd dont
nous n'avons pas tire tous les bénéfices; ii faut que notre activité s'y emploie; elle ne peut s'y
appliquer avec toute sa force qu'en conservant, avec le respect de la grande Allemagne musicale
d'hier, l'ouverture d'esprit et la curiositd nécessaires a renouveler Ia plus grande France de
demain.(16)

Jean-Aubry cites Romain Rolland, who, despite his avowed preference for German music, had
declared in 1905 that 'L'art francais, silencieusement, est en train de prendre la place de l'art
allemand'. (Jean-Aubry, 1916, 1)

65 'exprimer des sentiments francais dans un style francais'. (Masson, 1913, 8)
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notably Debussy's Pelléas et Mélisande:

which represents a completely new form of art, extremely musical and
as far removed as possible from Wagnerian drama. Since then, this
nationalist movement has only emphasised itself affirming by its
opposition to the frantic and furious art of Wagner our French qualities
of measure and clarity.

At last there was a perception that the desire to find a French mode of expression had

been realised, despite the subsequent complications of Wagner's posthumous legacy.

A consideration of the chronology of events can be misleading: Jean-Aubry was

aware of the different, but coexisting generations of composers. D'Indy, for example,

lived until 1931 and yet his views, if anything, became more entrenched. Debussy's

profound reaction to the First World War reflected, in great measure, his own failing

strength and growing helplessness and his recognition of a younger rising star

replacing his own, namely Stravinsky. D'Indy and Debussy retained the vision of the

older generation, despite the changing historical and musical circumstances. One

striking example is their rejection of the period from the French revolution until 1870

for having led French music astray, long after the younger generation of composers

had begun to accept the immediate romantic past. Moreover, they perceived events

more as musicians than historians; their prejudices distracting them from having a

clear historical perspective. In contrast, Masson's report belongs to the other end of

the spectrum. It claims an historical perspective, commenting upon the developments

of the previous forty years, but in so doing tends to rewrite the past to fit into its

system. Landormy and Jean-Aubry belong to the category of music historians who

were actively involved in contemporary musical life but were able to view events with

a bit of detachment. Bruneau, Koechlin and Milhaud can be considered composer-

historians, who felt compelled to comment with the authority of an artist and the

qui représente une forme d'art toute nouvelle, extrêmement musicale, et aussi éloignée que possible
du drame wagnérien. Depuis, ce mouvement nationaliste n'a fait que s'accentuer, affirmant par
opposition a l'art effréné et fumeux de Wagner nos qualités francaises de mesure et de clarté.(1O)
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perspective of an historian, upon the musical scene: past, present and future. The role

of writer-composer had romantic precursors in Schumann and Berlioz. Wagner's

writings, although numerous, were more concerned with himself than with musical life

at large. The desire for detached musical insight by certain twentieth-century

composers was a new development and was certainly influenced by the increasing

interest in music history from the late nineteenth century onwards. The extent to

which the artist or the historian gains the upper hand will be examined in Milhaud's

case in Chapter 2.

The changing perspective called for new approaches. For example, the Société

Nationale, which had been at the forefront of contemporary musical life, became

outmoded. The first indication of this was in 1886 when foreign and classical works

were introduced into the repertoire, bringing about Saint-Saëns's resignation and

effectively allowing d'Indy full control. (Nectoux, 1991, 21) Dissatisfaction with the

Society and its growing conservatism came to a head in 1909 when Ravel set up the

Société Musicale Indépendante (hereafter SIN'll) because of the refusal of d'Indy to

recognise the younger generation of composers. Fauré, in the unenviable position as

president of both societies from 1917, failed to bring about a reconciliation between

the two groups, which he believed to be appropriate during a time of war. His 'Appel

aux musiciens francais' in Le courrier musical (15 March 1917) was ultimately

unsuccessful: the old and the new factions were already too entrenched. (see

Nctoux, 1975 and 1991).

InMa vie heureuse, Milhaud complained about the conservative nature of the Société

Nationale, which had refused to play Maurice Delage's Poèmes hindous67. He

supported the efforts of the SMI in giving first performances of European works

which were representative of the new epoch. (Milhaud, 1987, 27) Milhaud clearly

67 The Society had also rejected 'Les temples', the first of Koechlin's Etudes antiques (op.46), around
the same time.
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belonged to this new generation of composers who had their own reponses to the

changing French musical climate. For instance, Wagner had become a relatively

distant figure68 and it was now Debussy who was the all-powerful influence which it

was necessary to resist if one wanted to be original and not merely to imitate. Yet

Milhaud inherited a strong set of assumptions and beliefs about the French musical

tradition which were indebted to the previous generations of French composers who

had struggled so hard to establish a distinctive national musical identity from the ashes

of the apparent disaster of 1871.

68 Jean-Aubry makes this very point in his 1916 article. Wagner was no longer an issue for young
French composers; Debussy had been combating German influence and the dangers of Wagner for
almost fifteen years. (5-6)
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Chapter 2: Milhaud and the French Musical Tradition

I feel myself in fact, to be very closely bound to the French musical
tradition - an assertion which will perhaps appear rather odd to certain
people, but I have the sense of direct lineage from the line of French
composers represented by Couperin, Rameau, Berlioz and Chabrier.69

Milhaud made this statement of faith in reply to the pertinent question 'Who are you,

Darius Milhaud?', and in so doing he demonstrated the extent to which his musical

and personal identity was bound up with the notion of a French musical tradition.

Milhaud was in no doubt about the existence of a living tradition and of his own place

within it. As he stated in 1938: 'I have always insisted on the strength, on the

necessity of tradition in an art as noble as music'. 7° For the composer who introduced

Schoenberg to France and who was one of the first to embrace polytonality and jazz

into his music, this is clearly an issue that requires a thorough investigation.

Milhaud began writing in earnest about music in 1919,' becoming critic of the

Courrier musical from 1920 until 1924 and of The Chesterian in 1921.72 In addition

to his role as a critic, Milhaud published several lengthy articles outlining his view of

French music, two of which appeared in 1923: 'The Evolution of Modern Music in

Paris and Vienna' published in The North American Review and 'Polytonalité et

atonalité' in the Revue musicale. He explained his motivation for writing when he

spoke of the need

to defend contemporary music which was being incessantly attacked
and to give my opinion freely. It was also a way for me to explain

69 Je me sens en effet trés solidement rattaché a la tradition musicale francaise. Cela paraltre peut-
être curieux a certains, mais je me sens étroitement tributaire de la lignde Couperin, Rameau,
Berlioz, Chabrier. (Milhaud, 1952, 14)

° 'J'ai toujours insisté sur Ia force, sur Ia necessité de Ia tradition dans un art aussi noble que Ia
musique'. (Milhaud, 1938, 89)

71 Two articles appeared in Littérature in 1919: 'Le boeufsur le toit' (April) and 'Musique'
(November). However, his first article, 'Les Festspiele d'Octobre a Hellerau', was published in the
Nouvelle revue française as early as November 1913 (59: 821-2).

72 He only ever contributed two articles to this journal, in 1921 and 1926.
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several points of view and to dispel misunderstandingsJ

Milhaud's aim was twofold: to establish himself within the Parisian musical scene and

to act as a spokesman for his generation. Certainly Milhaud felt the need to mark out

and defend his position in the 1920s. In this respect his writing career closely

reflected his own personal and musical development. Being from a Jewish family, and

growing up in Aix-en-Provence before moving to Paris to study at the Conservatoire

in 1909, he never felt he was a true Parisian. In 1917 he took the opportunity to travel

to Brazil as Paul Claudel's secretary. 74 He returned to a post-war Paris in early 1919

much changed and matured by his two year retreat. 75 As Mme Milhaud remarked:

'Milhaud went to Brazil drinking camomile and came back drinking coffee'. (in

conversation with the author, May, 1992) On his return, he immersed himself in the

Parisian musical scene. He had entered an important period of his musical career, as

Claudel seemed to understand when he expressed his TegTe. tha	 1ha'ci to'th Tii'.

join him in Schleswig, adding, 'but I agree with you that the moment is too important

for you to abandon your work'. 76 His apprenticeship days under the watchftil eyes of

Claudel were over. 77 Thus Milhaud's writings need to be understood In the context o

his own personal development. Despite the strength of his compositional technique,

he felt the need to carve his own place, not only in the Parisian musical scene, but

within the broader French musical tradition.

de défendre Ia musique contemporaine inlassablement attaquée Ct de donner mon opinion
librement. C'était aussi un moyen pour moi d'expliquer quelques points de vue et de dissiper des
malentendus. (Milhaud, 1987, 96-7)

Claudel was sent to Brazil as the French Ambassador.

In Ma vie heureuse Milhaud described his impressions of Paris on his return from Brazil: 'I found
Paris rejoicing in victory. But I returned to my apartment like a stranger'. ('Je retrouvai Paris dans
la joie de la victoire. Mais c'est comme un étranger que je revins dans mon appartement'.) (Milhaud,
1987, 81)

76 'mais je crois comme vous que le moment est trop important pour que vous abandonniez votre
travail'. (Claudel, 1961, 53)

Claudel's influence on Milhaud's artistic development considerably outweighed his limited
knowledge of the technicalities of music.
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Although French musical identity itself was strong by 1919, France having emerged

victorious from the 1914-18 war, Milhaud felt that his profession and the activities of

his generation should be taken seriously. In his article on tradition, Milhaud

suggested that because music is a noble art, it must have a tradition, which alone

made it worthy of serious attention. 78 Furthermore, as a representative of the young

generation of composers he needed the security of belonging to a movement with

roots and history.

Among the French composers of his generation, Milhaud took the lead in commenting

on contemporary music, and in this way followed the example of Debussy and

Koechlin. Articles by other members of 'Les Six' were rare in the 1920s. Roland-

Manuel, who was part of the same circle, also began writing, frequently supporting

his mentor Ravel. However, in articles such as 'Les Six devant Ravel' (unpublished,

c. 1925), he adopted a certain detachment, commenting perceptively upon

contemporary musical life and composers' motivations, rather than presenting a

personal aesthetic stance. In this way he differed from Milhaud, who linked his

writings to his musical preoccupations to a greater extent.

The post-war generation of composers, including Milhaud and the other members of

'Les Six', had already gained a reputation for flouting musical conventions. This was

on account of the experimental and seemingly frivolous nature of some of their

projects, such as the spectacle Les manes de la Tour Efjè1, (1921) written in

conjunction with the other members of 'Les Six' (apart from Durey) to Jean Cocteau's

scenario. It was also true of Le boeuf sur le toit (1919), which had gained Milhaud a

reputation for being light-hearted and interested in novelty at all costs. Saint-Saens's

78 Mme Milhaud told me that other middle-class families disapproved of musical composition as a
profession, although Milhaud's own family did not discourage him. After the uproar caused by
Milhaud's Deuxième suite symphonique (October 1920), friends of the Milhaud family came round to
commiserate with them on what they regarded as a public embarrassment. In contrast, Milhaud
rather enjoyed the scandal, being not in the least upset by negative publicity. (in conversation with
the author, Sept.1992)
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letter to Gabriel Pierné published in Le Ménestrel after the scandal of the Deuxiàme

suite symphonique had further contributed to his notoriety and had exposed the gulf

between the French musical establishment and Milhaud's generation:

I notice with sadness that you are opening the door to lunatic
deviations and that you impose them on the public when it is revolted.
Several instruments playing in different keys has never resulted in
music but in hullabaloo.79

Although Saint-Saens had been at the forefront of French musical renewal in 1870, he

had become increasingly reactionary from the turn of the century and deplored

modern musical trends. The open letter highlights the very real differences between

the generations over how the tradition should be maintained, and more fundamentally,

how French music should sound. This gulf between the generations is reinforced by

an unpublished letter from Charles-Marie Widor to Robert Brussel (30 June 1922) in

which he supports Saint-Saens's joli-lettre', describing the composer of Le boeufsur

le toll and his contemporaries as 'blasphemers who are ignorant of Mozart' and as 'the

"French" Bolshevists'. 8° In the same vein, Emile Vuillermoz described the young

French composers inMusicalAmerica as 'Ia honte de l'Europe'. 8 ' (Milhaud, 1982, 77)

In his essay 'Les Six devant Ravel', Roland-Manuel blamed the war for exacerbating

the gulf between Milhaud and Vuillermoz:

it dug a profound crevasse between the two generations, which is
always gaping and which nothing will fill in, and over whose depths
one hesitates to stretch ladders.82

Je vois avec douleur que vous ouvrez la porte a des aberrations charentonnesques et que vous les
imposez au public quand ii se rdvolte. Plusieurs instruments jouant clans des tons différents n'ont
jamais fait de Ia musique, mais du chanvari. (Milhaud, 1987, 92)

80 'des blasphdmateurs et d'ignorants de Mozart'... "francais" bolchevistes'(L.a. Widor, 48). Widor
was objecting to performances of Le boeufsur le toit and works by Les Six at a Salzburg festival.
Milhaud's mentor, Erik Satie, a card-carrying Communist, proudly presented himself as a Bolshevist
to shock Parisian high society after the war. So it is doubtful if Milhaud was much upset by this at
the time, although according to Mme Milhaud, her husband had a strong and enduring admiration
for Mozart.

81 'the disgrace of Europe'. (Milhaud, 1982, 78) Milhaud was uncharacteristically open about his
dislike of Vuillermoz. He was angry because Vuillermoz had distorted his opinion of Debussy,
suggesting in print that he was critical of Debussy. (Milhaud, Ibid., 77-8)

82 elle a creusd entre deux gdndrations une profonde crevasse, touj ours béante, que rien ne saurait
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The association of Milhaud and his friends with Jean Cocteau had greatly contributed

to their notoriety. Cocteau was an opportunist and eagerly exploited the publicity the

young musicians had received from the critic Henri Collet when he coined the term

'Les Six' in a review in Comoedia (16 January 1920). In his pamphlet Le Coq et

l'arlequin (1918) Cocteau had declared: 'I demand a French music for France'.83

However, this new patriotic music involved a break with the past; Cocteau, at this

stage, was incapable of looking back. Inspiration for French music was to come

from everyday Parisian popular culture (notably from the café-concert, music-hall and

circus). Milhaud shared Cocteau's predilection for experimentation, his desire to find

alternatives to Debussy and Impressionism and his championship of Satie as the model

for the ftiture.85

But Milhaud combined this interest in the avant-garde scene with a strong sense of

history. Hugh Macdonald ends his discussion on French music with the suggestion

that there was a break with tradition during Milhaud's generation:

Where was the victory of French music in 1918? For Cocteau and his
friends the great issues of 1900 were to be laughed off the stage;
importance and unimportance exchanged roles, and Stravinsky swept
in a new cosmopolitanism, unthinkable before the war. The most
musical nation in the world (as a concept) had simply ceased to exist.
(Macdonald, 1976, 294)

Macdonald is mistaken in believing that the issues which had seemed so important in

1900 were no longer significant and that the new generation of composers were

incapable of taking anything seriously. This would involve attributing too much

musical insight to Cocteau and the press. As Milhaud himself stated: 'Always inclined

combler, et sur les profondeurs de laquelle on hésite a tendre des échelles. (Roland-Manuel,
unpublished, c.1925, 1)

'Je demande une musique francaise de France'. (Cocteau, 1979, 58)

84 It was only later, in the 1920s, after observing Stravinsky's and Picasso's interest in older models,
that he learned that originality did not preclude an interest in the
past.

85 There will be a thorough discussion of Milhaud's views on Satie later in this chapter.
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to generalise, the critics quickly came to consider Cocteau as the theoretician, the

prophet, the driving force behind post-war music. '86 It must not be forgotten that

Cocteau's musical understanding was extremely limited and that there was frequently

some hidden agenda behind his musical preferences. 87 It is understandable that,

despite the ambiguities Macdonald raises, 88 Milhaud felt compelled to establish himself

as a spokesman for his generation in order to redress this balance and to argue that

the innovation of his time was part of a constantly evolving French musical tradition

in which his own place may often have seemed insecure. 89 By so doing he was indeed

erecting the connecting ladder, of which Roland-Manuel had spoken, between the

past and present of French music.

There are some striking similarities between Milhaud and Schoenberg's notions of

innovation and tradition. Both had been criticised for their apparent disrespect for

tradition and as a result they both felt the need to stress the compatibility between

innovation and tradition. Milhaud pinpointed the source of the misunderstanding in

his essay on tradition:

Fundamentally, one letter of the alphabet is enough to create the most
terrible of misunderstandings, it is the letter 'R'. One speaks of
'Revolution' when it is only a matter of'evolution'.9°

The charge of Revolution was so terrible because it ignored the notion of continuity.

86 'Toujours enclins a généraliser, les critiques eurent vite fait de considérer Cocteau comine le
thdoricien, le prophdte, l'animateur de Ia musique d'après-guerre.' (Milhaud, 1987, 83)

87 For example, his comments concerning Satie in 1918 reflect his pique at Stravinsky's refusal in
1914 to collaborate with him on a ballet David. They are also made in the light of his recent
successful collaboration with Satie, Picasso and Massine in Parade (1917). Although Milhaud's
preferences reflected his own musical needs and preoccupations, he was not inclined towards petty
favouritism.

88 Stravinsky's influence upon French music was considerable and ambiguous, as will be seen, and
the distinctions between cosmopolitanism and French nationalism did indeed become blurred.

89 He was not alone in this; Koechlin (like Satie) also ardently supported young musicians, stressing
the evolutionaiy nature of most musical developments. (see Koechlin, 1925)

9° Au fond ii suffit dune lettre de l'alphabet pour créer le plus terrible des malentendus, c'est la lettre
'R'. On parle de 'Revolution' et ii ne s'agit que d'une evolution'. (Milhaud, 'La tradition', 1938, 90)
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In his Entretiens, Milhaud explained that

I always had the impression of having continued pursuing what was
before me, logically, in a spirit of renewal and of normal evolution, but
absolutely not as a revolutionary. I did not have the impression that in
my case there was a rupture, as the word 'reform' would seem to
indicate.9'

For once Milhaud was talking directly about his own position, rather than speaking

anonymously as if on behalf of his generationY

Schoenberg, on the other hand, had no difficulty in writing about himself. He made

several statements about the link between modernity and the past. Concerning the

apparent stylistic shift in his op. 11 piano pieces and his op. 14 and 15 songs, he

complained that

Most critics of this new style failed to investigate how the ancient
'eternal' laws of musical aesthetics were observed, spurned, or merely
adjusted to changed circumstances. Such superficiality brought about
accusations of anarchy and revolution, whereas, on the contrary, this
music was distinctly a product of evolution and no more revolutionary
than any other development in the history of music. (Schoenberg
(trans. L. Black), 1975, 86)

In his 1931 essay on rNational music (2)', after tracing his descent from Bach, he

declared:

I am convinced that eventually people will recognise how immediately
this 'something new' is linked to the loftiest models that have been
granted us. I venture to credit myself with having written truly new
music which, being based on tradition, is destined to become tradition.
(Ibid. 174)

Like Milhaud, he explained that he was 'trying to act on my own behalf as an historian'

(Schoenberg, 1975, 51), but it seems that this was principally in order to give

91 J'ai toujours eu l'impression d'avoir continue poursuivi ce qui était avant moi, logiquement, clans
un esprit de renouvellement et d'évolution normale, mals non absolument revolutionnaire. Je n'ai
pas l'impression que clans. mon cas ii y alt rupture, ce que semble indiquer le mot 'réforme'. (Milhaud,
1952, 28)

92 ne Milhaud pointed out that Milhaud was at his most honest in the Entretiens because he was
being asked veiy specffic questions about himself and his compositions. She agreed that in other
writings he tended to be elusive. (in conversation with the author, June 1992)
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Schoenberg, the self-assured composer, a forum and legitimacy. Schoenberg

describes how it was only after he had proved his skill in traditional harmony in his

Harmonielehre (1911) that people regarded him as other than a 'destroyer' of music

(50). Milhaud also liked to prove his technical skill in setting himself fugues and by

stressing the importance of traditional counterpoint. (Mme Milhaud in conversation

with the author, May 1992)

There was undoubtedly an element of self-justification in Milhaud's and Schoenberg's

attempt to link themselves with the great composers of the past. 93 Indeed, one might

consider them presumptuous in assuming the historian's role before their music had

withstood the test of time. One striking parallel is the way they traced the sources of

their musical systems to Bach: both as regards polytonality and the twelve-tone

system. Ivlilhaud saw in the contrapuntal and tonal independence of Bach's second

Duetto the root of polytonality (Milhaud, 1982, 174-5) and Schoenberg described

Bach as 'the first twelve-tone composer' (Schoenberg, 1975, 117); here, counterpoint

was the crucial element for both composers. Both men suggested that their systems

were inevitable, although questions inevitably arise when Milhaud also argued for the

Latin nature of his musical system.

Milhaud seemed to regard Bach as a universal source, but in so doing he contradicted

himself. Both he and Schoenberg had a strong sense of national inheritance and both

traced their musical ancestry, one to Rameau and Couperin and the other to Bach.95

Whereas Schoenberg's named ancestors were all German, Milhaud wanted the best of

It should be remembered here how interested Milhaud was in Schoenberg's musical innovations in
the early 1920s.

Milhaud was clearly inconsistent in arguing that polytonality stemmed from Bach, but was also an
inevitable Latin development, on a par with Schoenberg's twelve-tone system. See the later
discussion on Milhaud's use of polytonality in Chapter 5.

Compare Schoenberg's essay 'National Music (2)' with Milhaud's numerous statements.
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both worlds by citing Bach as well. 96 Yet there were other essential differences:

whereas Schoenberg wrote of accepting his mission, Milhaud spoke of submitting to

the greater force of tradition:

One does not invent a tradition, one receives it and works at it. It
depends not only on the musician's tastes and his inward motivation,
on those influences which are the result of the circumstances and
events of his life, nor on his particular musical preferences but, above
all, on the race to which he belongs.98

Both statements suggest some form of self-sacrifice, but the focus is different.

Whereas Schoenberg's preoccupation is himself and his calling, Milhaud shows

humility in the face of the greater force of tradition. As he expressed it, 'each work is

only a link in a chain'; 99 the individual work and thus the individual composer is

important only in his relation to the whole.

However, Milhaud's statement needs to be examined against his writings outlining

that tradition. Did tradition have an independent existence, as he implies here, or did

it depend, in some measure, upon his own personal preferences? T. S. Eliot had a

similar notion of the depersonalisation of the individual:

What happens is a continual surrender of himself as he is at the
moment to something which is more valuable. The progress of an
artist is a continual self-sacrifice, a continual extinction of personality.
(T.S. Eliot, 1975, 40)

Milhaud, Eliot and Stravinsky all emphasised the effort and responsibilities involved in

96 This is an indication of Milhaud's acceptance of foreign influences on a practical level, despite his
statements to the contrary. Koechlin and Roussel also admired Bach, regarding him as a
strengthening influence which did not in any way detract from the Frenchness of the end-product, in
their view.

97 1n his article 'New Music: My Music' (written c. 1930) Schoenberg declared that 'Nobody wanted to
be [the innovator who would take musical language beyond tonality], someone had to be, so I let it be
me'. (Schoenberg, 1975, 104)

98 on ne s'invente pas une tradition, on Ia subit, et on la travaille. Elle depend non seulement des
gofits du musicien, de ses tendances intimes, des influences que peuvent avoir sur son oeuvre les
consequences de sa vie, de ses préférences musicales, mais surtout de sa race. (Milhaud, 1982, 194)

'toute oeuvre n'est qu'un chainon d'une chalne' (Ibid. 194)
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belonging to a tradition, and the animating effect of the past on the present. We have

already seen that Eliot and Stravinsky differed from Milhaud in believing that tradition

could not be inherited,'°° but had to be forged, but there is another subtle difference

that distinguishes Milhaud. Stravinsky and Eliot believed that the past was important

and alive because of its effect on the present, whereas for Milhaud, the past was his

main point of focus. Stravinsky wrote: 'A real tradition.. .is a living force that

animates and informs the present'. (Stravinsky, 1970, 70) Both he and Eliot had a

very broad notion of tradition and Stravinsky's use of the past as an inspirational

model was extremely diverse and frequently appeared arbitrary. Eliot supported

Stravinsky's practice when he wrote that the poet's mind is 'a receptacle for seizing

and storing up numberless feelings, phrases, images, which remain there until all the

particles which can unite to form a new compound are present together'. (Eliot, 41)

In his essay 'The Metaphysical poets' Eliot described the gifted poet thus:

When a poet's mind is perfectly equipped for its work, it is constantly
amalgamating disparate experience; the ordinary man's experience is
chaotic, irregular, fragmentary. The latter falls in love, or reads
Spinoza, and these two experiences have nothing to do with each
other, or with the noise of the typewriter or the smell of cooking; in
the mind of the poet these experiences are always forming new wholes.
(Thid. 64)

Despite the reverence Eliot and Stravinsky claimed to have for tradition, the past was

useful in that it contained the raw materials out of which they built the present.

By way of contrast, Milhaud monumentalized the past. In 1927 he stated that

every time novelty or revolution is spoken of in the case of a musician,
we can be sure that any new, substantial element introduced rests upon
a stable tradition, whose logical sequence it is generally very difficult,
and all the more exciting, to mark out, as it is to see how often one has
to reach far back into music history to light upon the first elements of a
mode of expression whose full bloom one has witnessed and which
surprises by its perfection and completeness; it explodes like a bomb,

100 see ch.1, 9
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Wagner

Franck

Schola Cantorum

Bach

Gluck

Stravinsky

Jazz

Brazilian music

Milhaud emphasises the essentially unchanged nature of tradition, but in the same

article he evokes the image of a river which passes through a constantly changing

landscape, always flowing in the same direction from its source. (Ibid. 8) Thus, the

manifestations of tradition are capable of metamorphosis in time. It is worth

following the footsteps of Milhaud's line of succession to try to understand his

concept of tradition more fully. 105 (see Figure 2.1)

2.1. Milhaud's French Musical Tradition (constructed by the author)

Negative Influences Line of Descent 	 Positive Foreign Influences

(Costeley)

Ccuperin

Rjmeau

B rlioz

Gunod

Biret

C abner

(Frure)

Dbussy

(Pvagnard)

S tie

(Ioech1in)

Milhaud (Poulenc, Auric, Sauguet)

composers placed in () are mentioned only in passing in Milhaud's writings on tradition.

Milhaud's canon of composers varied from statement to statement. Just as composers

105 Figure 2.1 has been devised by the author afler combing Mithaud's writings on tradition.
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of the previous generation had done, Milhaud reinforced the position of Rameau and

Couperin. In his Entretiens he goes further than merely putting them at the head of

the list when he attempts to explain his indebtedness:

If I return to Couperin and Rameau, it is in relation to my chamber
music, notably because of the proportions I am searching for. These
proportions I endeavour to establish within calculated limits and
without useless development.'06

Chamber music was one Milhaud's favourite media; he wrote eighteen string quartets

and numerous other chamber works. His choice of Couperin and Rameau as models

was significant, considering the strong associations chamber music has had with the

Viennese classical masters Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. In turning from the latter

with their all-prevalent developmental technique, he was seeking a French solution to

chamber music composition. It remains to be seen if Milhaud actually succeeded in

finding an alternative to development in Rameau and Couperin's example.

More striking, however, is Milhaud's emphasis on the nineteenth century. Unlike

most of his predecessors, he embraced romanticism with open anns. Concerning

Berlioz, he wrote:

Berlioz is registered in the greatest tradition of French romanticism, of
true romanticism. This is not a superficial attitude of the mind, but a
momentum of the soul, an interior fire.'°7

The charge of romanticism, which had been levelled at Berlioz as an accusation, is

described by Milhaud with pride. His enthusiasm reflected the changing attitude

towards Berlioz apparent from the turn of the century. (see Ch. 1, 19-20) In 'La

musique méditerranéenne' Milhaud not only places Berlioz within the canon, but links

him with Rameau:

From Rameau to Poulenc, Auric and Sauguet, the French tradition has

106 Si je revendique Couperin et Rameau, c'est pour ce qui regarde ma musique de chambre,
notamment en raison des proportions que je recherche, proportion que je m'efforce d'établir dans des
limites mesurées, sans développements inutiles. (Milhaud, 1992, 15)

'°7 Berlioz s'inscrit dans la plus grand tradition du romantisme francais, du veritable romantisme, qui
nest pas une attitude superficielle de l'esprit, mais un élan de l'âme, un feu intérieur. (Milhaud in

Roy, ed., 1954, 8-9)
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always struggled to remain Latin. Nobility and grace are the principal
qualities of Castor et Pollux. Is the exact sense of proportion not the
same as we find in Berlioz?108

Once more Milhaud focuses on proportion, linking Berlioz with Rameau. Thus one

would expect him to argue that Berlioz was, in many respects, classical, but instead he

continues: 'This great romantic is always moderate. The sobriety of his orchestration

moves us by its stamp of unquestionable authenticity."°9 Milhaud has arrived at a

definition of romanticism which does not exclude values normally associated with

classicism. This is further supported by his definition of French musical ideals, which

he describes as

a certain clarity, sobriety, ease, moderation within romanticism, and
care for the proportions of the design and construction of a
composition, with the desire of achieving precise, straightforward and
concise

It is noteworthy that he includes tempered romanticism among the French qualities.

Bruneau had been the first to herald Berlioz's rehabilitation into the French musical

tradition, but Milhaud moved one step further in placing romanticism among the

ideals of Frenchness." This was far from the view held by the Ecole Romane and

Action Francaise, 112 who had regarded romanticism as a deviation from the Hellenic-

Latin tradition and far from the position held by the Société Nationale, which had

blamed romanticism for leading French music astray. However, Milhaud seems to

have constructed a definition of romanticism which was more palatable to classical

' °8 Depuis Rameau jusqu'à Poulenc, Auric Ct Sauguet, Ia tradition française a toujours lutté pour
rester latine. La noblesse et la grace sont les qualités maltresses de l'auteur de Castor et Pollux. Et
Ic seils exact des proportions n'est'il pas le méme que nous retrouvons chez Berlioz? (Milhaud, 'La
musique mëditerranëenne', unpublished, 1934, 5)

109 Ce grand romantique l'est toujours avec mesure. La sobriété de son orchestration nous émeut par
son cachet d'authenticité indiscutable.' (Ibid., 5)

110 une certaine clarté, sobriété, aisance, une mesure dans le roniantisme, et un souci des proportions
du dessin et de Ia construction d'une oeuvre, clans un désir de s'exprimer avec nettetd, simplicité et
concision. (Milhaud, 1927, 11)

This contradicts Gide's view that Frenchness and classicism were somehow synonymous. (See
Ch.1, 7-8)

112 See Ch.1, 4
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sensibilities by focusing upon the qualities of proportion and moderation. Milhaud

was aware of this apparent contradiction when he explained that he was particularly

attracted to Berlioz's 'large works, the works on a huge scale. Here again, I will,

perhaps, astonish certain colleagues - for his romanticism. Lastly for the construction

of his music.' 113 Just as Milhaud had self-consciously suggested that some would find

his insistence on tradition odd, so his colleagues would also be astonished at his

admiration for Berlioz's romanticism. Milhaud was eager to demonstrate, on the one

hand, that the qualities of proportion, construction, moderation, upheld by the French

as ideals, were not incompatible with romanticism, for Berlioz embraced them both.

On the other hand, for Milhaud the French tradition could be proud of its legacy in

Berlioz, which was worthy of the highest admiration.

Charles Gounod was another romantic composer held up by Milhaud for admiration

and given a prominent position within the French tradition:

Fortunately, French music, French art and French thought could count
on Gounod for maintaining their brilliance. All the qualities of clarity,
moderation, tenderness and of dramatic force without excess are the
very essence of Gounod's art."4

Whereas Berlioz was the epitome of French romanticism at its best, Gounod

represented the continuity of the French spirit during an uncertain period. Milhaud

distanced himself from the composers of the 1870 generation by citing the later rather

than the earlier part of the nineteenth century as the more unstable period. For

Milhaud, the real damage to the French tradition had been caused by Wagner," 5 and

many of the attempts to revive French music had merely accentuated his influence. In

113 grandes oeuvres, les oeuvres de vastes dimensions. Et-Ià aussi j'étonnerai peut-étre certains
confreres - pour son romantisme. Enfln, pour la facture de sa musique. (Milhaud, 1992, 21)

114 Heureusement la musique francaise, l'art francais, la pensée francaise pouvaient compter sur
Gounod pour maintenir leur éclat. Toutes les qualités de clarté, de mesure, de tendresse, de force
dramatique sans outrance sont l'essence même de l'art de Gounod. (Ibid. 6)

115 Milhaud's statements about the negative influence of Wagner were numerous, the most famous of
which - 'A bas Wagner-was printed in Le Courrier musicale (28 and 29 May 1921) in response to a
Wagner Festival.
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particular, he blamed Franck and the Schola Cantorum:

César Franck, who is the greatest Flemish musician, established a
whole movement in which pessimism, seriousness at all costs, gave rise
to the group of musicians who founded the Schola Cantorum. They
were in consequence completely predisposed to accommodate and to
submit wholeheartedly to the influence which almost undermined our
French music: that of Richard Wagner.116

Like Debussy, he dismissed Franck because he was a foreigner, and although he

admired d'Indy, 117 he felt the Schola, in elevating Franck, had embarked upon a false

path leading to the perpetuation of Wagner as an ideal. Such strong criticism was

rare for the normally tolerant and genial Milhaud. He saw Gounod as 'the logical

outcome of composers of the previous century, opening the way to the French music

that was representative of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries'. 118 Not

only was he the exemplary figure of the late nineteenth century, but the model for the

younger generation to follow.119

Gounod was not alone in receiving Milhaud's praise; Bizet and Chabrier also 'kept

intact our dear inheritance'.' 20 In his Entretiens Milhaud praised their 'sobriété' and

'extreme simplicité de l'instrumentation'. (Milhaud, 1992, 22) It is certain that

Milhaud associated these words with the qualities of Frenchness and as such they

were terms of praise. It is possible that this sort of praise had become so automatic

116 César Franck, qui est le plus grand musicien flamand Ct qui détermina tout un mouvement oü le
pessimisme, le sérieux a tout prix, nous ont valu cette série de musiciens qui fondèrent la Schola
Cantorum, qui furent de ce fait même absolument prédisposés a accueillir et a subir de toutes leurs
forces l'influence qui faillit compromettre notre musique francaise: celle de Richard Wagner.
(Milhaud, 1982, 196)

117 See Drake, 1982, 41. Milhaud's admiration for d'Indy seems surprising, particularly on account
of his anti-Semitic views. He may well have appreciated d'Indy's kindness to Satie at the Schola
Cantorum.

118 'l'aboutissement logique des compositeurs des siècles qui l'ont précédé, et ii ouvre la voie a la
musique francaise qui illustra la fin du XIXe siècle et le debut du XXe.' (Milhaud, 1982, 43)

119 See Milhaud, Le Courrier musical. (1/2, 1924, 15)

120 'gardaient intact ce patrimoine qui nous est cher'. (Milhaud, 1982, 196)
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for Milhaud that it indicated very little apart from a stamp of approval. But Milhaud

was certainly not alone in doing this; by the 1920s terms such as 'sobriété' and

'simplicité' were in common usage, having become associated with a brand of French

nationalism since the 1890s, first in literature and later in music. 121 Satie applied the

terms with more reverence with regard to Socrate, when he wrote on a post-card to

Jane Bathori thus: 'I dedicate the aesthetic of this work [Socrate] to clarity; simplicity

accompanies it and directs it. That is all... I did not wish for anything else.' 122 For

Satie they had a significant artistic meaning. Scott Messing traces the extension of

these terms into neo-classicism, which was in fact an outgrowth of French

nationalism, having acquired its cosmopolitan associations lacgel'j throh Stns'j.

Surprisingly, Milhaud did not follow this cosmopolitan trend and appeared to move

against the current tide of thought by retaining the association with French identity

but extending its application beyond the classical past to include the nineteenth

century.

Milhaud was certainly aware of Debussy's greatness, but his attitude to the composer

needs to be examined. On the face of it, Milhaud seems to devote very little attention

to the composer he described as 'the surest guardian of our French traditions'. 123 If

that were really the case, then how does this explain his absence from Milhaud's

article 'La tradition' (1938) and a mere fleeting reference in Milhaud's discussion of

the French and Italian traditions in 'Pourquoi j'aime Gounod et Verdi' (1942)? Nor is

his place in the canon always guaranteed. 124 In addition, it is noteworthy that Milhaud

presented Gounod and also Satie as the models for the younger generation to follow,

despite that fact that Debussy had been indisputably the most powerfiul figure in

121 See discussion on French nationalism and statements by Bnmeau and Debussy in Ch. 1.

122 ' L'sthétique de cet ouvrage je voue a la clarté; la simplicité l'accompagne, la dirige... C'est tout...
je n'ai pas désiré autre chose...' (Satie, unpublished postcard to Jane Bathori, 26 April 1923)

123 'le plus sfir gardien de nos traditions francaises'. (Milhaud, unpublished, 1934, 6)

124 See Milhaud, 1982, 201, although he is mentioned earlier in the same article.
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French music. But it was precisely on account of Debussy's power and his very real

influence that Milhaud was so cautious. He was unequivocal about Debussy's

contribution to the awareness of the French musical past:

After the early stages which were born out of Baudelairian
Romanticism, after Maeterlinck's Symbolism, DEBUSSY increasingly
brings together the purely French sources of his musical tradition.'25

But Debussy the composer had set an impossible standard. When he is mentioned, it

is his perfection that is acknowledged. In La musique méditerranéenne' he wrote:

'Debussy's art is sensitive and perfect in expression', 126 and in another essay he stated

that 'Debussy ... brought to his art such perfection in form'.' 27 Here he is more

specific in linking perfection with form. Most likely Milhaud admired Debussy's form

for the same reasons as he had pinpointed Rameau and Couperin's sense of

proportion: all of them presented alternatives to Germanic procedures, in particular,

to development. He may well have been referring to Debussy's complex proportional

structuring, especially the 1903-7 pieces. Milhaud accounts for his deification of

Debussy in his Entretiens, when he relates an incident when he questioned Debussy's

writing in Général Lavine-Eccentric as a student at the Conservatoire. His

counterpoint teacher Gedalge responded: 'But, my dear fellow! Debussy can not make

mistakes!' 128 This became for Milhaud a 'credo'; Debussy was one of the musicians for

whom Milhaud had 'a particular partiality, sometimes irrational, sometimes

inexplicable, indeed, paradoxical.. .but total'. 129 In this respect, Milhaud was like Satie,

125 Après des debuts qui prirent naissance dans le romantisme baudelairien, après le symbolisme de
Maeterlinck, DEBUSSY se rapproche de plus en plus des sources purement francaises de sa tradition
musicale. (Milhaud, Claude Debussy, unpublished, n.d, 8)

126 'L'art de Debussy est d'une expression oü tout est sensible et parfait' (Milhaud, unpublished, 1934,
6)

127 'Debussy. ..apporta a son art une telle perfection dans Ia forme' (Milhaud, 1982, 197). The same
passage occurs in 'La Musique francaise depuis la guerre'. (1927, 13)

128 'Mais, mon cher! Debussy ne peut pas se tromper!' (Milhaud, 1992, 46)

129 'credo... une predilection particulière, parfois irraisonnde, parfois inexplicable, voire
paradoxale. ..mais totale!' (Milhaud, 1992, 46)
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who never openly criticised Debussy, despite their strained personal relationship.

Debussy was arguably the most influential composer on the youthfttl Milhaud, and

early works, like La brébis égarée (19 10-14), betray his influence. Koechlin

confirmed this in a letter to Rollo Myers in which he stated that at the time of La

brèbis égarée 'those who had a hand in showing him new musical horizons were

Debussy - and also me, with my 4e recueil de melodies [19059]'. 13 0 Milhaud

recalled his awe when he was asked to play Debussy's String Quartet at the age of

thirteen and actually met the composer. It was precisely on account of his own

susceptibility to Debussy's music that he was so critical of Debussy's imitators, the so-

called Impressionists:

The adorable subtlety of Debussy's style (perfect in his case on account
of his critical mind, which wisely serves a constantly responsive heart)
led to the establishment of a movement called Impressionism, which,
combined with the influence of Rimsky-Korsakov, was to lead French
music into a dead-end.''

Milhaud argued that Impressionism was the inevitable outcome of Debussy's

perfection. Unlike the less powerftul composers Milhaud holds up as models, Debussy

is inimitable in much the same way as Wagner had been a dangerous model for the

previous generation. The immediacy of the threat to Milhaud's generation is evident

from the force of his language: 'the youth of 1919 react with violence' 132 to the

'sterility' of schools that follow a master. (Milhaud, unpublished, 1929, 1) His

objection was stylistic: the imitation of Debussy mingled with Rimsky-Korsakov's

130 'ccux qui contribuerent a lui révéler de nouveaux horizons de Ia nrnsique, c'étaient Debussy - et
moi aussi, par mon 4e recueil de melodies.' (Koechlin, unpublished letter to Rollo Myers, Paris,
27.12.48) It is noteworthy that Milhaud did not actually include Koechlin in his canon of
composers, although he admired him. He seems to have regarded him as a musical friend with
whom he could explore contemporaly music.

131 La subtilité adorable de l'écriture de Debussy, parfaite chez liii a cause de son esprit critique si
avisé au service dun coeur toujours ému, devait determiner un mouvement dit impressionniste, qui,
combine avec l'influence de Rimski-Korsakov, devait entralner la musique francaise dans une
impasse. (Milhaud, 1982, 197)

132 'la jeunesse de 1919 réagit avec violence'. (Milhaud, Claude Debussy, unpublished, n.d., 14)
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orchestration had led to musical 'decadence', (Ibid. 14) 'where useless complication,

the search for rare sonorities to the detriment of melodic purity and the dissipation of

the orchestral forces called forth a reaction'.'

The search for an alternative musical style was arguably the most significant task for

the developing young composer, as Milhaud explained himseffi

Yet DEBUSSY always remained a veritable idol for composers of my
generation. However, our quite natural reaction against music that
maintained an outdated aesthetic of a fragmented soundworld and
dissolving mists was never directed against DEBUSSY. We were in
such need of an art that was robust, wholesome, more contrapuntal in
expression, in which the sentiments of greater purity and tenderness
would be conveyed with simplicity. '

Just as Debussy had disliked his imitators, so Milhaud had a strong conviction that so-

called Impressionism was no longer relevant to music. In his early years he looked for

alternatives, finding literary solutions to this impasse in the writings of Francis

Jammes, André Gide and Paul Claudel,' 35 who were themselves moving away from

Symbolism in much the same way. He was particularly drawn to the robust and

'virile' 136 style of Claude! which seemed far removed from the vagueness of

Impressionism. Milhaud soon recognised these qualities in composers such as

Magnard and Stravinsky.

'on la complication inutile, la recherche de la sonorité rare au détrinient de la pureté mélodique et
l'éparpillement des forces de l'orchestre appelaient une reaction'. (Milhaud. 1982, 197)

'Mais DEBUSSY resta toujours pour les musiciens de ma génération une veritable idole. Pourtant
nos reactions si naturelles contre les musiques qui maintenaient une esthétique pdrimée de
morcellement sonore et de brume déliquescente, n'ont jamais visé DEBUSSY. Nous avions tellement
besoin d'un art robuste, sam, d'une expression plus contrapuntique, on les senthnents les plus puns,
les plus tendres seraient traduits avec simplicité. (Milhaud, Claude Debussy, unpublished, n.d. 14)

135 This was hardly surprising considering that his closest friends Leo Latil and Arrnand Lunel were
writers. Together they read the most recent writers starting with Maurice Maeterlinck and then
Gide, Jainmes and Claudel.

136 See Ch.3 for a discussion of Milhaud's literaiy alternatives and his search for a robust, masculine

ar
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Although Magnard was never actually included in Milhaud's canon of composers, he

was the subject of Milhaud's first article, written in 1916, but given at a conference in

January 1917. At first glance Magnard might appear an unlikely choice, particularly

on account of the obvious influence of Wagner on his style, something of which

Magnard was fully aware, as Milhaud quotes:

My score is written in a Wagnerian style, writes Magnard in the
preface to Bérénice. Lacking the necessary genius to create a new
lyrical form, I chose among the existing styles the one which best
suited my completely classical tastes and traditional musical culture. 137

Magnard's usage of 'classique' and 'traditionneile' is particularly noteworthy. For

Milhaud, Wagner was neither 'classical1 nor 'traditionalç but German and romantic.

Milhaud seems to accept Magnard's coupling of classical with Wagnerian. (Ibid.,8)

He was able to overlook his deep personal antipathy to Wagner 138 and focus on

Magnard's contribution to French music: 'He always remained completely outside the

movement which emerged in France with Debussy and the Impressionists'.' This is

a clear indication of the changing concerns of Milhaud's generation; Debussy and

Impressionism had overtaken Wagnerism as a vital issue. However, later in the article

(p.1 7) Milhaud refers to Magnard's 'technique classique', praising his technical skill in

his use of fligue, canon and of course, counterpoint. These were among the very

skills Milhaud felt were needed to lead French music away from Impressionism.

In Milhaud's view, Magnard stood apart from his contemporaries and was thus a

fitting model for his own generation. As he explained:

137 Ma partition est dcrite dans Je style wagndrien, écrit-il dans Ia preface de Bérénice. Ddpourvu du
gdte ndcessaire pour créer tine nouvelle forme lyrique, j'ai choisi parmi les styles existants celui qui
convenait le mieux a mes goUts tout classiques et a ma culture musicale toute traditionnelle.
(Milhaud, unpublished, 1916, 9)

138 Rarely was Milhaud so tolerant of Wagner and this article rather shows the extent of his early
admiration for Magnard.

139 'II est toujours restd très en dehors du mouvement qui s'est produit en France avec Debussy et les
iinpreSSiOflniSteS.' (Milhaud, unpublished, 1916, 6)
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This influence is very salutary rhythmically ... it has contributed to
orientating the young towards a music which is more alive, more
concise, more healthy and more virile, and melodically, towards a
music whose lines are traced with greater purity, and whose contours
are more precise. [We should rejoice in this influence ... which guides
our French music in a new way.]'4°

Despite his Wagnerism, Magnard seemed to fit most of the criteria Milhaud had set

out as necessary for the renewal of modern French music. His rhythmic, melodic and

contrapuntal strength appealed to Milhaud and in his Entretiens Milhaud declared that

Magnard had helped him to find his own musical voice.

And, however astonishing it may appear to you, I really am convinced
that Magnard helped me find my way. As I was telling you a moment
ago, while I adored Debussy, I sensed that it was necessary to escape
his influence. Now Magnard's vigorous art.. .this vigorous art really
gave me a shoulder-charge at a time when I was searching for my way,
and took me far from Debussyist magic. 141

Thus, Magnard provided the foil Milhaud needed to counteract Debussy's influence.

This was an assertion Milhaud made several times. 142 The closer one approaches

Milhaud's own time, the more difficult it is to separate his view of tradition and his

choice of great composers from his own personal search for a musical style which was

compatible with his own inclinations and character. To some extent, he reflected his

own preoccupations on his whole generation. It is significant that he focused upon

Magnard's importance for his generation in his 1916 lecture, whereas his later

statement was a more personal admission of influence. Perhaps with hindsight he was

able to be more honest. This was typical of Milhaud: he rarely spoke directly about

himself preferring to assume the guise of a more neutral spokesman. Yet his own

140 Cette influence est très salutaire rythmiquement. . .elle a contribué a orienter les jeunes vers une
musique plus vivant, plus serrée, plus same, plus virile et melodiquement, vers une musique dont les
lignes sont plus purement traces et les contours plus précis. [II faut se réjouir de cette influence
qui. . .oriente notre musique francaise dans une voie nouvelle.] (Ibid,.20) The line in [] was later
crossed out.

141 Et, aussi étonnant que cela puisse vous paraltre, j'ai vraiment Ia conviction que Magnard m'a aide
a trouver ma voie. Comme je vous le disais a l'instant, tout en adorant Debussy, je sentais qu'il fallait
que j'échappe a son influence. Or l'art vigoureux de Magnard.. .cet art vigoureux me donna un
veritable coup d'épaule a une époque oü je cherchais ma voie, et m'entraIna bien loin de La magie
debussySte.( Milhaud, 1992, 44)

142 C.f. Milhaud, 1916, 6-7; 1987, 46; and 1992, 43-4.
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personal preferences shine through the subterfuge. In the 1916 Magnard article he

went further in revealing his own preoccupations when he when discussed Magnard's

use of harmony and counterpoint:

For him harmony must not be a goal to follow; it is a simple linear
result obtained by the movement of several melodic parts - the result
of counterpoint, and it is in this that he is close to the young French
musicians. 143

At this time Milhaud was deeply preoccupied with counterpoint and this was largely

due to the profound influence that his counterpoint teacher, Gedalge, had exerted on

him at the Conservatoire. It brought about a change in emphasis in Milhaud's musical

thinking, from the vertical to the horizontal. This rethinking was particularly striking

in the case of his polytonal experiments and he described his Le retour de l'enfant

prodigue, written shortly after this assessment of Magnard, in very similar terms:

'Here the polytonality no longer lay in the chords, but in the interaction of lines'." 1 It

is clear that the concerns which Milhaud attributed to his whole generation were those

which most closely affected his own personal musical development.

Milhaud did not discuss Magnard's relation to the French tradition at this early date.

But he wrote of the evolutionary process of tradition in general, and 'La tradition

wagnérienne' in particular, quoting Magnard's letter to Dukas:

You can not escape the laws of evolution. Works of art, like human
beings, are bound to one another by an indissoluble chain.'45

Such a statement sounds very much like the Milhaud of the twenties. He also

describes Magnard's attention to form as 'leaning on an authentic solid base - with a

"'i Pour Iui l'harmonie ne doit pas être un but a poursuivre, c'est un simple résultat lindaire obtenu
par le mouvement de plusieurs parties mélodiques - le rdsultat d'un contrepoint et c'est en cela qu'il
se rapproche des jeunes musiciens francais. (Milhaud, 1916, 7)

144 'La polytonalité ici ne résidait plus dans les accords, mais dans des rencontres de lignes.'
(Milliaud, 1987, 69)

145 Vous ne pourrez s'échapper aux lois de l'evolution. Les oeuvres d'art, comme les êtres, se relient
les unes aux autres par une chalne indissoluble. (Milhaud, 1916, 9)
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strong tradition'. 146 However, he had a somewhat romantic notion of Magnard's

Frenchness, resorting to exclamations of a back to nature' variety:

It is not in any particular or unusual means of expression that one will
find the sum of Magnard's originality and personality, both of which
guarantee the eternity of his music. They have deeper roots, coming
as they do from Albéric's heart, from the heart of this recluse who
sometimes becomes at one with the soil he lives on. The music of
Albdric Magnard is redolent of the

Soil
the

Soil of
France

where he works
where he sings with his lusty

and vigorous heart of
the countiyside
the open air. 147

This romanticisation was partly due to the war. Magnard was a hero, having died for

France in the war, and this contributed to his appeal. The similarities between his fate

and that of Leo Latil, one of Milhaud's closest childhood friends, who was killed at

the front in September 1915, are unmistakable. Although a specifically French

tradition seems not to have been an issue with Milhaud in 1916, he did apply

terminology associated with Frenchness, such as 'dépouillée' and 'pureté', to Magnard.

Milhaud accorded Satie a privileged position within the French tradition. The two

met in 1919 afier Milhaud's return from Brazil, although Satie recalled hearing

146 's'appuyant sur une base solide authentique - avec une forte tradition'. (Ibid., 9) The bold type is
Milhaud's own.

' 47 Toute l'originalité, Ia personnalité de Magnard, qm assurera l'éternité de sa musique ne se trouve
pas dans des moyens d'expression particuliers ou curieux, elle a des sources plus profonds, elle vient
du coeur d'Albéric, du coeur de ce solitaire qui se confond parfois avec Ia terre qu'fl habite - Ia
musique d'Albéric Magnard sent Ia

Terre
la

Terre de
France

oü ii travaille
oü ii chante son coeur sam

et vigoureux
la campagne
le plein air. (Ibid., 20)
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Milhaud play the piano across the Street from where he was visiting in the summer of

1915) 48 Surprisingly, Milhaud was introduced to Satie's music in Brazil by the

Velloso family, whose dog bore the name of'Satie'.' Milhaud was drawn to Satie's

youthful spirit which was always a step ahead of his contemporaries: '[ Hisi is the art

of premonition and of foresight'.' 5° It was he who had offered an alternative to

Wagnerism in 1887 with his Sarabandes, Gymnopédies and Gnossiennes, which 'are

in opposition to all the principles of Wagnerian composition and clearly foreshadow

Debussy'. 151 In Milhaud's view, Satie anticipated the harmonic progressions of

Debussy's so-called 'Impressionism' by ten years.

However, Satie was also the first to turn away from 'Impressionism' towards 'fugue

and counterpoint, a marvellous warming-up exercise, a discipline which gives

temperance and concision'.' 52 Milhaud was referring to Satie's decision to return to

study in 1905 at the age of 39 at the Schola Cantorum under Roussel and d'Indy . It

is noteworthy, however, that Milhaud was generally critical of the Schola Cantorum,

disapproving of its promotion of Franck and Wagner. (Milhaud, 1982, 196) Yet he

was able to ignore this in Satie's case and focus upon Satie's wish to improve his

contrapuntal skills. The study of counterpoint had been of prime importance to

Milhaud since his Conservatoire days and it was a skill he looked for in the

compositions of others, including Debussy (Milhaud, Claude Debussy, 2) and

Magnard. (Milhaud, 1916, 7, 16-18) As usual, Satie had been the catalyst. The

148 c.f. Milhaud, 1952, 82 and Ornella Volta, 1989, 94 (with an illustration of the event).

149 In a review of the Concerts Koussevitzky (8 November 1923) Milhaud remarked that, apart from
the French avant-garde, Satie had been promoted more by foreigners, such as the Ballets Russes,
Ballets Suéclois and Koussevitzky, than by the French musical establishment. (Milhaud, 1982, 80)

150 'C'est Part de pressentiment et de divination'. (Milhaud, 1927, 14)

151 'sont en opposition avec tous les principes de composition wagnériens et font nettement pressentir
Debussy'. (Ibid., 15)

152 'Ia fugue et le contrepoint, merveilleux exercice d'assouplissement, discipline qui donne la
sobriété et la concision'. (Ibid., 15) They were real compositions requiring hard labour from Satie,
who lacked Milhaud's technical facility.
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characteristics of Satie's new art were notably 'discipline', 'sobriété', and 'concision',

and, he continued, 'to return to simplicity, to sobriety of expression in the architecture

of a work, as well as in its harmonic details'.' The emphasis upon Satie's simplicity

recalls Cocteau's statement in Le Coq et l'arlequin: 'Erik Satie's opposition consists of

returning to simplicity' 1M• But although both men spoke of a return, Cocteau was

more concerned with the idea of opposition in the present than with any notion of

continuity with the past. In contrast, it was precisely the link between novelty and

renewal that made Satie such a central figure in French music for Milhaud. 'Erik

Satie's art is truly a "Renaissance", 155 he wrote. Whereas Cocteau was content to call

for a new and essentially Parisian art based on everyday music, Milhaud placed the

apparently iconoclastic Satie firmly within the mainstream of the French musical

tradition. Indeed, the ideals embodied in Satie are synonymous with Milhaud's

definition of Frenchness itself

Just as Debussy represented inimitable perfection for Milhaud, Satie stood for

Frenchness at its purest. !56 In 1927 Milhaud described him as 'the apostle of a clear

art reduced to its essentials, whose simplicity is its most beautiftil ornament. A

troubling contradiction' 1s7 In this quasi-religious image of Satie, Milhaud elevated

him to the position of leader of contemporary French music, and in 'L'évolution de la

musique a Paris et a Vienne', he nominated Satie and Schoenberg as the respective

leaders of the French and Teutonic traditions. (Milhaud, 1982, 195) In 1947 Virgil

Thomson cited Milhaud's juxtaposition of the three 'B's of German music (Bach,

153 'de retour a la simplicité, de sobriété d'expression dans l'architecture comme dans les details
harmoniques d'une oeuvre.' (Milhaud, 1927, 17)

154 'L'opposition que fait Erik Satie consiste en un retour a la simplicité' (Cocteau, 1979, 68)

155 'L'art de Satie est un veritable "Renaissance". (Milhaud, 1927, 14)

156 There are numerous references to the purity of Satie's art in Milhaud's writings: c.f. La musique
méditerrafléenne, unpublished, 1934, 5 and Milhaud, 1982, 80 and 81.

157 'l'apôtre d'un art dépouillé et clair dont Ia simplicité est Ia plus belle parure. Troublante
contradiction!' (Milhaud, 1927, 95)
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Beethoven and Brahms) with the three 'S's of modern music (Satie, Schoenberg and

Stravinsky). (see Orledge, 1990, 258) Moreover, in his Etudes of 1927, Milhaud

outlined the two paths open to the young generation of French composers - Satie and

Stravinsky - and his slight preference for Satie as a model can be explained only

because he was French. Not only did Satie embody the qualities of purity and

simplicity, but Milhaud extended the meaning of purity when he described him as 'the

musical voice proper to French music purged of every trace of foreign influence.'158

Milhaud also admired Satie's moral integrity, his disdain for the critics and for

materialism. In his Entretiens Milhaud admitted that Satie's importance was more

than just musical:

I admired his intransigence with regard to the critics, his refi.isal of any
compromise, his total integrity, his contempt for money... Satie's
influence is an indirect one... there are so many ways to achieve an art
reduced to its essentials that Satie's impetus is, in reality, more human
than specifically musical.'59

Such an assessment could be made after many years of reflection when Satie's actual

influence was less of an issue to Milhaud. One thing which remained constant was

Milhaud's loyalty, which never wavered during Satie's final years' 6° or after Satie's

death when his general popularity was low. Indeed, for many decades Milhaud was

one of the few who focused upon Satie's contribution to French music. In so doing,

he anticipated and influenced current scholarly opinion by his recognition of Satie's

role as a precursor of many modern musical trends, as a nurturer of young musical

talent, and as a model of artistic integrity. However, Milhaud's elevation of Satie to

158 'La voix qui appartient a la musique de France dégagée de toute influence étrangère. (Milhaud,
1927, 14) He chose to ignore the fact that Satie was half Scottish.

' 59 j'admirais son intransigeance vis-à-vis de la critique, son refus de toute compromission, son
intégrité totale, son mépris de l'argent... L'influence de Satie est une influence indirecte... ii y a tant
de moyens d'arriver a un art dépoulilé que l'impulsion de Satie est, en effet, plus humaine que
proprement musicale. (Milhaud, 1992, 53)

' 60 Milhaud was never openly critical of Satie's final ballet Reláche, even although he was not
particularly fond of it. (Mine Milhaud in conversation with the author, May 1991) Milhaud's
generosity in musical criticism parallels that of Fauré.
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the pinnacle of the French tradition must have appeared shocking to many of his

contemporaries and it was hardly an honour Satie himself would have desired. For

Satie had always wanted to stand apart from the mainstream of French tradition, not

wishing to be associated with followers or with any sort of School. His association

from 1919 with figures such as Tristan Tzara and Picabia (who were involved with

the Dada movement) was a clear indication of his disdain for the artistic

establishment. Milhaud, on the other hand, had nothing to do with Dada or

Surrealism, which came to Paris in 1924. At most he shared a healthy disregard for

official approval, but he stopped short at wanting to break with tradition. Indeed, his

very insistence upon tradition can be seen as a stance against such movements.161

Milhaud was selective in his acceptance of Satie's aesthetics, fitting him into his self-

created world order. I1 srgVng \iim out as te eccc. c tecess

his personal musical canon in this instance did not stand up to historical scrutiny; in

many respects Satie's innovations have not proved to be so much French as more

generally European. 162

National identity was of crucial importance to Milhaud. In the opening sentence of

his Memoirs - 'I am a Frenchman from Provence and Israelite by religion ul63 - he

clarified his own identity: his French nationality superseded his religious affiliation.

Milhaud developed this idea in the process of discussing his works of Jewish

inspiration: 'in works of a religious character if I use actual Jewish tunes I know a

Jewish feeling is added to the music of a Franco-Latin heart, [of a] French citizen of

Jewish faith'. (Milhaud, The Problems of Jewish Music, n.d., 12) For him a Jewish

161 It is noteworthy that the Belgian Surrealists such as Paul Nougé and the musician André Souris
had a more positive attitude to music than the Surrealists in Paris and frequently included works by
Milhaud and Stravinsky in their concerts. Satie, moreover, seems to have been their musical
figurehead. (See B. Kelly and S. Levy, forthcoming, 1995)

162 Although Milbaud made passing reference to Poulenc, Auric and Sauguet as inheritors of the
French tradition (Milhaud, unpublished, 1934, 5), he tended to stop at Satie. He probably felt it
premature to include his own generation.

163 'Je suis un Francais de Provence et de religion isradlite'. (Milhaud, 1987, 9)
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musical character was only an addition to the fundamental Franco-Latin core. Milhaud

regarded French music as a part of Latin music, as his opening statement in 'Pourquoi

j'aime Gounod et Verdi' (1942) indicates: 'Our French music, like Italian music, is part

of the Latin tradition') The most natural reason for his affinity with Latin culture

was his own mixed French and Italian parentage. 165 Milhaud extended this personal

identification to music at large. He frequently interchanged the terms French, Latin

and Mediterranean, which marked his own cultural identity:

But all the characteristics of my music are French and mediterranean,
or even more accurately Latin. South America [,] where I lived [for]
two years in Brazil[,] had a strong influence too on my work but it is a
Latin influence because my Southern French soul feels at ease in any
Latin atmosphere. (Milhaud, The Problems of Jewish music,
unpublished, n.d., 11)

As a Latin, he identified with Brazilian culture which, as he argued, had strong

imperial links with Portugal: 'You tell me that Brazil is far from the Mediterranean,

but Portuguese culture made this country an extension of the Latin world, where I

feel so much at ease and so much at home'.' Milhaud frequently described his

empathy with certain cultures in terms of nationality, but he could be irritatingly

vague. In his article 'La musique méditerranéenne' he equated 'French' ('Parisian') with

'Mediterranean', describing the chain of French composers from Rameau as being

united in 'un esprit méditerranéen'. (Milhaud, 1934, 7) But more specifically, the term

'Mediterranean' referred to his Southern French heritage.

Milhaud retained a strong affection for his native Provence despite the many years he

spent away from it. Listing his works inspired by Provence he concluded: 'This will

prove to you how much I remain attached to Provençal traditions in spite of 28 years

164 'Notre musique francaise, comme Ia musique italienne, est de tradition Iatine'. (Milhaud, 1982,
209)

165 It is a little known fact that Milhaud's mother was Italian.

156 'Vous me direz que le Brésil est loin de la Méditerranéene, mais Ia culture portugaise fait de ce
pays un prolongement des pays latins dans lesquelsje me seas Si I'aise, Si 'chez moi'.(Milhaud,
unpublished, 1934, 14)
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spent in Paris'. 167 As a young composer he accepted that Paris was the musical centre

and thus the place where he must study and work, but from the late 193 Os, he became

increasingly concerned with the decentralisation of music away from Paris.' 68 Milhaud

was knowledgeable about the history of his area, particularly the traditions of the

Provençal Jews of the Comtat Venaissin.' 69 Moreover, he also had a sense of his local

musical heritage and of the characteristics associated with it. In 'La musique en

Provence' (1938) he passionately declared his inability to separate the individuality of

the landscape from

the bright melodies sung on the 'galoubet' by the tambourine players to
a sustained and monotonous rhythm of the tambourines, a rhythm that
is as regular and vital as that of our blood which beats in our
arteries.'70

As with jazz and Brazilian music, Milhaud focused upon the rhythmic and percussive

vitality of this music. Most striking, however, is the premise underlying Milhaud's use

of the terms Latin, French, Mediterranean and Provençal: tradition for Milhaud was

dependent upon race. He made this clear in 1923 in 'L'évolution de la musique a Paris

et a Vienne':

One does not invent a tradition, one receives it and works at it. It
depends not only on the musician's tastes and his inward motivation,
on those influences which are the result of the circumstances and
events of his life, not on his particular musical preferences but, above
all, on the race to which he belongs.17'

His belief that tradition was racially dependent throws into perspective the degree to

167 'Cla vous prouvera combien je suis resté profondément attaché aux traditions de la Provence,
malgré 28 ans passes a Paris.' (Mithaud, unpublished, 1938, 10)

168 See Milhaud, Pendant les années qui ontprécédé la guerre de 1939-40, n.d., 3-4

169 was mainly indebted to his historian childhood friend Armand Lunel for this knowledge.

170 des claires melodies que chantent sur leur galoubet les tambourinaires au rythrne soutenu et
monotone des tambourins, rythme aussi régulier et vital que celui de notre sang qui bat dans nos
artères. (Milhaud, 'La musique en Provence', unpublished, 1938, 10)

On ne s'invente pas une tradition, on Ia subit et on la travaille. Elle depend non seulement des
goüts du musicien, de ses tendances intimes, des influences que peuvent avoir sur son oeuvre les
consequences de sa vie, de ses préférences musicales, mais surtout de sa race. (Milhaud, 1982, 194)
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which Milhaud's personal identity and his musical world view were bound together;

his heritage was at the root of everything. It offered a simple solution to any

insecurity: Milhaud was automatically part of these traditions, however he chose to

define them, by virtue of his existence. It is noteworthy, in the light of this, that he

was careflil to define his Jewishness in religious, rather than racial terms, having no

wish to be associated with prejudices relating to that particular line of argument.

However, it cannot be denied that Milhaud was in danger of making similar

assumptions about others by placing too great an emphasis upon innate, hereditary

and predetermined racial characteristics.

Milhaud's attitude to Stravinsky was not wholly consistent with his notion of

nationality either, for he seemed unable to place Stravinsky completely outside the

French tradition. According to Milhaud, it was Stravinsky's Le sacre du printemps

(1913) which had saved French music from the impasse of Impressionism and

Rimsky-Korsakov, offering a new way forward and a new rhythmic vitality:

This was a shock, a flash, a sudden beneficial awakening, a finally
rediscovered elemental force, a tremendous blow and a regaining of
equilibrium. Everything was on another plane. The complication was
not of the same order. The powerful energy shook us and made us
think)72

Stravinsky's work, in Milhaud's view, had exerted a more immediate and profound

influence than any particular composition by Satie or Magnard. It is impossible to

ignore a certain irony in the idea of a Russian composer saving French music from the

influence of another Russian, notably his former teacher Rimsky-Korsakov, with a

work which did not abound in the ideals of simplicity and precision, but was distinctly

Russian and bore more than a hint of his teacher's orchestral influence. However, it

172 Ce fut un choc, un éclat, un réveil subit et bienfaisant, une force élémentaire enfin retrouvée, un
coup de poing formidable et une reprise d'équilibre. Tout était sur un autre plan. La complication
n'était pas du même ordre. Le dynamisme puissant nous secouait et nous donna a réfléchir.
(Milhaud, 1982, 197)
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was precisely 'the barbaric lyricism of the Sacre h ll3 which inspired Milhaud. While

denying that Le sacre had any direct influence on his own Les choéphores, he

pinpointed the source of its power:

But at the time of the Sacre, it was the harmonic combinations that
certainly helped me then in my research. However, this was only an
encouragement, because previously I had already become aware of the
possible resources of polytonality.'

Milhaud, who studied the score with Koechlin in 1913, 175 was drawn to Stravinsky's

harmonic vitality, seeing in it a viable alternative to the vaguer harmonic wanderings

of Impressionism.

Milhaud admired the 'renouveYjement perpéthe'i ( naiid, \92,

just as he had in Satie. He was particularly struck by the contrasting 'simplicité' of

Mavra. (Milhaud, 1987, 110) In 1923 he wrote in a review of a Koussevitzky

concert:

The performance of Mavra by the Ballets Russes disconcerted the
critics.. .There were barely a handful of us musicians who were
overwhelmed by this work in which Stravinsky showed us a
unexpected side of himself. We sensed that Mavra had engaged him in
an absolutely new path, anticipated by Pulcinella. The Octet is a
continuation of it. 176

173 'le lyrisme barbare du Sacre' (Milhaud, 1992, 48)

174 4als a l'époque du Sacre, ce sont des agrgations harinoniques qui m'ont certainement aide dans
mes recherches d'alors. Cela n'a d'ailleurs été qu'un encouragement, car auparavantj'avais dëjà pris
conscience des ressources possibles de la polytonalité. (Ibid. 48-9)
Milhaud's polytonality was considerably influenced by Koechlin's Quatrieme volume de melodies
(1905-9) and by his Viola sonata (op.53), of which Milhaud gave the first performance on 27 May
1915, just before he began to write Les choéphores (1915-6). This, however, does not exclude the
possible additional influence of Stravinsky's Le sacre du printemps. Most likely it gave him the
necessaly impetus to write polytonally himself.

175 Koechlin also experimented with polytonality from 1900 onwards. In a letter to Milhaud (June
1914) Koechlin asked him to send him examples of Stravinsky's most adventurous harmonic writing,
which broke as many rules as possible, but which sounded good, for Koechlin's article on
contemporaly French music 'Les tenthnces de La musique moderne francaise' for Albert Lavignac's
Encyclopédie de Ia musique (1925, 56-145).

176 L'authtion de Mavra aux Ballets Russes avait dérouté la critique... Nous étions a peine quelques
musiciens a être bouleversés par cette oeuvre dans laquelle M. Stravinsky nous montrait un visage
insoupconné. Nous sentions que Mavra l'avait engage dans une voie absolument nouvelle, annoncée
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Milhaud contrasts the critic's inability to accept something new with his own

fascination with novelty. The capacity to cause surprise was a sign of artistic freedom

for Milhaud. He liked to think that he was also capable of considerable diversity and

refused any attempt to pigeon-hole his music and ideas.177

Neither did Milhaud label Stravinsky's post-Mavra works as neo-classical, as many

critics did. In his article La tradition' (1940), he wrote about the tendency of certain

composers such as Stravinsky and Casella to use models from the past. He regarded

it as a respectful homage to the past through the eyes of the composer. (Thid. 207-

8)178 Milhaud felt that Stravinsky's interest in the past testified to his awareness of

tradition, especially that of Bach, Glinka and Tchaikovsky, which made him a fitting

model of'sobriété' and 'simplicité' for his generation.'79

Scott Messing points out the uncanny resemblance between the words generally used

to define the French tradition and those used to describe Stravinsky's brand of'neo-

classicism'. This raises a serious issue: how could terminology such as simplicity,

clarity, objectivity, precision and order, used to describe Frenchness, also refer to

something self-consciously international? From about 1921 Stravinsky tried to

eschew his own Russian nationality and forge a so-called 'international style', but with

par Pulcinella. L'Octuor en est le prolongement.' (Milhaud, 1982, 78)
Satie and Milhaud seem to have been amongst the very few to have recognised the importance of
IvIavra. Satie's appreciation appeared in Lesfeuilles libres, iv/29, Oct.- Nov. 1922, (see Volta, 1977,
39) a year before Milhaud's statement (Oct. 1923).

'For Milhaud's views on freedom from artistic movements and doctrines, see Milhaud, 1982, 113
and 159 where he declared: 'Je n'ai pas d'esthétique, de philosophie, de théone. J'aime écrire de Ia
musique'.

178 Milhaud also treated earlier music in the manner of Stravinsky's Pulcinella in works such as the
ballet La bien-aimée (1928), Suite d'après Corrette (1937) and Apothéose de Molière(1948), but
such a homage to the past was rare for Milhaud. See Chapter 5 for a discussion of Milhaud's musical
treatment of the past.

179 See Milhaud's review of Stravinsky's Concerto for piano and orchestra in Ibid., 83.
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aesthetic ideas heavily indebted to French thought.' 8° This throws into perspective

Macdonald's statement (see Ch.2, 5) that 'Stravinsky swept in a new cosmopolitanism,

unthinkable before the war.' (Macdonald, 1976, 294) Stravinsky's stripped down and

'objective' art stemmed from the same reaction to certain aspects of romanticism,

Wagnerism and Impressionism, as Milhaud and Satie's art. It became associated with

cosmopolitanism because its chief exponent was not French but an expatriate Russian

trying to integrate himself into the mainstream European tradition. Stravinsky

admitted this self-conscious aim when he described the dedication in Mavra to

Tchaikovsky, Glinka and Pushkin as 'a piece of propaganda. I wished to show a

different Russia to my non-Russian and especially to my French colleagues.'

(Stravinsky, 1962, 72) Judging from Milhaud's enthusiasm for Mavra, it appears to

have succeeded. The publicity which surrounded Stravinsky's works and ideas made it

seem as if he had indeed 'swept in a new cosmopolitanism', whereas his views had

actually grown out of French thought itself. Stravinsky had been true to his concept

of tradition as something which is forged; he had selected aspects of contemporary

French thought and dissociated them from their French nationalistic roots in a way

that Milhaud never could.

Milhaud accepted Stravinsky's selectivity because of his belief in a personal tradition.

Despite his attempt to present a French musical canon for general consumption, it

becomes increasingly apparent that he found it difficult to distinguish between issues

which were of direct personal significance and concerns affecting his whole

generation. In his 1922 article on Les Six, Petit historique nécessaire', he argued that

the group was not united in a common aesthetic on account of the 'influences et des

traditions différentes'. (Milhaud, 1982, 112) This appears to contradict his numerous

statements about the united goals of his generation and it calls into question the

efficacy of his own role as spokesman. Yet it fitted into his notion of artistic freedom

'°Stravinsky was influenced by thinkers and writers such as Jacques Maritain. Paul Valery. Jacques
Rivière and the conductor Ernest Ansermet. (See T. Gordon. 1983)
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and with regard to Stravinsky, it made him tolerant of his use of nationally diverse

musical models.

However, the fact that Paris was a cosmopolitan city cannot be overlooked. From the

time of Louis XIV, it had been a cosmopolitan melting-pot where foreigners either

visited or settled: Lully in the seventeenth century, Mozart and Gluck in the

eighteenth century, and Chopin, Liszt, Cherubini, Meyerbeer and Rossini in the

nineteenth. In Milhaud's generation, American rag-time and jazz had influenced the

Parisian music-hall and café-concert culture. However, the First World War had

virtually halted the performance of recent works by foreign composers. In his article

on Arnold Schoenberg (1944), Milhaud stated that Les Six had attempted to fill this

lacuna in Parisian musical life:

After the First World War the 'Group of Six' was born, of which I was
a member. Our primary concern was to try to improve our knowledge
of the music originating from the countries whose contact we had
lacked for four years.'81

Milhaud and Jean Wiener made a considerable contribution to the promotion of

Schoenberg's works in Paris in the 1920s. In January 1922, Milhaud conducted the

first French performance of Pierrot Lunaire at one of Wiener's concerts in the Salle

Gaveau. It may have appeared that Paris had suddenly become cosmopolitan, and on

a practical level France was more open than it had been for years. But national

identity was still important, as Milhaud's preoccupation with the purity of tradition

demonstrates. His attempt to pass Stravinsky off as French was exceptional. His

overriding opinion was that 'often a foreign influence came and threatened to break

the thread of continuity of our national tradition') 82 The language he uses is strong

and somewhat chauvinistic in his desire to purge any corrupting influence from an

181 Après la Premiere Guerre mondiale naquit le "groupe des Six" dont je faisais partie. Notre souci
primordial était d'essayer d'amdliorer notre connaissance de la musique provenant des pays dont le
contact nous avait manqué pendant quatre ans. (Milhaud, 1982, 131)

182 'Souvent une influence dtrangère est venue et a menace de rompre la ligne de continuitd de notre
tradition nationale.' (Milhaud, 1982, 209)
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apparently fragile tradition. Thus, while he was eager to keep abreast of musical

developments in other countries, their music would always remain foreign to him and

exterior to his own national heritage.

Milhaud described the effect of another foreign intruder, jazz, on French music rather

poetically thus:

Already the influence ofjazz has passed over like a beneficent storm,
in whose wake we find purer skies and more reassuring weather.
Little by little the re-emergence of classicism rids us of the broken
breaths of syncopation.'83

On the one hand 'beneficent storm' suggests a good influence that enriches the

tradition, but it enriches only in so far as it leaves the tradition more French than it

had been before. The phrase 'rids us of the broken breaths of syncopation' is certainly

negative and reveals an ethnocentric view: it is legitimate to discard something foreign

when it no longer serves a purpose. In his essay, A propos dujazz (unpublished,

1927), Ivlilhaud expanded on his notion of foreign influence. At first its contribution

was considerable, but when it became generally accepted, it led to imitation and

became an invasion against which defence was necessary 'in order to liberate our own

popular music'.' This parallels Milhaud's attitude to novelty in general. He was

drawn to new developments, but when he had no ftirther use for them, which was

usually when the general public and critical opinion accepted them, it was time to

move on. 185 In this respect Milhaud was like Satie, who was always looking ahead

and had an uncanny certainty about when to change direction.

Milhaud's attitude to jazz also reflects his own experience. He had been greatly

183 Mais déjà l'influence dujazz est passée comme un orage bienfaisant après on retrouve un ciel plus
pur, un temps plus sür. Petit a petit le classicisme renaissant replace les halêtements brisés de la
syncope. (Milhaud, 1982, 22)

184 'pour libérer notre musique populaire'. (Milhaud, unpublished, 1927, 7)

185 See 'L'évolution de la musique a Paris et a Vierme' in Milhaud, 1982, 193-5 in which he writes
about the inability of the public to accept new developments. He makes a similar point in connection
with Stravinsky's Mavra, in Ibid., 78.
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influenced by it when he heard the Billy Arnold band in London in 1920. This

fascination grew during his visit to America in April 1922 when he came into contact

with New Orleans jazz in Harlem. The impression was so powerful that in 1923 he

decided to compose it out of his system:

At last, in La creation du monde, I had the opportunity I had been
waiting for to use those elements ofjazz to which I had devoted so
much study. I adopted the same orchestra as used in Harlem,
seventeen solo instruments, and I made wholesale use of the jazz style
to convey a purely classical feeling. (Milhaud, 1952, 127)

At first critical reaction was negative. It was first described as frivolous music suitable

for the music-hall, but as he lamented: 'Ten years later the self.same critics were

discussing the philosophy ofjazz and learnedly demonstrating that La creation was

the best of my works'. (Thid., 130) This partly accounts for his numerous statements

about the beneficial effect of jazz being only a transitory one. Milhaud shunned any

attempts to label, and thus to limit his musical achievements; it infringed on his sense

of artistic freedom.

Milhaud's belief in a pure French tradition purged of foreign influence reveals a

chauvinistic attitude which did not seem to be borne out by his wide-reaching musical

practice and interests. More than most French composers he seemed to be receptive

to new challenges from whatever source. His insistence upon a French tradition, and

the contradictions this involved, most certainly sprang from a desire to fit in as a non-

Parisian Jewish composer who was both pro-Stravinsky and pro-Schoenberg.

Moreover, as a member of the avant-garde he felt the need to argue that the

innovations of his time, and his own, in particular, were part of a living and evolving

tradition.
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Chapter 3: Milhaud's vocal works

I: Early Text Settings

We were in such need of an art that was robust, wholesome and more
contrapuntal in expression, in which sentiments of greater purity and
tenderness would be conveyed with simplicity)85

This bold declaration by Milhaud touches the roots of his own musical development.

Milhaud was seeking to redefine Frenchness in music when national confidence had

been restored and Debussy recognised as having established a truly French style. This

explains Milhaud's eagerness to write about the French musical tradition; in tracing his

lineage he could show that French art was greater than Impressionism and the art of

Debussy alone. Debussy was a very important manifestation of the French spirit, but

by no means the only one. Milhaud's choice of representative composers and his own

musical temperament bring into question the whole nature of the French musical

character. Hugh Macdonald, in agreement with Milhaud, argues that apart from

Debussy's Pelléas et Mélisande and the music of Massenet and Fauré, 'French music

is red-blooded and muscular everywhere we look.. .Magnard. . .was a Parisian and a

patriot, and his music is as strong as a boar.' (Macdonald, 1976, 292) Milhaud's

desire to portray French music as more than just 'effeminate and willowy' (Ibid. 292)

not only suited his own inclination, but reflected the wishes of some other French

musicians. Bruneau, reviewing a performance of Debussy's Prelude a l'après-midi

d'unf'aune in Le Figaro (14 October 1895), praised Debussy's 'rare and original

temperament', but added that 'frankness obliges me to admit that I prefer something

more clear cut, more robust and masculine'. (quoted in Debussy, 1987, 82)

Furthermore, Romain Rolland identified two sides to the French spirit, the sensual and

refined element represented by Debussy and the heroic and passionate side

represented by Berlioz and Bizet. 'Totell the truth', he added 'this is the one I prefer.

But God prevent me from renouncing the other. It is the balance between these two

185 Nous avons tellement besoin d'un art robuste, sam, d'une expression plus contrapuntique, oà les
sentiments les plus purs, les plus tendres étaient traduits avec simplicité. (Milhaud, Claude Debussy,
n.d. 14)
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Frances that makes up the French genius.'186 However, ninety years later, the

association of French music with Debussy and Ravel has persisted. If Martin Cooper

was justified in writing that 'Debussy was inventing a new musical language and a new

aesthetic', (M. Cooper, 1951, 6) then perhaps the Impressionism which Milhaud was

so determined to resist was indeed the exception. Thus Milhaud's attempt to show

the breadth and strength of French art, both through his music and his writings, has

considerable aesthetic and historical importance. Moreover, if Debussy was able to

invent a musical language and still be considered a symbol of Frenchness, then

Milhaud could also be just as musically inventive without transgressing the bounds of

his national tradition. He was simply bridging the dichotomy that Rolland had

described.

Milhaud's search for a musical style began early. As he explained:

In 1908...Francis Jammes's verse took me out of the mists of Symbolist
poetry and brought a new world to my attention, which was all the
easier to attain since one only had to open one's eyes.187

Milhaud was drawn to literature through his close friendship with Leo Latil and

Armand Lunel, both of whom were aspiring writers. Together they read the latest

literature, from Maeterlinck to the works of Jammes, Claudel and Gide. Certainly, at

this stage, Milhaud derived his principal stimulus from literature. He revealed his

musical sensitivity to words in a passionate letter to Latil in which he declared:

Oh, your poem! I understand it so well. You know, I want to take all
the themes and developments of my andante and join them to your
words... Now everything is condensed into your poem, and all I want
is for my music to sing out its message even more strongly. But I
want my music to support your words humbly, so that everyone will
know I wrote it for you. (cited in Collaer, 1988, 166)

His perception that his music should be a direct response to words is the key to

186 'Pour dire Ia vérité, c'est celle que je préf'ere. Mais Dieu me garde de remer l'autre! C'est
i'equilibre de ces deux Frances qui fait le genie francais'. (Rolland, 1908, 206)

187 En 1908...les vers de Francis Jamnies me sortirent des brumes de la poésie symbolique et me
firent apparaltre tout un monde nouveau qui était d'autant plus facile a atteindre qu'il ny avait qua
ou'vrir les yeux. (Milliaud, 1927, 27)
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Milhaud's early musical development. This intense desire to find a musical

complement for verbal expression means that the majority of Milhaud's formative

compositions were vocal. Between 1910 and 1919 72% of Milhaud's output lay in

vocal compositions, compared with 43% between 1920 and 1929.188

Milhaud was drawn to the subject-matter and the clarity of Jammes's prose. In 1911

he received permission to set Janimes's La brebis égarée (1910) to music. Milhaud

was attracted to the moralistic nature of the libretto, which was concerned with the

adultery of the heroine, her recognition of her error and the reconciliation with her

forgiving husband. According to Mme Milhaud, Milhaud, Latil and Lunel were

preoccupied with such moral issues during these years and this can be seen in other

works by Milhaud, such as his choice of Gide's La porte étroite and the Trois poèmes

en prose de Lucile de Chateaubriand, which are both dominated by the theme of

female purity and unattainability. Milhaud also appreciated the directness and

simplicity of Jammes's language. La brebis égarée has a prose libretto and this was

the first of many prose settings by Milhaud.' 89 In choosing prose in preference to

verse, Milhaud was following the recent precedents set by Gounod's George Dandin,

Charpentier's Louise and Debussy's Pelléas andMélisande. Before 1893 such prose

settings were virtually unknown. In his preface to his little-known opera George

Dandin (1874), Gounod wrote about the freedom of prose for the composer:

The infinite variety of stress, in prose, offers the musician quite new
horizons which will save him from monotony and uniformity.
Independence and freedom of pace will then come to terms with
observance of the higher laws that govern periodic pulse and the
thousand nuances of prosody. Every syllable will then have its own
quantity, its own precise weight in truth of expression and accuracy of
language. Is rhythm indispensable for musical effect? By no means.. .It
seems obvious to me that if he is induced to care for truth by the
natural shape of prose, the composer has everything to gain in
expressiveness, and nothing to lose but predictability. (cited in

' However, Milhaud's focus shifted after 1916 to include ensemble pieces, often including voices,
but now used instrumentally. This coincided with his parallel interest in linear writing and
instrumentation.

189 Others set during these years include Sept poèmes de Ia connaissance de l'est, op.7 (1912-3),
Alissa, op.9 (1913) and Troispoèmes en prose de Lucile de Chateaubriand, op.lO (1913)
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Macdonald, 1989, 155)

Milhaud may well have been drawn to prose because he was seeking rhythmic

freedom from the regularity of metric poetry. It also permitted greater dramatic

scope. Although Milhaud's musical language, at this stage, was still heavily indebted

to Debussy, he showed a clear concern for the rhythmic flexibility and dramatic

expressiveness of language.

The most significant and influential writer Milhaud chose was Claudel. Milhaud

described the significance of their first meeting thus: Prom this day there has been a

long collaboration which is the best thing in my life as a musician'. 19° It was in

Claudel's work that Milhaud found the robust art he was seeking. In 1911 he was

given a copy of Claudel's La connaissance de l'est by a friend, Céline Lagouarde, and

its effect on the young composer was profound:

Each poem was a genuine little drama animated by a restrained
lyricism which was very moving; I borrowed the book and began to set
some of the poems of La connaissance to music. This prose of
Claudel provided me with a robust and passionate element)9'

It was the dramatic strength of Claudel's prose poems 'supported by the interior

rhythm of a prose which grips one like a vice' 192 which appealed to something

fundamental in Milhaud. Moreover, it was precisely these qualities which Claudel

recognised and encouraged in Milhaud.' 93 As he recalled inMa vie heureuse: 'I sang

him the Poèmes de la connaisscznce de l'est which I had tried to translate with music

190 'Depuis ce jour ce flit une longue collaboration qui est la meilleure chose de ma vie de musicien.'
(Milhaud, 'Ma collaboration avec Paul Claude!', 1927, 28)

191 Chaque poème était un veritable petit drame anime d'un !yrisme contenu ties dmouvant;
j'empruntai le livre etje comniençai a mettre quelques-uns des poêmes de La connaissance en
musique; cette prose de Claude! m'apportait un élément robuste et passionné. (Mi!haud, 1987, 33)

' 'soutenue par ce rythme intérieur d'une prose qui vous serre comme dans un étau' (Milhaud, 'Ma
collaboration avec Paul Claude!', 1927, 28). A considerable part of their work together focused upon
finding a musical so!ution to the rhythmic violence of some of Claude!'s dramatic prose.

Mme Milhaud confirmed their recognition of each other's strength when she said that 'Claude!
brought to Darius Milhaud what he needed. Claude! was a powerful man... Claudel was a man, a
giant and in touch with the earth. Claudel heard the robust art in Milhaud's music - he recognised
that he was different'. (in conversation with the author, 11 June 1993)
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that was as robust as possible. "You are manlyl" he cried'. 	 Similarly, in a letter to

Gide in 1913 Claudel recommended Milhaud by focusing on his musical masculinity:

There is a young Jew from Aix called Darius Milhaud who would like
very much to meet you. He has set poems of Jammes and myself to
music and would like to do the same with something of yours. He's
very gifted, strong, rhythmic and virile, which is rare among the
musicians of today. (Claude!, 1949, 197)

Milhaud reveals an obvious reverence for the text and for Claudel in La connaissance

de l'est by his simultaneous setting of two versions of Claudel's poem 'La nuit a la

verandah' (1898 and 1907). This appears to be more an act of respect than was

musically necessary since the textual differences between the two versions are

minimal.' Claudel's changes consist of slight rephrasings, for example, 'II en est qui

vont seules'. Even when the rephrasing is more substantial, the melodic line remains

the same and the changes are purely rhythmic, as in Example 3.1. Even when one of

the lines is extended, as in bar 39, it does not disturb the melodic shape or upset the

resulting harmonic scheme. Indeed, the piano accompaniment is identical in both

versions. Thus Milhaud's interest lay primarily in his response to the rhythmic

subtleties of Claudel's texts.

Within Milhaud's varied vocal writing the flexible, narrow-intervalled recitative style

associated with Debussy is frequently in evidence, as, for example, in 'Décembre' and

'Tristesse de l'eau'. The repetition on one pitch and the shapelessness of the line in

Example 3.2 are far removed from the careftilly arched melodies of Poulenc.

194 'Je lui chantai les Poèmes de la connaissance de l'est que j'avais essayé de traduire par une
musique aussi robuste que possible. "Vous êtes un male!" s'écria-t-il'. (Milhaud, 1987, 41)

195 Mme Milhaud confirmed this view when she said that 'Milhaud respectfully put both to music.
At this stage, even before he had met Claudel, he was something of a hero for Milhaud - he was
larger than life'. (in conversation with the author, 11 June, 1993)
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Example 3.1 (La connaissance de l'est, 'La nuit a. la verandah', b.37-41)

Lid

ri - te arri.vant	 Ia der.eiâ - re	 - -	 - tre,	 iur - prendre rau-tre 1.	 ;u;a

,	 r
caIie,ar- ri-vant	 Ia det-niâ-re do ci. dix fe- zii.troi, oat do ourprendre 1. lan. tn 	 fe. ne-tn	 an tra.

22	 tc.
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Example 3.2 (La connaissance de l'est, Décembre', b.1-8)

,cca., (FlIP

I

qie tes yeux	 la-bas dé - cou	 yrent,	 sar - rate	 a - Yec eux	 sur ce
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However, the fluidity of Milhaud's lines results in an irregularity of phrasing which is

ideally suited to prose. Thus Milhaud approaches the 'independence and freedom of

pace' which Gounod had advocated so enthusiastically.

Paul Collaer's assertion that 'Milhaud's dramatic concept does not rest on the

importance of individual words' (Collaer, 1988, 49) does not hold true for Milhaud's

early works. Milhaud's lines often respond, not only to the rhythm, but also to the

sense of the words. This is demonstrated in 'Tristesse de l'eau' in Examples 3.3a and

b, where, in the first instance, the line describing 'monotony' is set on a monotone, and

in the second example, the vocal part and piano accompaniment react to the more

expressive sentiments of the text. Milhaud was perfectly capable of achieving the

same textual sensitivity as Debussy when he chose. The character of the vocal line in

Example 3 .3b is in dramatic contrast to the static and repetitive material in Example

3.3a. In Example 3.3b the melodic pace quickens to one pitch per syllable, thereby

approaching the direct melodic style which was later to become characteristic of

Milhaud. The song then returns to its static equilibrium. Similarly, in 'La chevelure'

(Example 3.3 c), Debussy adopts a characteristically static line for the more narrative

passages, breaking from it momentarily to respond to the passionate outburst of the

text in bar 12, before returning to the intense calm. This direct responsiveness to

verbal meaning is a firm indication of the dramatic awareness of both composers. The

rhythmic and melodic freedom which Milhaud was seeking in his choice of what he

described as 'the extraordinary pounding of Claudel's language'196 had an expressive

and dramatic aim.

196 'le martèlement extraordinaire de la langue de Claudel', (Milhaud, 1992, 102)
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Example 3.3a (La connaissance de l'est, 'Tristesse de l'eau', b.26-8)

ML Ia. uto-no-to.uie
	

de ce brzjt u.ai-dn	 e suf-

- --	 I - - - -
..	 .	 .

Example 3.3b ('Tristesse de l'eau', b.35-9)

Plus Tite.
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ExampLe 3.3c (Debussy, Chansons de Bilitis, 'La chevelure', b. 11-13)

I I 	 ___
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In contrast to the flexible recitative style, the opening of 'Le Point' shown in Example

3.4 contains a certain rhythmic regularity, even a rigidity. However, this is

compensated for by the faster melodic pace brought about by the more frequent pitch

changes. Indeed, the vocal line is significantly more lyrical, having an expansive range

and the arch-shapes typical of more conventional melodic writing. This was the

direction in which Milhaud's writing was to develop. Thus rhythmic interest was

giving way to greater melodic inventiveness. Although this type of melodic writing is

the exception in La connaEssance de l'est, the contrast is dramatically effective as well

as demonstrating Milhaud's sensitivity to textual setting. In both the recitative and

melodic styles the outline of a third is a distinctive feature, as is shown by Examples

3.5a and b. This is not just a stylistic feature, since it results in a linear realisation of

the harmonies in the piano accompaniment. Whilst the accompaniment frequently

outlines the melodic line, showing how they are interlinked, the vocal part also often

contains the third which the piano part avoids and the accompaniment is characterised

by multiple open fifths. This was one way in which Milhaud fulfilled his intention to

Lath: 'I want my music to support your words'. (Collaer, 1988, 166) In later works

the vocal line and the accompaniment were to gain greater independence through the

application of counterpoint.
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Example 3.4 (La connaissance de l'est, 'Le point', b. 1-20)

Modré et souple.

'V
Xe xna-rê - te	 ii y'	 a on point	 ma pro-me-na - de cotnme u - na

Modr et souDle.
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Example 3.5a (La connczissance tie l'est, La nuit a Ia verandah', b.18-20)

1*

	iongne.ment -tuii -	 l mnrde -	 toi - ie.	 Lea n — . ea '90nt	 eu 1e,

-	 'iii

	

.ai 1oigue.nent e-ti-dj - 	 lea niouradea e	 taI - lea.	 II en ee	 ui voet	 scu - lea,

jmf

- V.	 -w

Example 3.5b (Le point', b.80-2)

0*
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Exzmple 3.6 (La cornazscz de l'est, !La nuit ala véranthh, b.7-40)

U

tnO cei ..e nuit	 I.	 I- ain.er.rom

tends eet.te nuit 	 te chr	 iain-ter-rcm-
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The principal dramatic interest in La connaissance de l'est lies in the piano

accompaniment, whose sectional construction permits it to respond freely to dramatic

situations in the text. Milhaud makes frequent use of accompanimental figures such

as the arpeggios in 'La nuit a La verandah', which recall Koechlin, while some of the

florid writing in the same song is even reminiscent of Chopin. His use of quasi-

orchestral tremolando textures and awkwardly spaced writing are indications that his

musical conception was not primarily pianistic. Indeed, the most striking element in

this first song is the concentrated vertical writing, such as the superimposition of

chords a third apart in bars 38 and 40 of Example 3.1 - although the writing is not

bitonal yet, as the chords produce lush parallel 6ths. This, and the carefi.il spacing of

open 5ths, are devices Milhaud may have adopted from Koechlin. In Example 3.5a he

superimposes major 7ths, emphasising the dissonances through doubling. Milhaud's

interest in such passages is clearly harmonic and it is easy to see how he began

experimenting with complete chords in different keys and modes only three years later

in 1915. In short, his much-discussed polytonality was not far off.

The clear, undulating textures in 'Décembre' (Example 3.2) come as a contrast to the

denser harmonic writing in Example 3.5a. Although Milhaud soon abandoned such

ostinati, the repetitive simplicity of the left hand chords anticipates some of the short,

repetitive figures of Milhaud's later style (for example in Le pauvre matelot and

Christophe Colomb). Ostinato writing, although of a less romantic nature, was also a

hallmark of Sati&s style. Although he did not always set out to achieve textural

transparency, Milhaud certainly held clarity as an ideal and as something inherently

French.

Although Example 3.2 is not melodic in the normal sense, the focus is still horizontal,

and there are several other instances of linear conception in this song-cycle. In 'La

nuit a la verandah', a left-hand melody unexpectedly emerges below a persistent

tremolando to form a rather dissonant contrapuntal duet with the voice, as in Example
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3.6. The pentatonic piano melody is strikingly tuneful and rhythmically lively and is in

sharp contrast to the recitative of the vocal line. The other instances are equally

sporadic and dispersed within predominantly harmonic writing. 'Ardeur' contains a

short interplay between three lines that is contrapuntally conceived. Moreover, the

initial rhythmic idea in the bass permeates the song, unifying it motivically.

La connaissance de l'est (1912-3) captures Milhaud's musical preoccupations during

this formative period. It demonstrates the important function the text had for

Milhaud, showing him responding with a range of techniques in both the vocal line

and the accompaniment, but with the emphasis on rhythmic flexibility. The growing

clarity of his linear writing, his bold harmonic textures and his keen dramatic

sensibility are signs of the emergence of a robust and direct art.

InAlissa (1913, revised 1931) Milhaud developed the dramatic potential of words

and music even further and the work is closer to being a dramatic monologue than a

song-cycle. Milhaud selected what he felt to be the pertinent passages from Gides La

porte étroite around which to build his own structure. As a result the dramatic shape

of Milhaud's work differs considerably from the Gide original. A case in point is

Milhaud's decision to begin the song-cycle with the biblical quotation (from Luke 13),

shown in Example 3.7. The impact is considerable, but potentially misleading: only

with hindsight can it be seen to be appropriate. Alissa's struggle is centred around her

spiritual vocation and her decision to reject Jérôme in order to dedicate herself

entirely to God. However, it functions differently in Gide's book. Although he names

his work The Narrow Door, the biblical quotation does not begin the story. Rather, it

is quoted by the Pastor during his sermon at a service attended by Jérôme, Alissa and

their families. Jérôme is struck by these words, resolving to be among those who find

the narrow door in order to be worthy of Alissa. Thus Milhaud highlights this

passage and shifts the reference from Jérôme to Alissa: the words appear to signal her

commitment to God. This dramatic emphasis on Alissa in Milhaud's version is
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reinforced by the changed title and the composer's decision to set it for female voice.

As a result, Jérôme speaks through Alissa herself as in no.3: 'Jérôme et Alissa'. The

effect of lines such as 'Alissa says to me' and Jérôme's reflection 'As if to protest

against it, my heart beating quickly, I say to her with sudden courage...' shown in

Examples 3.8a and b, diminishes the immediacy of Jérôme's words. Mme Milhaud

suggested that Jérôme speaks through Alissa's voice throughout the song-cycle with

the exception of the final lines 'I would like to die now, quickly, before realising once

more that I am alone'.' 97 Elsewhere, Alissa's voice speaks through the letters and

diary excerpts which Jérôme is reading, as he relives the events in his vivid memory.

A woman's voice is thus appropriate to emphasise the extent to which Alissa

overpowered his own world.

'Je voudrais mourir a present, vite, avant d'avoir compris de nouveau que je suis seule'. (Alissa,
1931, 7, V, b.28-33)
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Example 3.7 (Alissa, 1931, 1, b. 1-14)
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Example 3.8a (Alissa, 1931, 3, b.3-5)

Example 3.8b (Alissa, 1931, 3, b.84-89)

_______ U

hattant heaucoup. dansunsoudaino -ra - ge je Iui IS
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Although Alissa was performed by Jane Bathori and Milhaud at the Sorbonne in

February 1920, Milhaud left the youthful work unpublished. Eighteen years later he

returned to it and the revised score was published in 1931. It was rare for Milhaud to

revise earlier works (and indeed, he seldom made sketches for any compositions).

However, he did return to two other works from the same period: the First String

Quartet, op.5 (1912) and the Suite for Piano, op. 8 (1913), simply indicating sections

to be cut in the published score of the former work, and removing a movement from

the latter. That Milhaud chose to intervene more extensively in Alissa indicates his

attachment to the work and reveals, within the context of one work, the process of his

compositional growth, which is more generally discernible throughout Milhaud's

output between these dates.

A comparison of the structure of the original 1913 manuscript with his published

1931 revision reveals Milhaud's considerable dramatic refinement during these

formative years as Figures 3. 9a and 3. 9b demonstrate.
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1.

2.

4.

5.

6.

I.
U.
UI.
IV.
V.
VI.
VU.

7

8.
9.
10.
11.I.

U.
UI.
IV.
V.

[6.1]

*

[6.m

[6.IV]

[6.V]

[6.V1]

[7]
*

*

*

*

[8.1]

[8.11]

[8.IV]

[8.V]
(*)

Figure 3.9a

Alissa 1 ère manuscript, 1913

* denotes a section cut in the later version.

The 1931 numbering follows in [].

Jérôme, l'Enclos, 16 juin 1913.

Jérôme et Alissa, l'Enclos 20 juin 1913

Jérôme et Alissa, 20-1 juin 1913

Alissa, 1Enclos, 24 juin 1913

Jérôme et Alissa, l'Enclos 24 juin 1913

Lettres d'Alissa, fraents

PEnclos 28 juin 1913

l2juiJlet 1913

lEnclos, 13 juillet 1913

1'Enclos, 13 juillet 1913

PEnclos, 13 juillet 1913

PEnclos, 13 juillet 1913

1'Enclos, 13 juiliet 1913

Prelude, l5juillet 1913

Lettre d'Alissa,lS juillet 1913

Jérôme et Alissa, 1'Enclos, l4juin 1913

Lettre d'Alissa, 21 juillet 1913 (section set in English)

Jérôme et Alissa, PEnclos, 22 juillet 1913

Journal d'Alissa, 26-27juillet 1913

du journal d'Alissa, 29 juiliet 1913

dujournald'Alissa, 29juillet 1913

du journal d'Alissa, FEnclos 29 juillet 1913

du journal d'Alissa, I'Enclos 29 juillet and Paris 11 mai 1913.

Considerably condensed: cuts text from 15 and 16 Oct of Alissa's

journal. Retains the final lines.

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]
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Figure 3.9b

Alissa 1931 published score

Jérôme

Jérôme et Alissa

Jérôme et Alissa

Lettre d'Alissa

Jérôme et Alissa

Lettres d'Alissa (I-YE)

Prelude

8.	 Journal d'Alissa (1-V)

The considerably condensed format of the 1931 score shows Milhaud's increased

preoccupation with form and dramatic balance. In the 1913 version Milhaud seemed

to be more concerned with the story of Alissa and Jérôme, whereas in the final version

Milhaud strips the structure to its essential elements, while retaining an adequate

sense of the story. This is illustrated in Figures 3.1 Oa and 3.1 Ob, which show Milhaud

reducing a four-part to a three-part structure:

Figure 3.lOa

Alissa, 1913 version

Section 1
	

Nos. 1-5
	

introductory

Section 2
	

No. 6 (I-VT)
	

insight into the conflict

Section 3
	

Nos. 7-10
	

more interaction

Section 4
	

No. 11 (I-V
	

Alissa's internal strul and resolution
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Figure 3.lOb

Alissci 1931 version

Section 1

Section 2

Prelude

Section 3

Nos. 1-5

No. 6 (I-VT)

No. 7

No. 8 (I-V)

introductory

insight into the conflict

pivotal function of Prelude

Alissa's internal conflict and resolution

Milhaud dispenses with section 3 of the earlier score because it unnecessarily delays

the dramatic progression. Moreover, the manuscript shows the gradual

transformation of no.7 from another song, to a prelude and song and finally into a

free-standing prelude for piano. Such a change highlights Milhaud's increased sense

of dramatic expediency, as well as revealing his compositional process and changing

musical tastes. Milhaud originally conceived the Prelude as another song and

allocated three staves to each line of music. But only three bars of the vocal part

were sketched in without the words, as Example 3.11 a shows. These bars are merely

a transposition of the opening right-hand theme and a virtual repetition of the

preceding piano part. Moreover, at the point where he introduces the voice, the

piano lapses from a melodic and pianistic opening (which was exceptional for Milhaud

in 1913), into an ostinato bass pattern and a rather repetitive and fussy right-hand

passage, typical of his early style, which he later cut. This figure is related to the

right-hand descending passage in bar 7. It may seem surprising that Milhaud, who

was so concerned with text, should write the piano part before the vocal line.

However, it may be precisely because he conceived this particular part pianistically

that he abandoned the vocal line. There are other indications that Milhaud sometimes

added the voice after the piano part, as in no. 3: 'Jérôme et Alissa', where the bar lines

swerve round the words and vocal line in order to encompass them within the bar.

Observations such as these give a different insight into Milhaud's compositional

methods.
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Example 3.1 la (Alissa, 1913, 7, b. 36-42)

40
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Example 3.11b (Alissa 1913b, Prelude, b.34.-48)

_______________________________	 I	 I	 I

\TJ
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Example 3.11c (Alissa, 1931,7, b.32)
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Although the text was clearly his point of departure, there are indications that his

music, even at this early stage, did not always respond directly to the words, but grew

out of the dramatic situation.

There has just come to light another manuscript of the Prelude from Alissa has just

come to light, which gives further insight into the compositional process. It shows

Milhaud making alterations the same day (15 July 1913). It is a tidy copy signed

D.M. with the inscription 'pour C.L.': Céline Lagouarde, to whom the whole song-

cycle was dedicated. 198 Milhaud has dispensed with the vocal line completely and

the following example (Example 3.1 ib) shows him integrating the vocal line into the

piano part and at the same time augmenting it. However, by stretching the melody

thus, it is lost in the repetitive texture, which Milhaud prolongs in the bass by adding

two bars of repeated Gs (b.46-7). These bars only contribute to the

directionlessness of the whole section, and it is unsurprising, therefore, that they were

cut from the final score and replaced with a cadenza-like flourish shown in Example

3. lic, which is more musically satisfying. This is the only known instance of Mithaud

reworking his musical ideas several times before reaching a final version and shows

just how different his solution was in 1931 to the one he established hours after

composition in 1913. It also goes some way towards refuting Koechlin's view that 'he

[Milhaud} never seems to have time or the opportunity to concentrate on any single

work'. (Koechlin, unpublished letter to R. Rolland of 8 Jan. 1939, trans. R. Orledge)

The dramatic and psychological effect of the Prelude in the later version should not be

underestimated. It separates the expository and active sections from the introspective

final part, which explains and resolves the opening conflict. Through its verbal silence

and passionate expressiveness, it leads into Alissa's reflective but vibrant spiritual

world from which Jérôme is ultimately excluded. It has a similar dramatic function to

198 am grateful to Oliver Neighbour for sending me a reproduction of this manuscript, which is in his
possession.
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the piano interludes and postludes in many of Schumann's songs. Its pivotal role

between one dramatic state and another is highly effective.

In Alissa Milhaud undertook the task of constructing a text from a larger work,

thereby compressing events in time and intensif'ing the dramatic impact. In the 1931

version he took this process one stage further, reducing and refining his material.

This was something he did increasingly in the 1920s in works such as his 'Minute' and

chamber operas. Such a preoccupation with stripping an idea to its essential core was

in keeping with the French ideal of concise, simple and clear expression. (Milhaud,

1927, 11)

The melodic line of Alissa underwent a striking transformation in 1931. Milhaud

extensively reworked the shape of the vocal line, and a comparison of the two

versions reveals the developmental process which took place in Milhaud's vocal

writing during these years. His main aim was to create melody out of a static line by

giving it greater shape and interest, as Examples 3.12a-3.12c show. The change from

a quaver to an acciacciatura for the feminine ending 're-ye' is notable in Example

3.12b. Milhaud made extensive use of the grace-note for such endings, quickly

abandoning the more clumsy quaver. The vocal style of the original Alissa differs

from La connaissance de l'est in its greater rhythmic uniformity. However, the

repetition on one note and narrow range is pervasive in the 1913 score and typical of

his early text settings. Milhaud's extensive rewriting of the vocal part endowed the

song-cycle with greater inflection and interest. A small example of the benefit of this

rewriting can be seen in Example 3.13 which ends no. 4: tettre d'Alissa'. The change

from an A to a C on the second syllable not only adds colour and brings out the

correct accentuation, but it is dramatically significant: the elusive Alissa has just

declared in a letter that she will never cease to love Jérôme and this is her signature.

Had Milhaud retained the monotone on the A, this seal on her words would have

passed unnoticed. The inflection allows them to stand out in the capitals in which
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Example 3.12a(i) (1913, 2, b.20-9)

10

Mon me en- trait dans moo pa- roles 	 MoE,	 je no to qul- tter- al 	 ja- mais

___________	 _______ 215	 ___________

1 ?	-: 	 -

Blo hau- sos	 un peu es e- paul -. Os	 Nes- tu pas a- ssez

fort pour march- or seul?	 C'est tout seul quo chac- un do nous dolt ga- gner DIeu

Example 3.12a (ii) (1931, 2, b.20-9)

...lnnameen•trait ilans rues pa -	 rs:	 _Mui.

A	 .7

,	 - -	 .	 .- -..

- - --
	 .1	

_-_ -.	 -

je ne tequrt-te - rai ja-mais.	 Ei1ehiraunpeu1es é-paules:

_N'es4u pas asseZ fort pourmarcher seui?	 C'est tout seol- que diacunde

nousdoit ga-guer	 Dicu.
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Example 3.12b (i) (1913, 3, b.44-8)

44

Ce ma- tin.	 je	 crois que je re- stais	 sous l'lm- press- i-	 on de	 ce	 r - ye

Example 3.12b (ii) (1931, 3, b.44-8)

44

-	 -	 -	 ______ A
Ce ma- tin, je	 crois que je re- stais	 sous 11m- press- i-	 on	 do ce	 reve

Example 3.12c (i) (1913, 4, b. 26-9)

sim- pie- ment,	 je to do-	 man-	 do dat- tend- re en- co- re	 que tu

2.1

sois	 un	 peu	 plus	 a- van-	 c	 dens	 a	 vie

Example 3.12c (ii) (1931, 4, b. 26-9)

sim- pie- merit,	 Jo	 te do-	 man- do dat- lend - re en - co- re que tu

______	 _______________ Ii

sois	 un	 peu	 plus	 a- van-	 c	 dana	 Ia	 vie
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Example 3.13 (i) (Alissa, 1913, 4, b.40)

j'I

A- L1SS- A

Example 3.13 (ii) (Alissa, 1931, 4, b.40)

F' i

	

"I
A- LISS- A

Example 3.14 (i) (Alissa, 1913, 6, I, bars 1-8)

I- ci	 rien n'estthan-9^	 dans le jar-din
	 mais Iamai- son par-alt bien vi- del

Example 3.14 (ii) (Alissa, 1931, 6, I, bars 1-8)

rien nestthan-	 dane le jar-din
	

rnais lamai- son par-alt bien vi- del
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Milhaud wrote them.

Although Milhaud added substantial melodic interest when he returned to Alissa

eighteen years later, there are examples of shaped vocal writing in the 1913 version.

A particular case in point is shown in Example 3.14. Although the antecedent phrase

is not strictly lyrical, there is movement and direction which repeats itself in the

original consequent phrase. Milhaud builds on this in 1931 by reshaping the

consequent phrase to create a rather lyrical opening statement, and one which, in its

stepwise movement and perfect fourth leap, is typical of his later melodic style.

The two versions of Alissa span a crucial stage in Milhaud's musical development.

One of the ways in which this manifests itself is in the emergence of his melodic style.

This stylistic consolidation can be observed in other works spanning the same period,

from Poème du Gitanjali op.22 (1914) to Christophe Colomb op.l02 (1928), as

Examples 3.15 (a-l) show.
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Example 3.15a (Les maiheurs d'Orphée, 1924, Dernières recommandations

dtEurydice aux animaux', p.45, b.4-.5)

Eurydice

0 mes qua- Ire com-pagn- ons, 	 c'est pour un der- nier ser- vi - ce

Example 3.15b (Lepczuvre matelot, 1926, p.23, b.1-6)

Le matelot

No- tre rue est tou- te pe ti- te. Efle &- tait	 gran- de en voya- ge El - le nYen- corn - brat

Example 3.15c (Lepauvre matelor, Act 1, p.5, b.6-11)

La Femme

Mal-gr ma tnst- ess-e. faiap- pns âdans-er 	 J'ai,rnai-gr6 ma trist- esse,ap-pns âdan- set

Example 3.15d (Les maiheurs d'Orphée xix 'La soeurjumell&, p.72, b.15 - p.73, b.5)

Orphe

,_	 t	 I	 . 	 L...

Jetienstrop	 monmal-heur.	 Je riepeuxpas	 lelais-ser.	 Je n'ai quelul stir later- re
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Example 3. 15e (Les maiheurs d'Orphée ii. 'Air d'Orphee, p.9, b.2-5)

Orphe

/

Maui- te- nant	 Jo re- viens	 pour	 tou-	 Jours	 a- vec	 vous

Example 3.15f (Alissa, 1931, 6,111, p.26, b.6-7)

Alissa

na- que jour a pass- er	 a - vant ae te re- voir

Example 3. 15g (Les maiheurs d'Orphée, Act III, xv. 'Chanson d'Orphée au travailt,

p.60 b.1-3)

Orpher—,

11
Et me voi -	 l de nou -	 veau

Example 3.15h (Christophe Colomb, 1928, V.S. Pt. I, p.54)

Isabeila

Main-te- nant, 	 mon Dieu,

Example 3.15i (Alissa, 1931, 6, V. b.21-2)

U( lOUt no ra- itenas	 pa	 j r	 --
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--Jbrer

Example 3. 15j (Poàme dii Gitanjali by Rabindranath Tagore, 1914, b.69-70)

Example 3.15k (Catalogue defleurs, 1920, v. 'Les crocus', b.6-7)

I.

	•;'
	

I	 .	 J.	 I
Les Cr0- cus	 se I or- cen- ten po- tes

Example 3.151 Catalogue defleurs vii. 'L'eremurus, b.22-3

	

I r 	 (	 H.
par cor- res-pon- dan- 	 ce
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Particular traits include repeated 1- or 2-bar phrases contained within a narrow range,

usually of a 4th or 5th, shown in Examples 3. 15a-d. The phrases often involve

descending stepwise movement, thereby emphasising the modal nature of many of

Milhaud's melodies (for example, 3.1 5b and c suggest the aeolian mode). Short

sequential phrases are also characteristic of Milhaud's melodic style: Example 3. 15e is

mainly stepwise, while 3.1 5f and 15 g involve descending leaps. The intervals of a 3rd

followed by a 4th are common to 3.15f and 3.15h and Example 3.14 (ii). A rising 6th

followed by a descending third is a recurring figure in Ivlilhaud's melodies, as

Examples 3.1 5i-1 testify. Finally, JVlilhaud frequently used a falling 4th or 5th at the

end of phrases, as Examples 3. 14(u), 3. 15a, b, d and e illustrate. It is notable that

many of these features, in particular, the short repeated phrases, narrow intervals and

falling 4ths and 5ths and the predilection for modes, 199 are also characteristic traits of

(European) folksong in general. This interest in folksong is borne out by the

profound effect Brazilian folk music exerted on him. In the case of Le pauvre

matelot, Milhaud actually collected folksongs from the Vieux-port of Marseilles and

the docks of Toulon to use in his opera. (Collaer, 1988, 89) Milhaud, in tapping into

the resource of folk song, was enriching the French tradition with an element which

had both a wider general appeal and a greater emotional range.

Milhaud gradually attached greater importance to melody during his years at the Paris

Conservatoire, largely because of the influence of his counterpoint teacher André

199 Milhaud's preoccupation with modes was not only folk-inspired; there was considerable interest
in the ancient Greek modes in France. This was largely due to research carried out by musicologists
such as Francois-Auguste Gevaert and Louis Bourgault-Ducoudray. Moreover, the writings of René
Lenormand (Lenormand, 1913) and Charles Koechlin stressed its influence and usage in modern
harmony. For example, in his Traité de Iliarmonie Koechlin advised the prospective music student
as follows:

It is absolutely necessary for the student to farniliarise himself with certain scales,
the usage of which is found in Gregorian Chant, in our ancient popular melodies
and in Russian folklore, by masters of the Middle Ages and of the Renaissance;
finally, by numerous composers of the last fifiy years.

(Il est absolument nécessaire que l'élève se familiarise avec certaines gammes, dont
l'usage se trouve dans le Chant Gregorien, dans nos anciennes melodies populaires,
et dans le folklore russe; enfin, chez de nombreux compositeurs en ces cinquantes
dernières années. (Koechlin, 1930, vol.11, 1)
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Gedalge. Milhaud recalled his teacher's reaction on hearing his sonata: 'Why have you

written the note D# seventeen times on the first page? You don't know how to

construct a melody'. 200 Gedalge impressed on Milhaud the idea that a melody should

be good enough to stand by itself without the help of an accompaniment. It was in

Rio de Janeiro that Milhaud's lessons began to bear fruit, with works such as the

second sonata for violin and piano and the First Chamber Symphony, which are

profoundly lyrical. However, melody was clearly something that Milhaud had to

work on, and although he strove to make it important, the strength of his musical

originality lay elsewhere. Nevertheless, Mme Milhaud stresses the importance of

melody for Milhaud, arguing that he never made sketches for the melodic line as he

occasionally did for the rhythm. (in conversation with Mime Milhaud, May, 1992)

The growing simplicity of Milhaud's melodies, characterised by repetition and short

phrases, is notable during these formative years.

The Alissa scores also give us a valuable insight into the development of Milhaud's

piano writing and musical thinking in general. The most striking change is from

chordal to linear writing as Examples 3.16 (a-c) show. The 1931 version of Example

3.15a can be seen in Example 3.7, bars 3-6. In the 1913 version the bars are

frequently punctuated with semibreve chords which support the vocal line and the

effect is somewhat static. Although the accompaniment is simple, Milhaud seems to

be working with harmonic ideas rather than exploiting the potential of the piano. It is

precisely this aspect which Milhaud develops when he returns to the work. He fills in

the harmony with moving lines which add to the fluidity of the piece and complement

the vocal line. The voice then becomes one of a number of horizontal lines. The shift

in Milhaud's thinking from vertical to horizontal writing is one of the most significant

processes in his musical development, since it came about as a conscious attempt to

develop 'a healthy and more contrapuntal' French art, as we saw in the opening

200 'Pourquoi avez-vous dix-sept fois Ia note ré dièse dans la premiere page? Vous ne savez pas
construire une mélodie'. (Milhaud, 1983, 32)
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quotation of this chapter. (Milhaud, Claude Debussy, n.d. 14) Moreover, the change

was also indicative of a new attitude towards vocal setting which began to manifest

itself when he was in Rio de Janeiro. Rather than the voice being supported by a

chordal accompaniment, it is treated increasingly as another instrumental line.201

201 Chapter 4 will explore this shift in Milhaud's thinking more filly.
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Example 3.16a (Alissa 1913, 1, bars 3-6)

I3 ••1
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EL-l..bais - sat le frort.

-. :- - -

._C1st aus.i cequ'iI

1•

-

I	 ::	 7
_ - p

.Ie tnt i)ri	 Ia main en tremttant.

"p.

-•	 cr

- .. -

7

Example 3.16b (Alissa 1913, 2, bars 10-14)

10	 3

3

Example 3.16c (Alissa, 1931, 2 bars 10-14)
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Example 3. 17a (Alissa, 1913, 1 1.V, b. 1-7)
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Example 3.17b (Alissa, 1913, 11.V, b.1-7)

P	 P	 P
A	 -

mo;	 de sor- te que vous seul rgri- iez sur moi
	

et rgn- iez sur moi tou- Le ent- re

P	 P	 I
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Example 3.17c (Alissa, 1931, 8.V, b.1-7)

I__- -	 -
Lent	 56	 Que Vfl-tre rii ar - rive!

-v 	 . qv ,-r

p
I ';'

On ii vinne en

iuui de sor-te que voiueiiI rtgIIitz.Irrnni
	

et ref.nit-7SIIr nun touk en-tie-re

	

( ,s., 
S.	 S

	

e)J	
J

fe ne veupIusiiusnjrhan - (krmoIt(uur.

-

_- Hr

-9-'- -	 -	 --
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Example 3.17 shows the opening of the final song (8.V) in three different stages.

Example 3.1 7a exploits the arpeggio figure Milhaud originally intended as a unifying

motive. It first appears in the opening song and is used extensively throughout the

original version of the last song. Milhaud retained only a brief reference to it at the

very end of the work. Before abandoning this version, Milhaud added the augmented

4th chord of Bb and E to bar 5 which forms the basis of his second attempt shown in

Example 3. 17b. However, Milhaud merely replaces one repeated motive with another

and it lacks any sense of direction. In Example 3.1 7c Milhaud replaces the repetition

with a moving line which has greater direction and interacts, to a much greater

degree, with the vocal part. It is also noteworthy that he replaces the chant-like

melody with a more angular line which exploits the very tritone (Bb - E) which unifies

the section. However, Mithaud preserves a sombre mood in all three versions, which

is in striking contrast to Alissa's supposed joy at having given herself completely to

God. Milhaud show dramatic insight in depicting this darkly, since the music reveals

the inner loneliness which is involved in such a sacrifice. Indeed, the music anticipates

Alissa's final words: 'I would like to die now, quickly, before having understood once

more that I am alone'.

Milhaud's rejection of the principally accompanimental role of the piano had a

considerable effect on the way in which he constructed and prolonged his musical

ideas. His writing in La connaissance de l'est and Alissa (1913) is often sectional,

making frequent use of ostinati. Example 3.18 shows how he gradually dispensed

with ostinato, thickened the inner harmonies and strove towards a musical line with

greater direction and purpose.
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Example 3.18a (Alissa, V, 1913, b. 21-28)

21

second version 1913

25

Example 3. 18b (Alissa, V, 1931, b. 21-28)
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The above example shows this passage in three stages. The changes in the second

version are minimal and suggest Milhaud was reluctant to abandon the ostinato.

Repetition occurs in the final score, but in exploiting the figure sequentially, he

creates greater musical momentum and direction. We have already seen how Milhaud

also cut the ostinato section from the Prelude, replacing it with the rather free flourish

which functions like a cadenza. In addition, Milhaud considerably condensed the final

song, removing several static repetitive sections in the accompaniment, such as in

Example 3.19. Such writing anticipates the style of Part 3 of Satie's Socrate (1918).

It is notable that Milhaud further exploits the Bb-E tritone in this section. As a result

of such changes in style, Milhaud tightens the form of his song-cycle. In the final

Alissa score there are fewer changes of texture within a section. Milhaud brings out

the contrast which has been built into the carefully constructed text, showing a more

sophisticated attitude to both text and drama than he had in the earlier version.

It is misleading to regard the published score of Alissa as a 1913 work. The extent of

the revisions has never before been examined, and the insight such changes give into

both the beginning and end of this formative period of Milhaud's career is an

invaluable aid towards any understanding of his musical development. It remains to

ask why Milhaud would choose to return to a discarded work of his past, moreover,

to one based on the subject of unattainable and spiritual love, preoccupations from his

earlier days which he had decisively left behind. Milhaud probably saw himself as

rescuing a work he thought was good and revising it in the light of his subsequent

development. The rarity of such self-criticism suggests a particular attachment to this

early work. It also gave him the chance to revisit a personal world which had been

particularly dear to him.
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Example3.19(Alissa, 1913, 11.V)
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Chapter 4: Milhaud's Vocal Works

IT: New Approaches to Text

i. Milhaud and Language

Milhaud's preoccupation with the intricacies and potential of language also extended

to English. Alissa contains the earliest example of Milhaud setting a language other

than his own. In no.9 of the 1913 version Milhaud set the several lines of

Shakespeare's Twelfih Night which begin one of Alissa's letters to Jérôme in Gide's

text. However, without the explanation supplied by Gide, the sudden switch into

English in Milhaud's manuscript is unexpected and somewhat baffling. Milhaud seems

to have been motivated more by the opportunity to set some English rather than by

dramatic considerations. It is not surprising, therefore, that he cut this from the later

score. Milhaud sketched in the rhythm above certain words, as Example 4.1 shows.

Milhaud was to continue this practice in his operas Les euménides, Christophe

Colomb and La mere coupable in order to work out the correct accentuation.202

However, Milhaud chose to ignore his own rhythmic indications in bars 3, 5 and 9,

opting for the equal-valued dotted quavers. Either he felt there was less risk in

mistaking the accentuation or he deliberately wished to stretch the syllables.

Moreover, there are irregularities in the textual underlay in bars 7 - 8. Milhaud

allocates two syllables to 'o'er', 'like' and 'breathes' instead of one, rather like Debussy

had done in the English language version of La damoiselle elue. 203 In fact, by adding

an acciaccatura to the end of 'like', he allocates three syllables to this word. Although

the acciaccatura was to become typical of his treatment of French feminine endings, it

occurs only rarely in the 1913 version of Alissa. It is certainly uncommon and

arguably less useful in English settings. However, the unusual allocation of syllables

may well be an attempt to capture the spirit of Shakespearean English, and although

such an attempt was largely misplaced in this context, it indicates a certain sensitivity

202 See Jeremy Drake (1989) for a discussion of Milhaud's rhythmic sketchings in these operas.

203 See David Grayson's article 'Claude Debussy Addresses the English-Speaking World' in Cahiers
Debussy, no.16, 1992, 23-47.
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towards a language other than his own. Milhaud's setting of Caroles (1963) by

Charles d'Orléans in both French and English exploits the extra syllables of Medieval

English more successfhlly. Nevertheless, this early experimentation with English

reveals his fascination with the rhythmic potential of a stressed language and has a

quaint and striking beauty to it.

In 1915, Claudel translated two poems by Coventry Patmore (1823-96) which

Milhaud set simultaneously in both French and English. Patmore, like Claudel, was a

convert to Catholicism, and the poems 'Departure' and 'The Azalea' were chosen from

a two-volume collection entitled The Unknown Eros (1877), written shortly after his

conversion. They are concerned with the death of his first wife Emilie in 1862.

Departure' is a harrowing evocation of Patmore's feelings of loneliness and

abandonment at the moment of her death, and 'The Azalea' is actually based on a note

he wrote six weeks after his bereavement describing the sensation of dreaming about

her death, only to wake up to find it had already happened. 204 Here, Milhaud reveals

his greater sensitivity to language setting, treating the two languages with

considerable individuality. Examples 4.2a and 4.2b highlight the predominantly

rhythmic differences between the two settings. There are many more notes in the

French version to accommodate the greater number of syllables, resulting in longer

and more continuous vocal lines. In bars 77 - 83, for example, there are 42 syllables

in the French as opposed to 29 in the English version. Moreover, there is a lot of

note repetition, causing the French version to sound more recitative-like than lyrical.

204 The note, dated 23 August 1862, reads: tast night I dreamt that she was dying. I awoke with
unspeakable relief that it was a dream; but a moment after to remember that she was dead'. (Derek
Patmore, 1949, 156).
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Example 4.1: (Alissa, 1913,9, b.11-15)

k

south
	

thatbrea- thesup-ona bank	 of
	

lets	 stea- ling and	 giv- ing

stea- Ing
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* [] indicate editorizl additions.
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Example 4.2a (Deuxpoèmes de Coventry Parmore, Departure 1 b.l-18)

A 
eModiri

	

ENGLISH	 -.	 . .	 -

	

GLAIS	 .1	 fl	 -

p	 T	 Y--Y	 (
It Was nor like your great and 	 gra-cious	 ways

aModiri

	

FNQS	 . -	 .

Cc n'c-caicncp2s l&	 vos grande Cr gra - cicuses ma - --- aiêres

A	 I

p

Do you	 that	 have nought	 o-chcr to [a - men;

	

----	
,-	 I

	I .1 S	 -.t--

V--	 __________

	

Vous qui na-vez de rica	 d'autr	 votis re - - pen - cir,

9----	 I=j
- .I___). •	 ________LI;*

I '7	 ••	 - I—

#—_t
r	 ,'	 r'	 Y

ver, my -	 L o v c,	 re-pent of how,	 that Ju-ly zi-ccr-0000,	 you

L	 - -	 ' -	
I	 - - - - -

55	 -..	 ._	 .	 _.,',f	 S

	&a-vez vous ass mon a - m o u r	 re-gret dc certe a-prz rat - cli de Juit - 1 e 	 oü '.'OU$
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II	 I1

-	 -.

-	 a.- -V-	 -	 -	 -_-_--

wenc,	 with	 sud-den, usa - in - - tel - hg-- ible phrase, 	 and ftighc-i'd

	

$	 *-	 - ---	 -.---.----	 ---------	 -
ti	 _ tes	 a -- - vec u - ne sou -ci a inc	 in - in- ccl - Ii - gi-ble pbra-se cc usa crI 	 - fray--

'5

cyc up - on	 your jour-ncy of so ma - ny days, with-out	 a	 single ki, or a good

3, 	 3	 .

-

	pour cc voy - - - ge si	 long	 sans au - am bai - - - - ser 	 cc nui	 a - - -
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Example 4.2b (Deuxpoemes de Covenr,y Patmore, Departure', b.70-87)

U	
But all	 at once	 co lve e at the last------	 inoret the

Mais to.scdbsmcoupznelaisscr sin-si	 Ia fin	 ei.- - - - - re de asic-
SS.....

won-dec tn:n the lost a-ghasc

S S S

pci - se piusauede Ia per-cc

-	 cS	 -r -

with
	

huddled un - - - in-tel - Ii - gi-ble phrase

a -----'cc u.nepksn-scprez-sée	 in-in-eI-!i - gi-ble

-a-.' -

2

-
and -	 fright - a'd eye

-;----
I04

Un	 'nil

And	 go	 your

CC	 uZ airs - Si pour
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with-

7,

-'

not	 one	 kiss	 or	 a goon

8 'eC p23 Un scul bsi - icr cc pas a - -

oI •	alldays	 -	 -.
3

------,	 '
'_____S -p-

vo - cre vo - yr - ge d'	 ja - mais

the	 look

.t

cc - - - - - lui thai Ic -

-

bye	 And the	 on-ly love-less	 look

	

- _-,-------.-__	 p
.1	 .1	 S	 t.	 -

-,	 .1'
rr

dicu	 cc	 Ic	 sesl re - - - gard	 sans a - - - -

uI

with vhicn you pass'd
	

T'iaz all	 Un--"

-	 S	 S	 '	 •

r	 r	 '	 -

quci vouspss-sa----t 	
8--i 

Cc n'ë - taicot pis du tout	 vos

_J.
-4-
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Mme Milhaud asserted that Milhaud considered the English version to be more

important than the French. (in conversation with the author, May 1992) While this

might not be particularly evident from the published score, an examination of the

manuscript reveals Milhaud's methods and order of composition. He seems to have

regarded the French as a translation, as the title page indicates: the line 1 avec un

traduction de Paul Claudel' is added in brackets after the title. Moreover, on the first

page of each song, the English title is written first and the French squeezed in

below. 205 In the case of the title of the second song, the ink of the final 'e in

'l'Azalée' actually crosses above the 'z' of the English, and therefore must have been

written after. Furthermore, Milhaud calls the English version 'texte anglais' and the

French 'traduction en francais': a detail which was not carried into the published score.

An examination of the textual and musical alignment shows that although Milhaud

was not very precise in either the English or French, the alignment of the latter is the

less accurate. This is emphasised by the fact that Milhaud pencils in the alignment of

the words to the notes in the first phrase. Moreover, the English appears to have

been written before the piano part, since the bar lengths vary with the number of

syllables. The quavers in bar 2 have been greatly stretched out to accommodate the

words, and occupy more space than those in bar 1.

Since there is no instance of the inks used for the French and English versions

overlapping, it is necessary to look for other indications to determine the order of

composition. Milhaud appears to have sketched in the piano phrasing and some of the

accompaniment before writing in the French version. There are numerous examples

of the ink of the French text lying over that of the phrasing, for example, in bar 7.

This suggests that he marked in the phrasing after writing the English vocal line. It

also indicates that the text, rather than the piano accompaniment, dictated the shape

of the musical phrasing. This is further supported in bars 30-31, where the phrasing

205 The original was not available for reproduction.
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was marked in before the piano part was written. However, Milhaud wrote in some of

the piano accompaniment at this stage, as the piano part is clearly written before the

French in bars 24-8 of the first song, and in the opening of the second song. Yet the

details of the piano accompaniment were added after the French vocal line was

written as there are examples of Milhaud squeezing in the piano part, in particular, an

octave sign, under the French text in the line 'C'était le parfum de l'azalée' of the

second song. Moreover, the ledger lines take up more space in the piano interlude in

bars 16-8 of 'Departure' than they do when they are constrained by the proximity of

the French text. Milhaud also made some later revisions to the accompaniment,

correcting details. Thus, after careful examination Figure 4.3 indicates the likely

order of composition to be:

Figure 4.3

1. English text and vocal line

2. piano phrasing and some piano accompaniment

3. French text and vocal line

4. details of the piano accompaniment

5. later minor revisions (especially to the accompaniment)

From the evidence of the manuscript, it appears that Milhaud did indeed regard the

English version as the principal one, and that other aspects of the composition such as

the phrasing and the accompaniment grew out of the English vocal line.

Milhaud may well have been drawn to the clarity of the English line, with its fewer

syllables. In bars 1-3, for example, the English version is simpler and more direct than

the somewhat wordy French line. Such clarity of writing was closer to the direction

in which Milhaud's vocal writing was developing during the 1910s. Moreover, the
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English line is rhythmically more vital, particularly in the frequent use of the

syncopated figure	 , which is not found in the French version.

Milhaud shows his concern for the details of correct stressing in some of the changes

he made to the autograph score, as illustrated in Examples 4.4a and b. His decision to

remove the stress from the first syllable of 'delicious' seems to have been made after

the composition of the piano part, since it changes the effect of the harmony - from

more characteristic parallel ninths to parallel octaves. Milhaud must have considered

that accuracy of accentation should supersede other considerations. The change of

rhythm in the phrase 'so many days' from rn
	

to Eli further highlights the

importance he attached to it. (Departure', b. 14)

Moreover, Milhaud reveals a sensitivity to the nuances of meaning in his treatment of

textual repetition in bars 11-16 and 74-80 of Departure'. Although the passages are

melodically and harmonically different, he retains the same basic stresses, with one

exception, in both the English and the French settings. The rhythmic change in the

English version, shown in Example 4.2a and 4.2b (bars 14-6 and 79-80) shifts the

emphasis in meaning from focusing upon the lack of a 'single kiss' in the first instance,

to emphasising the 'or', which balances the 'kiss' against the 'goodbye'. By way of

contrast, the French version in its rhythmic uniformity is dramatically unremarkable.

Thus, in this example Mllhaud shows greater sensitivity to the textual subtleties of

English than to the Frenck
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Example 4.4a (Deuxpoèmes de Covent,y Paimore, 'The Alazea', m.s. (first version)

b.32-3)

Example 4.4b (Deuxpoèmes de Covent7y Patmore, 'The Alazea', in.s. (second

version), b.32-3)
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However, Milhaud, at this stage, was unaware of some of the finer problems of

English, and there are several instances of unnatural treatment of words. For

example, he allocates three syllables to 'scar-ce-ly' (Example 4.2b, bar 67) instead of

two, and he incorrectly stresses 'unintelligible' (Example 4.2a, bars 11-12 and

Example 4,2b, bar 75). On its first appearance, he stresses the 'ible', which is correct

in French, but inappropriate in English, and the second time the accent is placed on

the second syllable 'in' instead of'tel'. A more substantial error occurs in bar 42,

shown in Example 4.5. On one level, Milhaud appears to allocate only one syllable to

'sombre', which would be acceptable in French, and two to 'March'. While this could

be merely a printing error, it also appears in this form in the manuscript. However,

the sentence itself does not make sense and the line from Patmore should read 'As a

warm South wind sombres a March grove'. (C. Patmore, 1900, 19) As it stands in the

manuscript and score, it is unclear whether 'sombre' should function as an adjective -

'sombre as a March grove' - or as a verb. While these can be regarded as slight

oversights, such details indicate that Milhaud's incomplete knowledge of English at

this stage in his career prevented him from being consistently sensitive to it.
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Example 4.5 (Departur&, b.40-2)

A

gloom of love,	 -	 As a	 vrar	 South wind	 sombre t March grove

om - - - bre	 corn-me quand Ic vic du Süd ap - pro - (on--- dir Ic noir Icuil-la - ge

V	

rr

if
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However, Milhaud's appreciation of the individuality of the English language is

undeniable, as his decision to set Christophe Colomb (1928) simultaneously in

English and French testifies. The English version appears to have been lost, although

Claudel felt that it was rhythmically closer to what he wanted. Rather than treating

the English as a translation, Milhaud decided once again to write two versions, as he

informed Claude! in January 1928: 'Your English text of Christophe Colomb is

wonderful! I will set both of them at once'.206

In 1963 Milhaud set Cctroles by Charles d'Orléans (1394-1465) in both French and

English. According to Mme Milhaud, Milhaud was drawn to the fact that d'Orléans

had written both texts himself. (in conversation with the author, May 1992) Once

again the differences between the simultaneous settings are considerable. However,

this time it is the English text which has the most notes. After his time in America,

Milhaud shows some degree of sophistication in exploiting the spoken syllables in

Medieval English, as Example 4.6 shows. The variety of the rhythmic treatment is

striking in the English version. This is partly due to his tendency to allot a semiquaver

to the numerous feminine endings. Milhaud's extensive use of dotted rhythms and

syncopation in the English brings into focus the essential difference between a

stressed and an unstressed language. Once again Milhaud exploits the syncopated

rhythm Ifl ,as he had in the English line of the Coventry Patmore songs, and there

are instances in the work when this rhythm takes over the thematic interest, spoiling

the contours of the melodic line. The unnaturally fast pace of the English line is

determined by the French, which appears to have been written first in this case. Both

the pacing and the constant repetition on one note indicate that the English had to fit

into the line set by the French. If Mllhaud had not been under this constraint, it would

have been interesting to have seen to what extent he could combine rhythmic vItality

with melodic interest.

'Votre texie anglais de Christophe Colomb est meiveII1eux Je feral les 2 a la fois'. (Caude1,
1961, 88)
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0	 -

gre-	 vous sor - e	 that y	 may	 ben	 as	 y ha - ye ben to- (0 -	 re

or	 doo	 me	 so -	 ne	 to	 sier -	 ye	 in	 my	 dis -	 (rca

Example 4.6, (Caroles, b.36-42)

	Au	 meirts	 je vous en	 prie -	 qua	 me	 Iai- ssez seu - le -

EngHsh__________

	

-	

-	 I	 -

	

I	 -	 -.	

- I .	 • -.	 ._ _
I	 _____

I)	 '-'

A- as for- tun- a	 as ska-	 pa me sum re- dres	 to he- Ic me of this kar- (UI - Ic
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Although the French version is bland in comparison, it has a more lyrical and dignified

line.

Milhaud's treatment of the English in Caroles goes some way towards explaining his

attraction to the language; working with a stressed language allowed him to be more

rhythmic without returning to the recitative style he had left behind. There is a

notable similarity between the soprano line in Example 4.6 and the rhythmic ostinati

that abound in L'homme et son désir (1918). Although there is greater variety of

note-values on account of the text, the writing in Caroles is more instrumental than

vocal. It is understandable that Milhaud began to experiment with rhythmic patterns

freed from words, thus avoiding any congestion they might cause. Nevertheless,

Milhaud's increased confidence in English, after many years in America, is reflected in

Caroles in his taking greater freedom with a language which was not his own.

Milhaud also set parallel Hebrew and French texts, for example, in the Service sacré

(op.279, 1947). Mme Milhaud related that he sought the advice of a cantor, to

ensure he had the correct stressing. Similarly, Pacem in terris (op.4O4, 1963), is

written in both Latin and French. This time he was advised by a monk who was a

Latin scholar. (in conversation with the author, June 1993) In 1944 Milhaud

composed two songs with parallel Creole and French texts, La libé ration des Antilles,

op.246, but here there is very little rhythmic difference between the two settings.

Milhaud evidently felt that the two languages were sufficiently related for similar

treatment. However, he employs the rhythm ffl which he seems to eschew in his

own language. The syncopated rhythms add a humorous rag-time quality to the

Creole text.

The fact that Milhaud chose to set parallel texts rather than merely add translations

reveals the deep interest he had in the nuances of language and suggests that he did

not like contrived translations made to fit existing music. Moreover, he seemed to
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have a clear notion of the rhythmic potential of a particular language, as the strikingly

different settings examined above testify. Milhaud was willing to work out the

accentuation for a particular foreign language, seeking the advice of those who were

experts, because of the rich musical opportunities such challenges offered him. The

care he took with language goes some way to challenging the popular perception that

Milhaud wrote too quickly and uncritically.

Milhaud had a different attitude towards setting foreign languages than he had

towards his own, as he explained in Entretiens:

It is possible that I allow myself certain liberties. First of all, I believe
that one has the right with regard to one's own language. Of course, I
would never entertain the idea of treating a foreign language in such a
manner.207

Mme Milhaud reinforced this when she said that 'Milhaud was completely free with

the rhythm of his own language - he felt it was his, but he was always more careftil

with foreign languages'. (in conversation with the author, June 1993) As a result,

Milhaud has been charged with insensitivity to the French language. In his Entretiens,

Claude Rostand maintained that:

you have often been reproached for adopting a syllabic prosody which
is very four-square, a prosody which does not take into account what
Ravel called 'the transient and subtle music of the French language,
and for not respecting the pulsation of this language.208

Paul Collaer also acknowledged Milhaud's use of unvaried rhythms and syllabic word-

settings. (1988, 50) This is certainly the tendency which becomes evident in

Milhaud's writing after the Coventry Patmore songs. However, Collaer justifies this

tendency by saying that the voice part is no more than another instrumental line and is

207 ii est possible que je me pennette parfois certaines licences. D'abord, je crois qu'on en a le droit
vis-à-vis de sa propre langue. Evidemment, ii ne me viendrait jamais a l'idée d'en user ainsi avec
une langue étrangère. (Milhaud, 1992, 103)

208 on vous a souvent reproché d'adopter une prosodie syllabique trés carrée, une prosodie ne tenant
pas compte de ce que Ravel appelait 'la musique fugace et subtile de La langue francaise', de ne pas
respecter La pulsation de cette langue. (Milhaud, 1992, 102)
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merely a part of an overall musical conception. While this often becomes the case

after 1917, it does not apply to all his vocal works, nor does it necessarily clear

Milhaud of rhythmically inflexible writing.

Milhaud himself had a different answer. In his view, there were many ways of setting

the French language. 209 While acknowledging the suppleness of the French language

and the slight stress on the penultimate or last syllable, he argued that the French

language is also capable of a 'vigueur singulière', as Claudel's writing has shown. This

desire to find a more violent outlet for French led Milhaud and Claudel to develop

spoken declamation with percussion accompaniment. However, within the context of

sung language, Milhaud's move away from the sensitive recitative style of Debussy

towards a more rhythmically staid style was deliberate; he wanted to show that the

French language was capable of greater vitality and directness. Examples 4. 7a-d

(vocal lines only) show the emergence of a rhythmically unvaried style from 1917,

which is far removed from the flexibility of works such as the Sept poèmes de la

connaissance de l'est.

In Milhaud's view, the relative equality of the syllables in French presented a greater

freedom for the musician compared with the restricting accentuation of Italian and

German. This addresses Milhaud's second point, that sung text is not bound by the

same rules as spoken text:

And then, from the moment that one sets a text to music why should it
be required to have the same pulsation as spoken language?.. .There is
already a fundamental distinction, since it is not a question of speaking,
but of singing.210

209 'La langue française ne se présente pas toujours ainsi'.(Milhaud, 1992, 102)

2'°Et pals, des l'instant on l'on met un texte en musique, pourquoi vouloir qu'il alt la méme pulsation
que le langage pane ... ily a déjà une convention a La base, puisqu'il ne s'agira pas de pane mals de
chaflté. (Milhaud, 1992, 104)
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Example 4.7a ('La inarchande d'habits', Chansons bag, 1917, b.1-.7)

S

La rit ceil dont tu ra	 ardes .Ju3ques a '1eur con.ie - nu	 Me ac - pare de znes tier - des

Example 4.7b (La gomme coule, I, m.s. 1918, b. 1-2)

La gom- me coule en larm- es d'or des ce-ri- siers

Example 4.7c (La gomme coule, II, b. 13-16)

13

Dis,	 r- yes -	 tu que sur un	 roc	 vont se p0- s	 par- mis des

1
SI	 . _ ;.

thyms chv-re Ieu- lies de blan- ches chv- res

Example 4.7d (Catalogue defleurs, W, 'Les jacinthes', b. 1-6)

Al-be-ti- ne blanc put	 La-pey-rous- e mauv- e claw-
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Thus the 'courbe mélodique' (Ibid., 103) and 'l'expression poétiqu& (Ibid.,105) are

more important than the technical conventions governing spoken language.

Moreover, Milhaud's view that spoken and sung speech were distinct and therefore

required different treatment is central to his musical development and his originality.

In his early works, Milhaud's rhythmic and melodic inspiration both came from the

text. However, after 1917 he separated these two tendencies, allowing them to

function independently. As a result, his preoccupation with melody developed at the

expense of rhythmic flexibility and his rhythmic originality manifested itself in spoken

declamation and in his unpitched percussion writing. Thus, Milhaud's melodic and

rhythmic preoccupations can be seen as a reaction to the rhythmically sensitive

treatment of language in Debusss generation. His overtly melodic but rhythmically

restricted style and his exploitation of the vigorous potential of the French language

were central to his aim of developing a robust art.

Milhaud admitted that he took liberties with accentuation. 2 ' He viewed the barline as

an arbitrary convention, arguing that the melodic shape should determine the flow of a

piece. There are also examples of ambiguity of meaning,, as in the example from Le

pauvre matelot noted by Honegger: 'a demain' which sounds 'a deux mains on

account of the emphasis on the first syllable of'demain'. (Ibid., 104 and see Example

4.8) This is caused by giving the syllable 'de' the highest note rather than placing it on

a down beat. However, if Mllliaud is free with his accentuation of lan guage, then

the sense can also be blurred rather than heightened, as in the above example. By

suggesting that the responsibility for articulation in these instances rests with the

singers rather than with the piece itself he is, to some extent, abnegating his

responsibilities as a composer.

The extent to which the sense of individual words is crucial in Mllhaud's vocal works

is questionable. In his early works the music reacts directly to the prose. In later

211 His treatment of weak syllables on strong beats inAgamemnon will be examined in CiA, 49.
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works the music responds more to the general mood or the idea of the song, and in

his more extended vocal works and operas, to the on-going demands of the drama.

Claudel believed that the individual words were not so important and could not even

be heard in the more violent scenes, and it seems that Milhaud agreed with him.

Moreover, his predilection for multiple layers of sound in works such as Les

euménides, Christophe Colomb and Maximilien means that it is almost impossible to

discern individual words. Rather, one is struck by the impact of the cumulative effect.

Example 4.8 (Lepauvre matelot, Act 1, p.l'7, b.2-3)

F)L.
* 6	 /	 -.

A de.. main.

Thus, Milhaud's treatment of the language was principally dependant upon what he

described as the 'exigences du mouvement dramatiqu&. (Milhaud, 1992, 106)

Whether or not this affected his treatment of stresses, as he suggested in Entretiens, is

less certain and will be discussed in relation to his use of spoken declamation.

However, Milhaud shows considerable dramatic sensitivity to characterisation in the

range of treatment of the vocal parts in his operas. Here, he employs a fast-paced

vocal line for the less sympathetic or less developed characters, such as the sailor in

Le pauvre matelot. His excessive pride and confidence are matched with a

rhythmically even line, the pitch and speed of which make it difficult for the listener to

take him seriously, as Example 4.9a indicates.
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Example 4.9a (Lepauvre matelot, Act I, p.35, b.9-12)

1

On 3. vrient da mat i per.. dre ['haM - tu - de des avenu - res.CaUe - la Be -

to

ra la der..mêxe et la pLus bet - le.	 'ru e prometa?

Example 4.9b (Christophe Colomb, v.s. Pt.I, p.43)

Le Ofenseur In. I.n...a oe o. ...t p'4o4 .1.. C),nn.
Der Vertoidiger (.,i..o .Oh .,.. .i,,n.. ..i... T•l ini Cho,n.)
Ti,.. Solo do Cn...

II	 i i..glt 'i.	 mnn( lu (1.1 dEn-p.	 in.,	 n,olq do to,. I.,	 Sc.,..ne.rol...
Nl.r4t aI.d€M vu,. KJn - go no. .pe.nie,. W dio Ru - do,	 no,, do. MTrinAe,. s.im;

lionyfo...	 .1. (ho.,,..	 L
,m'	 I. - -	 . ... ..	 I. - - ..	 5. *	 I. - -

	

ii no ,,a.It pot. ..p..ci..Io . nont do Rot dEo..pa . gnc. 	 nub do too,. p.	 Soe.?..roln.,
Nfr*? ai.lzi,, von. Kd-oi - go vu. Sp...,ue. LU dio &	 do,	 no,, do,, &rr,c4ere i*i..-oaL,

JR... Solo .f C#o.o.

Example 4.9c (Christophe Colomb, v.s. Pt. I, p.154-5)

Isabelle
Isabella

p	 ._.	 0-

	

£	 -	 -1-

	

3)	 1	
-	 ____________

MaLn.L...n.cj.	 . mc.	 Dice,	 fit leit ma	 13... di•	 ci it	 oset tea	 joe - I.	 quo
Mcd..es Aa( . g4u	 Nor,.	 o,gt,iGoolt, AgO'	 Ith or	 - /DIU,wU	 jLe1gai	 do n,wA 1x -

-	 -	
a

TI	 -	 Ye	 plo. long - t.p..	 J'aL	 .&	 -	 vi	 i. CII - Liii. .1
to - Ore,	 wir cicAd recfit.	 Ver.. ooihZt	 A.LO°	 mA Ka - sU..lio.vad 4.-re
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gur.

_- ppp

Example 4.9d (Christophe Colomb, v.s. Pt. U, p.93)

Cliristophe Colomb	 -	 .7
---	 -	 .	 * ..	

yo7_.-=-----p----,._-

- _J—_____'-- - -

QueL- le joie	 do pen-sec a- pré tou-Les	 ce af - freu - se r1-meura quo
O, ce .ckdn	 iaf, zu den-ken, da# trotz&r schreckll -thenxhllrnrnen Ge-rz -

_,.

- -.
So Ma-js -	 &	 -	 sou - dal - no - inent ue - riel

dock 1k - re Ma - jC-$tht Co	 plölz-lich ga ge - nasi

Example 4.9e (Les maiheurs d'Orphée, vi Duo d'amour d'Orphée et dEuiydice, p26,

bars 1-13)

Modr, sai's letitetir =116

URyDIC

Mon	 -	 ye,	 mon	 -

-	 - 1oi es...pe - ran -	 -	 -	 -	 -

..ce	 Tu _______	 es.	 -	 ___________________
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Equally striking are the monotonous semiquavers sung by three men depicting the

counsel in Part I of Christophe Colomb, as in Example 4.9b. Such rhythmic rigidity

detracts from the actual words, creating a caricature of the character. In contrast,

Isabella and Christophe Colomb are given lines with greater melodic and rhythmic

flexibility. Isabella's saintly nature is depicted by long, fluid passages with wide leaps

and rhythmic variation, while Colomb's part retains the flexibility of Claudel's prose,

as in Examples 4.9c and 4.9d. in addition, Milhaud characterises Euridice inLes

maiheurs d'Orphée with an exotically coloured line, which indicates not only her

foreign origins, but a genuine warmth towards this character, as Example 49e

demonstrates.

Milhaud displays a range of vocal techniques in his operas to achieve the necessary

breadth of characterisation. The above examples demonstrate that, althou gh Miihaud

frequently adopted an inflexible line, he did so deliberately and could take into

account 'La musique fligace et subtile de Ia langue française' Ml1haud, 1992, 102)

when he felt the situation required it.

It is possible to trace a gradual change in Milhaud's priorities concerning the

interaction between music and text. In Milhaud's early works the text which was the

source of inspiration reigned supreme, as in the following hierarchical model:

text

rhythm

dramatic function

sense

melodic shape

The change becomes apparent in Milhaud's vocal works after 1917 as in the following
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model:

dramatic function

melodic logic I rhythm

sense

text

Thus the sense, melodic line and dramatic function become more important than the

text itself: the music adds another dimension to the text rather than humbly supporting

it, as Milhaud had promised Latil in his youth. Milhaud's awareness of the dramatic

potential of music increased as his collaboration with Claudel progressed. Moreover,

as Milhaud differentiated between the requirements of spoken and sung text, melody

and rhythm assumed an independent logic of their own.
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ii. The Emancipation from the Text

In 1913, Claude! challenged Milhaud to develop the vigour of the French language

through music. He wanted to depict the joie sauvage, presque diaboliqu& of

Clytemnestra's frenzied exchange with the chorus after she has killed her husband

Agamemnon. (Claude!, 1961, 37) Claude! wrote to Mi!haud about finding a solution

which was between speech and song. In a letter to Milhaud on 27 May 1913 he

elaborated thus:

The words should not necessarily sing, rather they should dance. We
would need to accentuate the rhythmic element, for example, in the
strokes of the tambour and other percussion instruments or the short
cries of trombones.. .1 feel that at this moment the pure word is not
sufflcient.212

Here we can see at a stroke that the salient features of Milhaud's declamatory style

were, in fact, inspired by Claude!. Milhaud was to develop all of these ideas in later

works, excluding the short trombone cries. Claudel's keen dramatic sense is beyond

dispute and the clarity of his ideas belies his limited knowledge about the technicalities

of music. Yet Milhaud did not take up Claudel's suggestion of a music reduced to a

purely rhythmic state with percussive accompaniment at this stage. He attempted,

within the framework of melodic writing, to heighten the dramatic impact of the

language. As he explained in his Entretiens, it occurred

thus in Agamemnon, in 1913, where certain words were not
accentuated like ordinary language, and where I indicated particular
accents. In Agamemnon, music intervened in a violent scene between
Clytemnestra and the choir.. .The dramatic situation requires condensed
prosody, where the syllables follow the speed of the spoken word.

212 J ne faut pas que sa parole chante, ii faut qu'elle danse, il en faudrait accentuer le rytlime avec
une rudesse àlaquelle Ia declamation ordinaire ne suffiraitpas. II faut une 'musique' réduite
purement a l'élément rythinique, par ex. a des coups de tambours et autres instruments de percussion
on des cris courts de trombones ... je sens qu'à ce moment la parole pure ne suffitpas... (Ibid., 37)

Claude! added that the source of inspiration had come from the 'performers in Arab festivals, who,
with cries, tambour strokes and hand clapping, support and make the possessed person dance'.
('assistants dans les fetes arabes qui avec des cris, des coups de tambour, des battements de main,
soutiennent et font danser la Possédée'.) (Ibid., 37)
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And if a word is sometimes set off the beat, it is to augment the
rhythmic potential and the ferocity of the expression.213

Thus, Milhaud's first solution was to strengthen the effect of the French by deliberate

misaccentuation. One way in which he did this was to wrongly stress a key word, as

in Examples 4.lOa and b. Milhaud combines the unexpected stress with a significant

change in tessitura, which exposes it ftirther. Example 4. lOc shows his tendency to

place definite and indefinite articles and prepositions on strong beats. In Examples

4. lOd and e Milhaud accents the first syllable in addition to the penultimate, or the last

syllable. This practice, which was to become typical of Milhaud's declamatory

writing, increases the rhythmic momentum and vitality of the line. Clearly, this was all

in stark contradiction to Constant Lambert's assertion that the 'French as a race have a

remarkably poor sense of rhythm'. (Lambert, 1966, 49)

Ainsi dansAgaznemnon, en 1913, oü certains mats ne sont pas accentués comme dans le langage
ordinaire, Ct oü j'ai indiqué des accents particuliers. Dans Agamemnon, Ia musique intervient dans
une scene violente entre Clytemnestre et le choeur... La situation dramatique exige une prosodie
ramassée. oà les syllabes suivent Ia rapidité de La parole. Et si parfois un mot est prosodié
contretemps, c'est pour en augmenter le potentiel ythinique, la férocité de l'expression. (Milhaud,
1992, 106))
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Example 4.1 Oa (Agcnnemnon, v.s. p.15, 3rd system, b. 1-2)

N'Lma_gi.. e pas	 que je ois	 1'	 -	 pou -	 se	 _a..me.ron

Example 4. lOb (Agamemnon, v.s. p.23, 3rd system, b. 1)

-
I____	

••	 \

- -::	 •

0 1 phi_gLnè..ia trés reu - r.

Example 4.lOc (Againemnon, v.s. p.5, 3rd system, b.1-2)

* *

c:t.Fi. ---.- .
	 p	 -	 -

/	 P •
r	 p

	

a 'A L. e seu_le per.. te	 e tant da :tas d'homes

Example 4.lOd (Againemnon, v.s. pJ6, 1st system, b.1-4)

*

Ctyt

','yy	 ryr'r	 .	 (
sou3iatoredeJaferzedece caz..Lre C 1eatjaueven..eur	 a charrA d.treua

Example 4.lOe (Againemnon, v.s. 18, b.5-6)

*

Le sazg qii cou - Ia des eirtres fa_ni - ii ..aux coritraintle
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In Part II of the trilogy L'orestie (1915), Milhaud developed the rhythmic potential of

language a stage further, as he recalled inMa vie heureuse:

I wrote Les choéphores on the same principles as the music for
Agamemnon; but here there are a number of sung scenes throughout
the work.. .then two scenes whose savage and cannibal character
presented us with one of the most complex problems to resolve. The
lyrical component was not musical. How would one translate and deal
with this storm? It is then that I thought of the text being spoken in
time and in rhythm and conducted as if it were sung. I wrote for the
spoken choirs, sustained by an orchestration composed entirely of
percussion instruments, and for the end, after the death of
Clytemnestra, a massive Hymn to Justice, where the music regains its
rights and which is written for choir and orchestra.214

Although he suggests that this was his idea, Milhaud took on board Claudel's notion

of'une "musique" réduite purement a. l'élément rythniiqu&. (Claudel, 1961, 37) In

order to accentuate the savage nature of the French language, Milhaud divorced

lyrical melody from rhythm. Having dispensed with melody, there was less need to

misaccentuate the language as he had in Agamemnon. When rnisaccentuation does

occur, it is for special emphasis: for example, when he stresses the first syllable of

'famille' by adding an accent to the fourth semiquaver, as in Example 4.11.

214 J'écrji,ris Les choéphores sur les mêmes principes que la musique d'Agamemnon; mais ici, dans
toute Ia pièce, ii y a de nombreuses scenes chantées.. .puis deux scenes dont le caractère sauvage,
cannibale, nous posait un des plus complexes problèmes a résoudre. L'élément lyrique n'ëtait pas
musical. Comment traduire, ordonner cet ouragan? C'est alors queje pensai a faire parler le texte
en mesure, rythme et conduit conune s'il était chantd. J'dcrivis des choeurs panes, soutenus par une
orchestration composée uniquement d'instruments de percussion, et, pour finir, après le meurtre de
Clyteinnestre, un massif Hymne a Ia Justice, øü Ia musique reprend ses droits et qui est écrit pour
choeur et orchestre. (Milhaud, 1927, 30-1)
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Example 4.11 (Les choéphores, IV Présages', o.s. p.104, b. 1-3)

UI,'

II,,,	 ttou	 tIM	 II,.,,

I. aIlu
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Dramatically, 'famille' is a key word, being the crux around which the tragic actions

revolve: Orestes has returned to avenge his father's death by killing his mother and her

lover. More typically, Milhaud employs a variety of rhythms to bring out the natural

vitality of the language. In addition to the triplet figures and flowing semiquavers

which abound in his early recitative style, Milhaud now uses dotted rhythms and

added accents to emphasise certain words, as Example 4.12 shows. Furthermore, in

Example 4.12 Milhaud also employs the choir to reinforce certain passages and

rhythms. The choir periodically interjects, latching onto key words. Indeed, the

choir's few words act as a subtext to the spoken line. However, many of the choir's

interjections are sounds rather than words, as Example 4. 13 (which leads into

Example 4.12) shows. Here, the choir is treated as an extension of the percussion

section of the orchestra with similar rhythmic patterns and contrapuntal textures. This

appears to be the first time Milhaud used voices in this percussive manner, and it

indicates that he was beginning to experiment with the potential of the voice as an

instrument. It is also the first example in Milhaud's work of voices freed from the

text. By dispensing with both melody and text, Milhaud could focus on the short

repeated rhythmic patterns of percussion writing, while retaining a human element

within the overall sound panorama. Non-verbal sounds such as breathing and hissing

add a primitive dimension to the menacing chanting of the libation-bearer.
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Example 4.12 (Les choéphores, IV, o.s. pA 07-109)
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Example 4.13 Les choéphores, IV o.s. p.105-106)
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Milhaud retains the important role assigned to the chorus in Greek drama by allowing

it to dictate the musical and dramatic form. Figure 4.14 outlines the basic structure:

Figure 4.14 Les choéphores, IV 'Présages'

p.101-106	 p.107-109b.3	 p.109b.4-p.112 p.113-117(end)
b.3

_______ A	 B	 A	 Arecap.
choir	 breathing	 text (echoes)	 breathing	 breathing

climax: (p.116
climax: (p.112	 b.1) 10
b. 1)	 simultaneous
homophonic	 rhythmic

_____________ ________________ ________________ ________________ patterns
solo voice	 declaimed,	 declaimed,	 declaimed,	 in counterpoint

non-repetitive	 non-repetitive	 non-repetitive	 with the choir
____________ _______________ _______________ ______________ and percussion

percussion	 repeated	 repeated	 p.112 b. 1 tacet 	 simultaneou
rhythmic	 rhythmic	 rhythmic
patterns	 patterns	 patterns

___________ throughout 	 throughout	 _____________ ______________

As Figure 4.14 shows, Milhaud considerably varies his textures. For example, on

p.112 b.2 the choir is treated homophonically in order to accentuate the words 'le

crime de Lemnos', whereas he builds in the maximum complexity into the climax on

p.1 16 b. 1, creating ten simultaneous rhythmic patterns with the choir, percussion

instruments and solo voice. It is a powerful moment in which percussion and voices

fuse to form one rhythmic and contrapuntal force.

In 1918, Milhaud found another way of exploiting the percussive potential of vocal

writing in the trio he composed for Claudel's play L'ours et de la lune. The trio

follows Claudel's suggestion in his letter of 1913 in calling for declaimed voices and

tambour. Milhaud achieves the hypnotic patterns of percussion writing through this

rare use of textual repetition, as example 4.15 illustrates.
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Example 4.15 (L'ours et de Ia lune, trio)
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The text is repeated six times, the final time in diminution. There is even internal

rhythmic repetition in beats two and three of each phrase. The words are significant

in that they generate the rhythmic pattern. Milhaud superimposes this line against

three others, which have varying degrees of regularity. The chorus quickly breaks out

of a triplet pattern to become the most unpredictable line with a non-repetitive text.

The tambour simply marks out the pulse, while the Moon has a slow-moving rhythmic

pattern with non-sensical words, followed by Latin. This is another example of

Milhaud experimenting with rhythmic patterns in the voice, but this time the interest is

not focused just around one line of text: the trio of L'ours et de la lune is a

superimposition of four independent rhythmic lines.

In Les eurnénides (1917-22) Milhaud introduced both solo declamation, at the

beginning of the opera, and choral declamation at the end of Act 2. This is initially in

unison, but is later divided into two independent parts, as shown in Example 4.16.

Here, the focus is rhythmic because of the impossibility of comprehending the

simultaneous lines of words. This is reinforced by the direction 'a peine articulé': the

eftèct is more important than the words themselves. Milhaud also makes the parts

dynamically independent, and at the beginning of the example he calls for

differentiation in pitch and tone in the directions 'élevez un peu Ia voix' and 'crié'. The

choir's return to the more articulate unison, marked 'très rythmé' and 'sauvag&, is

characterised by the dotted rhythms and added accents which Milhaud associated

with more violent, robust expression. However, Milhaud's final marking 'trés

doucement' and 'murmuré' shows that spoken declamation was capable, not only of

robustness, but also of sensitive expression.
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Example 4.16 (Leseuménides Act 2, v.s. p.167, b.3 - 168, b.13)

élevex Un pen (a vois ,nf

U eitdes cas oÜ Iaterreure5t bonne,Oü VinquiaLUonde La pecaee	 dolt te..nwaLsi ae:LI

U..uevienonpotntsaarèg1e MaiaaanztyransureUe Je Ialoua fLea ace quAueatlemilieudonne

sect d?apprsndrelaaa gei - so de(or -	 ce.Quiaaizdaonla lu irenerematsoncur La

- prepondL ran - crQdeuntermeaveci'aulzeenaavue 	 JDequnttvolai a ccl.. ]epecste

nt)\.

soux	 ceorteUe On vil	 le Ii respec..te rait la Jus ti cc 	 Vol

Quinso..Leuce ectfll.le de i'Lmpié_t Iais que tLat d'une Lcne aai..ne eat Ic bonheur

..ci ceueJe dis tous Respect I La ba..se sa..credadroib Etne vs paad'unptedsaxisdieu

CeLuiquidaprtsde beLles ne..ceasités eetjuste nécbappe.xapaL anhonMur.. 	 POOr 1Uipa do
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outrageusementpourlepro(ltquetnvozs 	 lalteunier	 Lapeine estpro - che, ta(ta est
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sa - re-	 Quechacun 1w - no rusonpére et sa me - re,QuiLrespectesonft64e,Lhomme qui

Letempsvientqui l'ycontraindra, 	 Quandlemaiheurprendla vot _ Ic	 Ar_ra..che Ia

Ire: rylk ml (saurage)
XI

—	 H
a pas..zá sa por - te.	 Dane letourbiLlon	 ii inoque une orcil - le

ver - gue.	 Dana letourbillon ii inxoque uneoreil - Ic

3

cII	 sour..de.	 Ledëmon so nt deoarun hom..mepreciptC 	 le contempteur delalbr_

sour do. Ló demon so nit do voir on om..rne precipit. 	 lo contempteur de Ia (or -

2	 fir>. >. > >. >. >. >. >.	 >. > >.

- tu - nemaintenant a vaul'eau et buvant Tout ce quila..vait do Ia ,rieiUe chance a bord

2	 ffI_. .	 . . .	 .

tu - nemantenant &iiureau etbuvant 	 Toutcequilairait delaviei[le cbanceäbord

Ire: a'oucement (mwnui,e)

a donna con..trei'Ccuenlde lajusti - cc,. U pa_nt oanaIar.mesaans.ouve..nir.

a danne con..te 1'cueiL do Iaiusii - cc, 	 U pC..rlt aanslac.mes,saneooure_ni.r.

Paris, Aodt 1921
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Mme Milhaud has pinpointed L'homme et son désir (1918) as one of her husband's

most important works. (in conversation with the author, June 1993) In her view, the

man struggling with life, nature and desire had deep personal resonances for Milhaud

and his own development. Furthermore, the work was a key one musically, being his

first ballet and his most concentrated study to date in percussion writing. The

rhythms were inspired by the Brazilian forests, and the forest is an important image in

the ballet. In his essay, The influence of Latin-American music on my work (1944),

he described the forest in musical terms:

• . .we were in constant contact with the virgin forest and its mysteries.
I shall never forget how, at the sunset, the nocturnal sounds of the
forest burst forth suddenly, the simple life-noises of little animals of all
kinds: toads, birds, insects, vibrating together in a richness of
undreamed-of tonalities, dominated by the lianes and the orchids
suspended from the high branches of those gigantic trees over which
the Southern Cross and the Centaur keep watch. If one could hear
percussion played in a sustained pianissimo one might have somewhat
the same impression. (Mllhaud, 1944, 1-2)

Similarly, in his preface to the score, Claudel wrote of the motivation behind L'homme

et son cMsir:

This little drama was born out of the ambience of the Brazilian forest
where we were, in a sense, submerged, and which almost has the
regular consistency of an object. How strange the night is when it
begins to fill up with movements, cries and glimmering lights. It is
precisely one of these nights which our poem intends to represent.215

It is this which Milhaud tries to evoke through his vast array of unpitched percussion

instruments . 216 He had already experimented with short rhythmic patterns in Les

215 Ce petit draine plastique est issu de l'ambiance de Ia forét brésilienne oü nous étions en quelque
sorte submerges et qui a presque Ia consistance uniforme d'un élément Qu'elle est dtrange, Ia nuit,
quand elle commence a s'emplir de mouvements, de cris et de Iueurs! Et c'est prdcisdment une de ces
nuits que notre Poême a l'intention de figurer. (MilhaudlClaudel, L'homme et son désir, Universal
Edition, 1969, u)

2I6 instruments consist of cymbales, castagnettes de fer, grosse caisse (I), tambour de basque,
tambourin provençal, tambour (sans timbre), fouet, triangle, caisse roulante, grelots, cymbales (I),
machine a vent, marteau sur un planche, caisse claire (avec timbre), sifflet, sifflet sirene, tamtam.
cymbales (II), castagnettes de bois, grosse caisse (H).
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choéphores, but apart from the greater range of instruments, Milhaud employs denser

and more complex rhythms here, as a comparison between example 4. 17a and 4. 17b

shows. Example 4. 17a is taken from the incantation scene in Les choéphores, while

example 4. 17b comes from the forest scene where all the forest creatures watch the

sleeping man in L'homme et son désir. In Les choéphores the rhythms are simpler and

more direct. In contrast, there is a marked use of syncopation in Example 4.1 8b,

which is typical of the work as a whole. InMa vie heureuse Milhaud wrote about the

rhythms in Brazilian popular music:

The rhythms of this popular music intrigued and fascinated me. There
was an imperceptible pause in the syncopation, a careless catch in the
breath, a slight hiatus which I found very difficult to grasp. Then I
bought a quantity of maxixes and tangos; I endeavoured to play them
with their syncopation which passed from one hand to the other.217

It seems that Milliaud sought to assimilate the hypnotic syncopation of these

indigenous dances into this work. He also achieved the slight pause - like a catch in

the breath - in his use of rests, which break up the phrases into shorter patterns than

those generally found in Les choéphores. Moreover, the lines are more individually

distinct. Rather than simply underlining the beat, the diverse rhythmic patterns are

superimposed on one another, contributing to a dense overall texture, which

convincingly evokes the multitudinous sounds of the forest.

217 Les rythines de cette musique populaire m'intriguaient et me fascinaient. II y a avait dans Ia
syncope tine imperceptible suspension, une respiration nonchalante, un léger arrét qu'il m'était trés
difficule de saisir. Yacheiai alors une quantité de maxixes et de tangos; je m'efforcai de les jouer
avec leurs syncopes qui passent d'une main a l'autre. (Milhaud, 1987, 67)
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Example 4. 17a (Les choéphores, IV, o.s. p.11 1-2)
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Example 4. 17b (L'homme et son désir, v.s. p.29, b. 1-4)

v/p.
II: Rep. ad /ibi/z.m

•)	 d	 .u. d	 ....	 .	 &. j.qb tff.
DI...	 Tds. w.d.fl.... I.	 AdiflIt d.	 dl. l..n... b. .i.1 h.â.. i... ... .s..q... .. 1ff.
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Example 4.18 (L'homme et son désir, vs. p.6, b.4 - p.7, b.6)
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The principal difference between the rhythmic treatment in Les choéphores and that of

L 'homme et son désir lies in their musical and dramatic function. Whereas in the

former work the rhythm supports and complements the accompanying text, in the

latter the rhythm provides the foreground: it becomes the principal musical focus in

the ballet. Moreover, it is capable of a wide range of expression and is active

throughout the drama. Milhaud had never before achieved this range within the

sphere of rhythm, nor was any other composer in France so inventive within this field.

He had developed it to depict violence, but in L'homme et son désir, it had acquired a

wider application and is only absent for the first twelve bars of scene VII where the

woman entices the man to follow her. The fact that the vibrant rhythms in Example

4. 17b depict the colourful life within the forest testify to its increased dramatic role.

In this ballet Milhaud found a role for rhythm which was not only emancipated from

the text but also motivated directly by the dramatic exigencies of gesture and dance.

Milhaud also freed the voices in L 'homme et son désir from the demands of the text,

using them as melodic instrumental lines. In Les choéphores and L'ours et de la lune

the chorus had been given the rhythmic patterns of percussion instruments, whereas in

L'homrne et son désir he experimented with the soprano, alto, tenor and bass voices

for their purely sonorous colour. Milhaud made a range of demands on the voices,

from long sustained chords to more complex part writing, as in Example 4.18. Here

Milhaud applies a string quartet texture to voices. This excerpt is based on three

motivic ideas which are heard simultaneously in the first bar and are thereafter treated

imitatively. After its initial statement, the soprano continues with the tenor theme.

Even the somewhat static one-bar phrase in the bass is taken up by the alto in bar five.

The bass finally participates in the contrapuntal exchange in the last two bars of the

excerpt. Milhaud treats the arch-shaped, flowing lines as instrumental melodies,

giving no indication which vowel should be used. It is also notable that the voices

and the percussion frequently vie for prominence, and the percussion temporarily

disappears in Example 4.18 when the voices enter. This is indicative of the separation
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which Milhaud had developed between purely rhythmic and lyrical expression, as the

model in Figure 4.19 outlines within the context of his vocal works:

Figure 4.19

Text

rhythmic articulation 	 melody

unpitched
	

pitched

text optional
	

text optional

4.17a and 4.1Th
	

(Ex. 4.18)

The changing preoccupation from vocal to instrumental writing was a gradual one.

From 1916 Milhaud began to write for vocal ensembles, for example the Deux

poèmes, op.39 (1916-9) and Le relour de l'enfantprodigue, op.42 (1917), but it was

not until 1918 that his treatment of these ensembles was instrumental rather than

vocal in a conventional sense. One can see this transformation within Les euménides

which was composed between 19 17-1922. Act 1 opens with spoken declamation, but

is otherwise traditional in its treatment of the voice. In Act 2 Milhaud introduces the

goddess Athena, symbolically allotting three female voices to depict her god-like

nature. In Act 3 he adds 'the assembly of the people of Athens' to the texture. It is in

this act that he superimposes the various vocal techniques, as Example 4.20b shows.

In Example 4.20a the voices of the 'assembly of the people of Athens' create the

orchestral texture in place of instruments. This dense choral-like polytonal texture

becomes more agitated with the introduction of the other voices, shown in Example

4.20b. Indeed, the flourishes in the soprano part are more typical of woodwind

writing (for example, the oboe). An undulating theme in continuous quavers is

supplied by a section of the choir, while the trio representing Athena, in sustained

parallel octaves, contributes an ethereal quality, characteristic of organ writing. From
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the midst of this texture, the more conventional vocal writing of the upper choir part

and Apollo have their place, but are by no means in the foreground of this skilfiul

piece of experimental vocal writing.

The clearest statement of this extended use of the voice is in Milhaud's Sixth Chamber

Symphony (1923), which is scored for vocal quartet plus oboe and cello. It forms the

last of a set of six studies in ensemble combinations, which Mllhaud began in Rio de

Janiero. In Example 4.21 the oboe and cello frame the voices with short repeated

ostinato patterns, which are mostly in octaves (except in bars 22-3 when they move

into major 9ths). This framing device is also used by Milhaud in his Second Chamber

Symphony (3rd movement) (1918), Third Chamber Symphony (1st movement)

(1921) arid his Machines agricoles (1919). However, this example differs from the

others in that Milhaud is attempting to blend rather than contrast the different

'instrumental' sonorities. The voices, although limited in range and fragmented, have

essentially the same character. This is a rare attempt by Milhaud to blend

heterogeneous sounds, although here the voices are forced to conform to the

character set by the oboe and cello.
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Example 4.20a (Les euménides, Act 3, p.247)
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Example 4.20b (Les euménides, Act 3, p.251)
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Example 4.21 (Sixth Chamber Symphony, 1923, 1, p.5)
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Milhaud's experimentation with unusual instrumental combinations is symptomatic of

a gradual shift in emphasis from vocal to ensemble writing which manifested itself

during his stay in Brazil. As Milhaud admitted in his article Musique et danse: 'The

two years which I spent in this countly with Paul CLAUDEL have been a great

influence on my musical development'. 218 Claudel's role in shaping and encouraging

this development cannot be overestimated; it is surely no coincidence that the majority

of the pivotal works discussed in this section sprang from his texts or scenarios.

Neither should the importance of Brazil be overlooked. Being temporarily removed

from the overwhelming pull of Parisian musical culture gave Milhaud the freedom to

experiment with new influences and preoccupations, which infused his style with a

freshess and originality benefiting his own musical development and enriching his

contribution to the French musical tradition.

218 'Les deux années quej'ai passées dans ce pays avec Paul CLAUDEL ont en une grande influence
sur mon développement musical'. (c. 1943, 1)
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Chapter 5: Milhaud and Polytonality

Among the techniques that dissolved tonal harmony, bi- or polytonality
is notable for its tendency to promote a contrapuntal style. Although it
appears to proceed from the superimposition of chords of different
keys (as in Strauss's Elelara), it is possible to consider the contrapuntal
manifestation (as in Milhaud) as the truly representative one.
(Dahihaus, 1980, 850)

Although Dahihaus cites Milhaud as the principal exponent of contrapuntal

polytonality, Milhaud's first experiments in this field were harmonic. As such, they

reflect his predominantly harmonic musical thinking in early works, such as Nuit a la

verandah' (1912) in La connaissance de l'est, the 1913 version of Alissa and

Agamemnon. Indeed, in Agamemnon one can see the first signs of emerging

polytonality. The work is based on a strict harmonic scheme in which the bass

descends by a semi-tone through the chromatic scale from A to A. On this a repeated

melodic phrase starting on F# is superimposed which remains constant, as Examples

5.la (bars 2ff) and 5.lb (bars 8ff) show. In Example 5.la the bass reaches Eb and the

upper parts are in the transposed dorian mode, with a feeling of aggressive modernity

produced by the accented parallel 4ths. In Example 5.lb the transposed dorian

melody is placed over a C major chord, but the clashing Dbs, Bbs and Abs in piano 1

create a consistently dissonant effect. Milhaud also employs the octatonic scale

(starting on E) in bars 9-10 of the vocal line. In both examples, each part appears to

have its own harmonic logic, although the notes C, E and G are common to three of

the parts in Example 5. lb. Stravinsky had exerted an important influence on

Milhaud's harmonic polytonality, as Milhaud acknowledged. He wrote in Entretiens

that, 'at the time of the Sacre, it was the harmonic combinations that certainly helped

me then in my research.'219 However, Milhaud had also been exposed to the

harmonic experiments of his older friend Koechlin, in particular, his Quatrieme

recueil de melodies (1905-9) and his Viola Sonata (op.53). In Paul Collaer's view,

219 Mais a l'époque du Sacre, cc sont des agrégations harmoniques qui m'ont certainement aide dans
mes recherches d'alors. (Milhaud, 1992, 48-9)
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Example 5. Ia (Agamemnon, v.s. p.19)
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Example 5. lb (Agamemnon, v.s. p.32)
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'Milhaud owes a great deal to Koechlin... [He] played a considerable role in moulding

his perceptions and directing his technical development. The mark of this influence is

visible up to the time of the composition of Les choéphores.' (Collaer, 1988, 40)

Orledge reinforced this view in his monograph on Koechlin, when he wrote that 'the

vertical polytonality of the Viola Sonata had a considerable influence on Milhaud,

most notably in his choral work Les choéphores (op.24) begun during the summer of

1915', which was immediately after he had given the first performance of Koechlin's

Viola Sonata with Jeanne Herscher-Clément on 27 May. (Orledge, 1989, 117) The

main difference between the two composers is that rhythmic organisation plays a far

more important role with Milhaud.

InMa vie heureuse, Milhaud succinctly described the nature of his initial experiments

with different tonalities:

I set about studying all the possible combinations of superimposing
two tonalities and examining the chords thus obtained. I also
researched their inversions. I tried all the imaginable solutions while
modifying the mode of the keys to which the chords belonged. I did
the same thing for three keys. 220

Thus Milhaud systematically explored all the harmonic possibilities of polytonality.

He was to adopt a similarly exhaustive approach when he constructed a matrix for the

final act of Les euménides. 221 However, his motivation was by no means purely

mathematical, Milhaud was drawn to the range of expression which such

combinations of chords offered:

Their sound particularly pleased me more than the others, for a
polytonal chord is more subtle in its softness and more violent in its
forcefillness.222

220 Je me mis a étudier toutes les combinaisons possibles en superposant deux tonalités et en étudiant
les accords ainsi obtenus; je recherchai égaleinent ce que produisaient leurs renversements. J'essayai
toutes les solutions imaginables en modifiant le mode des tonalités qui composalent ces accords. Je
fis le même travail pour trois tonalités. (Milhaud, 1987, 59)

221 For further discussion of Milhaud's compositional matrices for the Finale of Act Ill of Les
eui'nénides see Drake, 1989.

222 Leur audition me satisfaisait plus particulièrement que les autres, car tin accord polytonal est plus
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He found in polytonality yet another means of expanding the expressive range of

French music, and like Koechlin he categorised its different potentialities.

Milhaud entitled his first essay in polytonality 'harmonic variations', the process of

which he described in his memoirs as follows:

In Les choéphores I had worked on superimposing chords moving in
blocks; in Les euménides, the similar nature of the music needing to be
expressed led me to write in a similar manner.223

Examples 5.2a and b show the some ways in which he superimposed different keys in

Les choéphores. In Example 5.2a the arpeggio figures unambiguously outline the

four different chords ofF, Bb, A and D. However, the potentially dissonant effect is

minimised by the soft dynamic and the marking 'très doux'; here polytonality is being

used to heighten the dramatic expression of the Incantation. The excerpt shown in

Example 5.2b is particularly striking in that Milhaud writes in parallel lines a tritone

apart, starting in C minor and F# minor and moving to Eb major and A major

respectively. This synchronicity is further heightened by octave reinforcement and

doubling at the fifth in both keys. This predilection for open fifths is also a trait in his

pre-polytonal works. Moreover, Milhaud separates the instruments into two

homogenous groups, and by exploiting the range of the orchestra, achieves a dense

rather than a highly dissonant sound. Although this excerpt is melodic, the emphasis

is clearly in the interaction of the chords; the lines move and modulate as one voice

without any individual autonomy.

There are numerous passages of harmonic polytonality in Les euménides. Milhaud

felt that a similar musical approach was appropriate for the continuation of the story-

line in the third part of the Orestia trilogy. He frequently employed rising and

subtil dans la douceur, plus violent clans la force. (Ibid., 60)

223 J'avais travaillé dans Les choéphores les superpositions d'accords en procédant par masses; dans
Les euménides, la nature même de Ia musique a exprimer m'entrainait a une écriture semblable.
(Ibid., 69)
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Example 5.2a (Les choéphores, 'Incantations , v.s. 38, b. 1-2)
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Example 5.2b (Les choéphores, vi 'La justice et Ia lumiêre', o.s. p.154-5)
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Example 5.3 (Les euménides Act 1, v.s. p.77)
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descending parallel chords, orbiting around separate tonal spheres, as in bars 3-6 of

the extract from the final section of Act 1 shown in Example 5.3.

Furthermore, Milhaud took harmonic polytonality to its limit in superimposing all

twelve notes of the scale, as in Example 5.4, from Act 3 of the same work. This was

something he had done for the first time, but less conspicuously, in Les choéphores.

Koechlin also superimposed all twelve notes in his works, although not until the mid-

1920s and usually in superimposed perfect fourths (over five octaves) or

superimposed perfect fifths (over seven octaves) to create luminous effects. Milhaud

discussed this in his article Polytonalité et atonalité' (1923):

In superimposing the twelve notes of the scale we obtain a chord
composed of the twelve notes of the chromatic scale, which can be
spaced in a variety of ways, the simplest being at the interval of a
fourth or fifth. This is because of the equidistance which separates
each note of the chord.. .Here all the notes become reunited and it is as
if there were none: polytonality infringes on the domain of
atonality.. .One can see how the expressive possibilities are augmented
by the different stages which span from bitonality to the simultaneous
handling of the twelve tones. The expressive range can thus be
considerably extended.

Milhaud's use of all twelve notes in Example 5.4 is expressive and harmonically

orientated; it punctuates and gradually dominates an already busy contrapuntal texture

with its sheer weight. However, he does not adhere to his own recommendation for

spacing out the chords in order to minimise the dissonance, as Koechlin did, but

focuses on the thick atonal mass of sound produced. Although MiThaud rarely

stretched polytonality to such atonal limits, Examples 5.4, 5.5a and b show his

predilection for dense, complex and systematically organised textures.

=: En superposant les douze tons de Ia gmme nous obtenons un accord se composant des douze
notes de Ia gamme chromalique que l'on peut disposer d'une infinite de maniêres, mais dont les plus
simples soul par quartes et par quintes a cause de l'équidistance qui sépare chaque note de cet
accorcL.Ici tons les tons se trouvent réunis et c'est comine s'il n'y en avait aucun: Ia polytonalité
empiète sur le domaine de l'atonalité ...On voit par les différentes étapes qin s'échelonnent de Ia
bitonalitejusqu'au maniement des douze tons a Ia fois combien les possibilités d'expression sam
augmentées. L'dchdlle expressive se Irouve ainsi considérablement étendue. (Mithaud/Drake, 1982,
182)
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Example 5.4 (Les euménides, Act 3, v.s. p.190-3)
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Example 5.5a (Les euménides, Act 2, v.s. p.104)
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Example 5.5b (Les euménides, Act 3, v.s. p.175)
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In Example 5.5a, the vocal parts could easily be swamped by the ascending torrent of

parallel 7th chords combining every white note simultaneously with rising pentatonic

scales in major seconds or minor thirds. On the whole, adjacent minor 2nds are

avoided between the voices and accompaniment, although this does not hold true for

Example 5. 5b, where clashing minor seconds abound, as shown. Furthermore, this

excerpt reveals a certain autonomy between the musical lines, employing four

simultaneous musical ideas. Within such a dense texture, the separate nature of these

lines is impossible to discern aurally. By focusing on the dissonance and stratified

polyrhythms, Milhaud was exploiting the aggressive and violent possibilities of such

chords within a contrapuntal organisation that is perceptible on paper at least. It is

worth noting that there were French precedents for extreme dissonance as far back as

J.P.E. Martini, whose overture to Sapho (1794) contains a twelve note chord. (See

Orledge, 1989, 44)

Milhaud has been criticised for overloading his textures, particularly in larger-scale

works such as Les euménides, Christophe Colomb and Maximi1ien. 2' However, it is

possible to account for this tendency in Milhaud, who always felt at ease with the

presence of background noise. For example, in Ma vie heureuse he described his

arrival in Paris to study at the Conservatoire:

I have always liked movement and noise has never bothered me. On
the contrary, it was therefore a real joy for me to contemplate the
boulevards from my window, the nuisance of the cabs, the coach
drivers with top hats gleaming with polish, the double-decker
buses.. 226

Mme Milhaud also insisted that Milhaud was never deterred from composing by the

busy street noises outside their flat in the Boulevard de Clichy; indeed, he preferred

225 See Drake, 1989.

226 J'ai touj ours aimé le mouvement et le bruit ne ma jamais gêné, au contraire: ce flit donc pour moi
line veritable joie que de contempler les boulevards de ma fenétre, les embarras de fiacres, les
cochers aux chapeaux hauts de forme luisants en toile cirée, les omnibus a impériale... (Milhaud.
1987, 26)
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this to complete silence. (in conversation with the author, May 1992) Moreover,

Milhaud also enthusiastically described the blanket of dense sound that emanated from

the Brazilian forest at night. Drake suggested that Milhaud became accustomed to

noise by hearing the almond-grinding machines as a child in Provence. (in

conversation with the author, June 1993) Whatever the reasons, it seems certain that

Milhaud was able to tolerate considerably more simultaneous sounds in his own music

than could the average ear, and this has led to some miscalculations in the balancing

of musical forces within these larger works.

Although Milhaud felt it was appropriate in Les euménides to adopt a similar

harmonic style to that of Les choéphores, there are many examples which confirm that

Les euménides was composed over the five years between 1917 and 1922, when

Milhaud began to change from vertical to linear polytonal writing. There are several

instances of ftigal and imitative writing, as in Example 5.6. Here, the basic motif

(marked 'a'), undergoes a slight extension in each part. The parts begin together on

beat 3 of the bar 2, but Milhaud delays the drop (of a 5th, major 6th, 5th and minor

7th respectively) by 1 beat in each line. As a result each subsequent motive is one

beat longer than the previous one, thus shifting the vertical effect with each repetition

and creating a lively imitative exchange. The extreme simplicity of this short repeated

motive is indicative of a tendency in Milhaud, which manifested itself from 1917, to

pare down his musical ideas to their essential elements. In Example 5.7 Milhaud

ftirther applied contrapuntal techniques - in this case, progressive augmentation - to

the basic chromatic motive in piano 2. In this striking opening to Act II, Milhaud is

playing with the conventions of species counterpoint, which was a mainstay of Paris

Conservatoire academic teaching. By maintaining the rhythmic integrity of the

individual lines, this excerpt looks like an exercise in 'contrepoint a quatre parties'.

Indeed, it is not unlike the following excerpt (Ex. 5.8) from an article on 'Le

contrepoint' by Eugene Cools (one of Milhaud's teachers), published in Lavignac's

Encyclopédie de la musique, although Milhaud has added a line of chromatic quavers
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Example 5.6 (Les euménides, v.s. 29)
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II

Example 5.7 (Les euménides, v.s. Act II, 79)

Aco II
A AtInes, a'ans un temple oü .e dresse
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C.D.

Example 5.8 (Lavignac, 1925, II, p.2733, no.5)
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from which the whole opening is generated.

However, Milhaud breaks most of the other rules, such as not having an interval

larger than an octave between two neighbouring parts (ibid, 2734), and his

unorthodox entries begin a minor 9th apart like the surrounding dyads. More

crucially, his application of independent polytonal lines to contrapuntal writing

necessitated a rethinking of traditional tonal relationships, while maintaining the spirit

of counterpoint.

Dahihaus focused on a crucial issue when he wrote about contrapuntal polytonality as

follows:

Polytonal (or polymodal) counterpoint is a paradox of compositional
technique in that the tonal atomization of the style as a whole requires
a particularly clear tonal characterisation of the individual parts;
otherwise polytonality - whose aesthetic import consists in the
pointedness of its effect - will turn into the grey on grey of tonal
indistinguishability. (Dahihaus, 1980, 850)

The paradox which Dahlhaus perceived was that, although the overall effect of

polytonality is tonally complex, it is best achieved through linear simplicity. Milhaud's

gradual preoccupation with transparent linear textures was part of the same conscious

attempt to simplify and shape his melodic writing. Both were indebted to the guiding

influence of his counterpoint teacher at the conservatoire, André Gedalge.

Milhaud acknowledged the benefit of Gedalg&s counterpoint classes in introducing

him to Bach:

I did my counterpoint and all the studies of Bach chorales - exercises
where counterpoint mixes with harmony - and when one is able to
tackle the elaborate chorales, rejoins the domain of composition.227

227 Je fis mon contrepoint et toutes les etudes sur les cliorals de Bach, exercices oi le contrepoint se
mêle a l'harinonie et, lorsqu'on est a méme de faire des chorals développés, rejoint le domaine de la
composition. (Milhaud, 1987, 32)
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Thus, it was through the study of Bach that he learned to appreciate the inter-

relationships between counterpoint, harmony and composition. It was precisely this

connection which Milhaud made when he saw in Bach's Duetto (no.2) the seeds of

polytonality:

The day when canons other than at an octave were permitted, the
principle of polytonality was laid down...One already senses with Bach
a desire to allow each line its separate tonal existence: this manifests
itself in a canon, for example, by the juxtaposition of notes which are
not harmonically explainable and which do not entirely make sense
unless we admit that we are dealing with two superimposed tonalities.
This is the case in the second of the four Duettos by Bach.228

Milhaud's point was based on bar 9 of this duet, reproduced in Example 5.9. As he

pointedly asked:

How does one explain the A on the second beat of the ninth bar in the
lower part in relation to the F in the upper part? The harmony does
not allow the false relation which is produced by the C natural of this
first inversion chord and the C sharp of the first beat of the following
bar.229

However, Drake has pointed out that:

his purely harmonic interpretation of this extract, which is not
harmonic but entirely contrapuntal, reveals an attitude which is
confirmed by the article itself. For polytonality here is almost
exclusively a matter of superimposing common chords which have
different tonics.'-°

Although it is thought that Milhaud did not venture into contrapuntal polytonality

228 Le jour oi les canons autres qu'à Poctave furent adniis, le principe de Ia polytonalité ëtait
pose.. .Chez Bach déjà on sent parfois un désir de laisser a chaque ligne sa vie tonale séparée: cela se
traduit clans un canon, par example, par une rencontre de notes qul sexplique mal harmoniquement
et qui ne prend tout son sens que Si Ofl adinet quil s'agit de deux tonalités superposées. Ainsi dans le
deuxième des quatre Duettos de Bach. (Milhaud/Drake, 1982, 174-5)

229 Comment expliquer le la du deuxième temps de la neuvième mçsure a Ia partie inférieure, par
rapport aufa qui est a la partie supérieure? L'harmonie ne permet pas la fausse relation qui se
produira entre le do bécarre fierce de cet accord de sixte et le do dièse du premier temps de la mesure
suivante.' (Ibid. 175)

230 son interpretation purement harmonique de ce morceau, qui ne contient pas d'harmonie mais
uniquement du contrepoint, révèle une attitude qui est confirmée par I'article lui-même. Car la
polytonalité y est presque exciusivement une question de superposition d'accords communs qui ont
des toniques différents. (Ibid. 32)
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until 1917, the first brief example actually occurs in 1915 in the third song from D 'Un

cahier inédit dujournczl d'Eugénie de G-uérin, 'A mesure qu'on avance'. In this

canon, Milhaud experimented with what he regarded as the inherent polytonal

potential within this form, maintaining the horizontal independence of each line, as

Example 5.10 demonstrates. The opening reveals a tonally ambiguous theme and the

strict canons each enter at the perfect fifth below at two-bar intervals. In his article

'Polytonalité et atonalité' Milhaud wrote about canons by composers such as Bach

which have 'a contrapuntal tonal independence [and] which only give the impression

of tonal unity by a game of counterpoint controlled vertically'. 731 In his own canon,

Milhaud moves one step further in removing the vertical tonal control. The focus of

the writing is completely horizontal with little concern for the vertical effect, as the

semitone clashes, generally with octave displacement, testify (shown by arrows). This

song shows Milhaud experimenting with the linear logic of contrapuntal writing at the

same time as he was examining the potential of superimposed chords.

In addition to his teaching duties, Gedalge wrote numerous studies on counterpoint,

fligue and solfege. 232 In his article 'Les rapports de l'harmonie et du contrepoint:

definitions et considerations générales' (1904), Gedalge defined the art of

counterpoint thus:

The art of counterpoint essentially consists of building up, with a
musical effect in mind, two or more melodic parts which are
independent in their rhythms and character, without, for all that,
diminishing the prominence of the principal melodic line.2

231 'tine indépendance tonale contrapuntique qui ne fait croire a une unite tonale que par un jeu de
contrepoint contrâlé verticalement'. (MilhaudiDrake, 174)

232 example, L'enseignement de la musique (ms. autrograph), 5 March, 1925; L'enseignement de
la musique par Péducation methodique de l'oreille, 2 vols. (Paris, 1921); Traité de contrepoint et de
fugue forme de règlespuisées dans les traités de Cherubini - Bazin (ms. autograph, n.d.); Traité de
ía fugue (Paris, 1901)

233 L'art du contrepoint consiste essentiellement a constituer, en vue d'un effet musical, deux ou
plusieurs parties mélodiques indépendantes darts leurs rythmes et clans leur caractère, sans, pour
cela, attdnuer le relief de la ligne mdlodique principale. (Gedalge, 1904, 326)
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Example 5.9 (Bach Duetto, no.2, b. 1-11)
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Although counterpoint is the result of the interaction of lines, these should serve a

dominant melodic line, which should be reduced to 'the simplest expression' possible

(Thid., 329). Moreover, in stressing the independent character of each line, Gedalge

highlighted the importance of rhythmic autonomy, which, in his view, determined the

harmonic result. As he explained:

If one considers that the simultaneous parts are different, not only
melodically, but also rhythmically, one easily understands the
importance of this last factor as a determinant cause of the
fundamental harmony. For the rhythmic accent of one of the melodies
(generally the principal melody) is, in fact, dependent on the number of
harmonies created at the initial stage and the link between these
harmonies; they could never, in principle, occur against the beat, that is
to say, on the weak accents of the melody.234

Milhaud was taught that rhythmic accentuation was desirable not only for its vital

input, but also for controlling the harmonic direction of a work. It is therefore

understandable why Milhaud considered Gedalge such a crucial influence on his

musical development. Through learning from him the careful manipulation of melody,

rhythm and harmony through the study of counterpoint, Milhaud infused his own

compositional technique with these very ideals.

Milhaud's polytonal experiments became more consciously linear while he was

working on the cantata Le retour de l'enfant prodigue in Rio de Janeiro in 1917. As

he explained inMa vie heureuse:

I chose an orchestra of twenty-one soloists to sustain the singers'
voices... I wished to eliminate all the intermediary parts which were
not essential and to give each instrument an independent line with its
own melodic and tonal expression. Here polytonality no longer lay in
the chords, but in the interaction of lines.235

4 si l'on considère que les parties simultanëes sont different non. seulement par Ia mélodie, mais
encore par le rythme, on comprend facilement l'importance de ce dernier facteur comme cause
déterminante des harmonies fondamentales. Des accents iythmiques de l'une des melodies
(généralement Ia mélodie principale) dépendront, en effet, le nombre des harmonies engendrées a
l'état fondamental et le lien de ces harmonies, celles de ne pouvant jamais, en principe, se produire a
contre rythme, c'est-à-dire sur les accents faibles de Ia mélodie. (Ibid., 327)

235 Je choisis un orchestre de vingt et un solistes pour soutemr les voix des chanteurs.. .Je désirais
supprimer toute partie intermédiaire qui ne flit pas essentielle et laisser a chaque instrument tine
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The writing in Le retour de l'enfantprodigue is indeed concentrated and

predominantly linear in focus. Example 5.11 shows his contrapuntal writing at its

best. The compression of musical ideas in this excerpt is considerable. Milhaud

constructs a canon in six parts with entries descending in whole tones. The lines are

divided into three pairs: 1-3, 2-4 and 5-6. The imitation between lines one and three

and two and four is strictly maintained to the end of the phrase.

In Example 5.12 Milhaud again demonstrates his concentration of ideas. This time

the focus is both chordal and linear. Conflict is created by juxtaposing a three-beat

chordal figure (piano 2) against a melodic line which works in longer units in piano 1.

However, there are harmonic allegiances between the lines. The lowest line revolves

on an axis of the chords Db, F and G. To this Milhaud adds a quaver pattern ofF, G

and Db chords, arranged so that the same chords never coincide vertically. However,

the pattern does not end there. With the support of an inner pedal, the simple melody

(in piano 1) moves through the keys of Db, F and G within the space of a mere five

bars. InAgamemnon (v.s. p.33) Milhaud had employed a rotating progression of

chords - B diminished, D minor and F# major - for a choral passage to good effect

without the superimposition of other lines. Milhaud shows in this example from Le

retour de l'enfantprodigue that he had by no means abandoned harmonic writing, but

that he could integrate it with a more melodic style. Moreover, it shows him carefully

balancing the vertical dimensions of the music. Yet Milhaud goes even further in

linking the harmony with the text; the music in piano 1 shifts a beat late to add

emphasis to 'pour-jj', so that all the harmonic lines (except the right hand of piano

2 coincide on the same chord (G major). This adds considerable emphasis to the

younger brother's plea to be left to sleep in peace, undisturbed by what he believes to

be a vision of his long-lost brother.

ligne indépendante ayant sa propre expression melodique ou tonale. La polytonalité ici ne résidait
plus dans les accords, mais dans des rencontres de lignes. (Milhaud, 1987, 69)
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Example 5.11 (Le retour de I'enfanrprodigue, II. 'Le père', v.s. 20, bars 3-6)
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There is a considerable range of writing in Le retour de l'enfantprodigue, from lightly

scored linear textures to dense, highly dissonant passages, which capture the different

emotions expressed by the characters. In spite of the ensemble scoring, this is a large-

scale dramatic work based on a moralistic biblical subject. The writing reflects this

weightiness, and although Le retour de l'enfantprodigue is predominantly linear, it is

by no means a study in textural transparency.

It is impossible to separate Milhaud's preoccupation with tonal independence from his

concern with instrumentation. As he explained in Ma vie heureuse:

In writing this music [Le retour de 1'enfantprodigue, I had found the
sonority I had dreamt of as a child, when, before I slept I imagined,
with my eyes closed, music which seemed to me impossible to express.
This special sonorous quality of a group of instruments tempted me
and I began a series of Petites symphonies for seven or ten different
instruments. I was eager to hear these essays in tonal independence.236

Paul Collaer, supporting Milhaud's choice of the small ensemble, asserted that

'polytonality must be written with distinctly articulated parts for an ensemble of

soloists in order to be clear. It is much less adaptable to a large orchestra'. (Collaer,

1988, 42)

In the six Chamber Symphonies, written between 1917 and 1923, Milhaud exploited

the possibilities of linear writing for both heterogenous and homogenous groups. He

began to channel his melodic invention principally into his instrumental works, and the

melodies in the first three chamber symphonies possess a light, lyrical quality which is

not apparent before 1917. Examples 5.13a and b show different manifestations of this

new lyricism.

236 En écrivant cette musique [Le retour de l'enfant prodigue], j'avais retrouvé la sonorité dont je
rêvais tout erifant, lorque avant de m'endormir j'imaginais, les yeux fermés, une musique qui me
semblait impossible a exprimer. Cette qualité sonore si spéciale d'un groupe d'instruments me tenta
etje commencai une sdrie de Petites symphonies pour sept ou dix instruments différents. J'avais hate
d'entendre ces essais d'inddpendance tonale. (Ibid., 69)
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Example 5. 13b (Premiere symphonie, III, p.1S-6)
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Example 5. 13a has a long flowing melody in the flute. Yet, despite its relative length

of five bars, there is considerable internal repetition of intervallic patterns, as figures

a-c highlight. The initial three notes (a) are transposed up a fifth in the following bar.

This is followed by local repetition (b). The climax of the phrase (c) is an inversion of

the initial intervals E and A, which reinforce the tonic/dominant relationship. These

two bars (20-1) constitute an antecedent and consequent phrase (c) which are

sequential. The disarming simplicity of this pastorale melody is reinforced by the

harp, whose arpeggio figuration, consisting of alternate minor thirds and major

seconds, picks out all the notes of the melody except the passing D. The strings

provide a background support with a secondary theme (d) treated imitatively in Eb

major, moving through descending chords to a B major statement in bar 6 of Example

5. 13a. However, this does not diminish the prominence of the wind and harp sonority,

which, in its unrelenting vernal brightness, has echoes of Ravel and Rimsky-Korsakov.

The third movement of the First Chamber Symphony is structured around five

statements of the naive mixolydian melody shown in the wind in Example 5. 13b. It

has a distinctive folksong quality on account of the narrow range of a fifth and its

simple repeated patterns. This is combined with a viola and cello melody (bars 19-

22), sharing the same characteristics, to create bi-level folksong. In the final

statement the woodwind melody undergoes modal alteration, first of all in the minor

(bar 25) and then with a raised lydian fourth (bar 29). Also in true folksong style, the

melody is simply repeated with a constantly changing harmonic background. A harp

ostinato continues throughout reinforcing the prevalent G major, with a brief

excursion to F. The role of the strings on p.16 is simply to create a piquant polytonal

background (C and Eb) for the melody. The evocative ending successfully

demonstrates the gentle subtlety which Milhaud felt was possible through polytonal

means. In the First Chamber Symphony Milhaud adhered to Gedalge's insistence,

firstly, that a melody should be memorable, and secondly, that there should be one

dominant line in the counterpoint to ensure the desired end of textural clarity.
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Example 5.14 (L'homme ef son désir, v. p.44-5)
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Milhaud used the same folk-like melody, a year later, in L'homme et son désir, shown

in Example 5.14. The rhythmic change from [19 to F1 befits the livelier

atmosphere of the latter work, and is due to the change in focus from melodic to

percussive writing. Moreover, Milhaud exploits the dynamic range, creating an

evocative accompaniment, which supports rather than obscures the melody, with

more vibrant interjections as in bars 5-6. It is a rare example of Mithaud transforming

a melody from one work into another.

Milhaud created another folksong melody in the third movement of the Second

Chamber Symphony, whose opening is shown in Example 5.15. However, despite its

being comparable in repetitiveness and spirit to Example 5. 13b, its polytonal layout

functions differently. Milhaud had foregrounded the melody in the First Chamber

Symphony; in this movement the flute is one of several distinctive contrapuntal lines.

This is partly due to its relatively low tessitura, which is set against the high register

of the violin. However, it is principally due to the greater independence of the parts.

In seeking both tonal and instrumental autonomy in his musical lines, Milhaud came

closer to attaining his ideal in this movement, but at the expense of Gedalge's

recommendation of retaining a principal melodic line. The main rivals to the flute

melody are the violin and double bass lines, which move together four octaves apart,

thus forming a melodic shell around the inner lines. The tonally flexible and active

nature of the double bass part are clear signs of the linear conception of the

movement, since the bass usually provides harmonic support.

By way of contrast, the other lines have clear tonal areas and revolve around

recurring axes. The flute is centred on A major, the cor anglais in G# major, the

bassoon in F major, the viola plays in the phrygian mode starting on A and the cello

alternates between F and C#. Whereas the remaining string parts move in Milhaud's

favourite parallel fifths, the wind parts are melodic, and the cor anglais and bassoon

share in some of the flute's material, shown by 'a' in Example 5.15, which also takes
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the focus away from the flute line. Moreover, the cor anglais takes over the flute

melody in bar three, and their overlapping roles also blur the four-bar phrasing,

further contributing to the web of polytonal lines. This and the irregular internal

repetitions give the whole an impression of being strictly organised whilst retaining an

improvisatory feel.

Milhaud wrote a strikingly similar movement, one year later, in his Machines

agricoles, a section of which is shown in Example 5.16. Here the voice becomes an

additional contrapuntal line and the clarinet has the repetitive melody which is

absorbed by the complexity of the other parts. The violin and double bass play at four

octaves distance again from bar 3 onwards, outlining a scale of B major minus its

leading note. The viola and cello retain their parallel fifths, as in Example 5.15. The

fact that Milhaud carries over the oscillating semi-quaver figure marked 'a', leaves no

room for doubt that he closely modelled this movement on the third movement of the

Second Chamber Symphony.7

7 In the second movement of his Third Chamber Symphony Milhaud doubles the violin and
bassoon parts to create a similar robust effect, while avoiding the blend of two homogenous
instruments. The doubling of treble and bass was evidently a sonority he favoured at this time.
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Example 5.16 (Machines agricoles, II, p.10-il bar 2)
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Milhaud's wind writing in the Chamber Symphonies differs in character from his

writing for strings as the above examples show. As in Stravinsky's Symphonies of

Wind Instruments (1920), Mavra (1921-2), the Octet (1922) and the Concerto for

piano and wind instruments (1923-4), Milhaud experimented with the lyrical potential

of wind instruments in preference to the traditionally warmer strings. 238 In stripping

down his melodies to a new folk-like simplicity, he achieved a lyrical clarity in his

wind writing which responded to the French ideal he valued in other composers,

particularly Satie.

Similarly, Milhaud focuses on the robust, dynamic potential of the strings, as

Stravinsky had sought to do in the Three Pieces for String Quartet (1914) and

L 'histoire du soldat (1918). Milhaud frequently treated the strings in a percussive

manner, as Example 5. 17a from the Third Chamber Symphony shows. Here Milhaud

brings the rhythmic string writing into the foreground. The impact of these

percussive-sounding patterns is further intensified by the clashing seconds and ninths

in the violin and viola parts. Pitch also plays an important part in determining the

rhythmic impact of Example 5. 17b from the Second Chamber Symphony. Milhaud

creates a syncopated effect both through slurring over the accented beats and through

the sudden shifts in tessitura, although only the double bass part, in the final four bars

of the movement, is actually syncopated in itself. The slur does not act as an

anacrusis to emphasise the first beat of the bar, as might be expected; rather, the

emphasis is focused on the two-octave jump which generally occurs on quaver beats

238 In 'Some ideas about my Octet' (1924) Stravinsky explained his choice of wind instruments for his
Octet as follows:

My Octuor is made for an ensemble of wind instruments. Wind instruments seem to me to be more
apt to render a certain rigidity of the form I had in mind than other instruments - the string
instruments, for example, which are less cold and more vague. The suppleness of the string
instruments can lend itself to more subtle nuances and can serve better the individual sensibility of
the executant in works built on an 'emotive basis'. (Stravinsky, quoted in E. W. White, 1979, 574-5)

Although Milhaud was not seeking the same 'rigidity of form' and expression as Stravinsky, his
lyrical exploitation of the wind over the strings was a deliberate choice. It is worth noting that
Milhaud started doing this before Stravinsky.
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two and five. The effect is heightened by the duplets in the wind. In this use of

syncopation, Milhaud appears to be trying to recreate the 'catch in the breath' and the

'slight hiatus' which so much fascinated him in the Brazilian folk music he had heard in

19 17-8. (Milhaud, 1987, 67) However, Milhaud's writing for strings in the chamber

symphonies more frequently serves as a backdrop to the more lyrical wind parts, for

example in 5.1 7c, where the strings are treated homophonically. However, their

impact lies in the texture they create rather than in the particular harmonic content;

Milhaud superimposes six of the seven notes of the key of Ab major to create an

undulating block of sound.
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Example 5. 17b (Deuxiéme symphonie, I, p.6-7)
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Milhaud maintained this conception of the different roles of particular instrumental

groups in L'homme et son désir. As he explained in his memoirs:

I already imagined several independent groups: on the third level, on
one side: a vocal quartet, on the other side: the oboe, trumpet, harp
and double bass. On the second level on each side: percussion
instruments. On one side of the first level: the piccolo, flute, clarinet
and bass clarinet, and on the other side: a string quartet. I wished to
preserve complete independence, melodic and tonal as well as
rhythmic, for these diverse groups. 7-7-

The ballet involves four independent groups and in demanding that they should be

physically separated, he was going one stage further than before. This decision also

reflects the influence of Claude!, who sometimes divided his stage into different levels

to enhance the symbolism. 240 InL'homme et son désir the instruments thus become

involved with the setting and the action, as Figure 5.1 8a-c 	 241

Figure 5.18a

___	 L.H.	 ________________	 R.H.
L.4.	 The hours of the night

(represented by walking
_____ __________________	 women)	 ________________________
L.3. oboe, trumpet, harp	 the moon and a cloud	 vocal quartet, d.bass

L.2.	 percussion	 the principal action - the 	 percussion
____ __________________	 man	 _______________________
L. 1	 string quartet	 reflection of the moon	 piccolo, flute, clarinet, and

_____ ___________________ 	 and cloud	 bass clarinet.

'-7-p rimaginais déjà plusieurs groupes indépendants: au troisième étage, d'un câté: un quatuor vocal,
de l'autre: le hautbois, Ia trompette, la harpe, la contrebazse. Au deuxième étage de chaque côté: des
instruments de percussion. Sur un côté du premier étage: Ia petite flute, la flute, la clarinette, la
clarinette basse et de l'autre côté: un quatuor a cordes. Je désirais conserver une entière
indépendance, aussi bien mélodique, tonale, que rytbmique a ces divers groupes. (Milhaud, 1987,
72)

240 In L4nnoncefaite a Marie (1912) the different levels reflect the different spiritual states of the
protagonists.

241 Audrey Parr does not put the instruments in the order outlined by Mithaud and Claudel (see note 21
above), but the photographs shown in Figures 5. 18b and 5. 18c reveal the involvement of the musicians in
the dramatic action.
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Figure 5.18b (Photograph of curtain by Audrey Parr for L'homme et son désir)

Figure 5. 18c (Photograph of miniature set by Audrey Parr for L'homme et son désir)
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The possibility of an implied hierarchy cannot be overlooked. Certainly, the decision

to place the percussion on the level of the main action further suggests that it is the

principal musical force in this work, while the other instruments occupy a more

peripheral place. However, in many other respects there are similarities between

L'homme et son désir and the earlier Chamber Symphonies, beyond the borrowing of

a melody from the First Chamber Symphony, as Example 5.14 illustrated. Milhaud

gives the melodic interest to the wind groups and makes extensive use of a melodic

pattern in scene vii which has the overt simplicity and repetitiveness of folksong, as

can be seen in Example 5, 19a. The melody is played in both the piccolo and the bass

clarinet at three octaves distance, thus confirming his partiality for combining treble

and bass sonorities. The melody, which is initially prominent, although set against

chromatically inflected string parts, soon becomes one strand in a complex polytonal

texture. Although the strings are typically accompanimental in L'homme et son désir

(as at the start of Example 5. 1 9b), they are not needed for the same percussive role as

in the Chamber Symphonies and their parts are frequently flowing, for example in the

opening lines of the ballet. Milhaud's fondness for the double bass manifests itself in

the extensive solo in scene vi (Example 5. 19c). It is noteworthy that he places it with

the wind group (perhaps following Mozart's example), keeping it separate from the

main body of strings. Its sheer flexibility and use of syncopation make it difficult to

believe that Milhaud had made no particular contact with jazz by 1918. Furthermore,

a new, cruder element is introduced in the trumpet melody in scene v (Example 5. 19b)

and in its extrovert manner, foreshadows the brasher melodies of the twenties, for

example in Le boeu,fsur le toit.
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Example 5. 19a (L'homme et son désir, vii, p.69)
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Example 5. 19c (L'homme et son désir, vi, p.78-9)
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1!E Violon.

2? Violon.

3?1Tiolon.

4?Violon.

1! Alto.

2? Alto.

1! Violoncelle.

2? Violonceile.

1!F Contrebasse

2? Contrebassa

Example 5.20a (Quatrième symphonie, I, p.3, b. 1-3)

& Madeleine Milhaud
Dreit dx.tiofl rN.r,à.
4.,flVhr.*qsr.e verNaQ4U,i.
.W .TfD jfla .irict1 rul.d.

4 Symphonie.
Dixtuor

fir sollstiich oder	 pou 10 Instruen±z i cordee	 for 10 s ±Igei thetrments
chorieche eaeizung	 ou Orchestre a cordes 	 or elrmged orcizeara

Darius MiThaud.
i. Oure.	 1921.
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Tonal Plan
C&Eb
C
A&Bb chord
F#&C
Cmin&Eb
C&F#min-Eb-C

In his last three Chamber Symphonies Milhaud concentrated on homogeneous groups.

The Fourth Chamber Symphony (1921) was scored for strings; the Fifth Symphony

(1922) for wind; and the Sixth Symphony (1923), as we have already seen in Chapter

4, for voices. The structure in the first movement of the Fourth Symphony resembles

a concerto grosso in its alternation between tutti and concertino sections. Moreover,

the style is pseudo-baroque in its 'grand détaché' and sequential semiquaver patterns in

the upper strings, and in its basso continuo cello and double bass lines (see Example

5.20a). Milhaud overbalances the inner Eb minor lines of the fourth violin and viola

with a reinforced bass of two cellos and double bass and upper strings in C major. C

major gains the upper hand in the three different melodic lines of the first solo section,

shown in Example 5.20b, which stylistically would not sound too out of place in

Vivaldi. Nevertheless, Milhaud's own hallmark is clear in the vigour and shape of the

lines and the bitonal approach. But, certain aspects would have been out of place in

baroque writing, such as the modulation from C to F# major and the introduction of

two simultaneous themes, not to mention that they are in different keys. Furthermore,

there are some formal irregularities, as Figure 5.21 illustrates:

Figure 5.21:

Sections
'a'	 tutti (without soloists)

solo (yin I, viola II, d.bass I)
'a'	 tutti (without soloists)

solo (different group: yin II, viola I, cello II)
'a'	 tutti (without soloists)

tutti (full ensemble)

Firstly, the concertino (consisting of violin I, viola II and double bass I) are silent

during all the tutti sections save the last. Secondly, Milhaud changes the solo group

at the second recurrence of 'b', and finally, material which had been reserved for the

smaller section, is taken over by the whole ensemble. This movement shows Milhaud
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F

adhering to the spirit rather than the rules of baroque writing in his desire to exploit

an aspect of the string sonority.

Milhaud kept more strictly to both the spirit and to certain rules of baroque writing in

the third movement, marked 'Etude'. It is a complex canon which resembles a fugue

in formal aspects such as its subject, answer and counter-subject entries and in its

sheer size and complexity. The entries rotate around the cycle of fifths starting with

the double bass in F and moving upwards. Figure 5.22 shows the palindromic nature

of the movement's entry structure.

Figure 5.22:

'john 1
'john 2
john 3

bun 4
iola 1 / 2

ello 1

ello 2

.Bass 1

Bass 2

F F (subject)	 -

C C

a	 G

D	 D

A A (new c.subject)	 A A (c.subject)

D	 D

G

C

F

At the second viola's entry in A, the new counter-subject begins in the first viola in the

same key, moving through the parts at the interval of a fourth until it reaches F again

in the first violin. This process begins again, from the top down to complete a simple,

but effective piece of tonal symmetry. This was not an isolated phenomenon in

Milhaud. In the previous year, his Troisième étude (1920) involved a more complex

structure of four simultaneous fugues. The polytonal fugue in the Deuxième suite

symphonique (1919) had caused a riot at its first performance on 24 October 1920 at

a Concert Colonne under Pierné's direction. He also constructed a strict choral fugue

at the opening of Act II of Esther de Carpentras (1925-7) to celebrate the carnival

there. It not only appealed to his sense of construction and ingenuity, but served him
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as a vehicle for polytonal and instrumental exploration.

Milhaud's use of the fugue in the second section of La creation dii monde (1923)

deserves particular attention. In combining fugue with jazz Milhaud was going

further in his synthesis of old and new elements. Moreover, the different treatment of

the same material in the two versions is noteworthy. In the ballet score, which is

dominated by wind and percussion, the fugue is hidden behind piano flourishes and

syncopated percussion, as the opening bass entry in Example 5.23 a demonstrates.

The piano quintet version, in contrast, is pared down to its essential fugal elements

and the piano is notably omitted from the opening, as Example 5.23b shows.

Milhaud's treatment of the past is different in these two examples. In the first, the

focus in on the recreation of the jazz ensemble, and the emphasis is naturally on this

new element. In the second example, by putting the jazz material into a different

instrumental context, Milhaud focuses on the past model which he apparently felt was

suited to the predominantly string sonority. The fact that he titles this movement in

the piano quintet version 'fugue' and not in the ballet score reinforces this change in

emphasis. Furthermore, one can also see Milhaud adapting his own instrumental

preferences to jazz in the ballet version. The use of the double bass, so suited to the

jazz idiom, fits in with his developed soloistic interest in this neglected instrument.

The same can be said for the prominence of the wind and percussion instruments. The

later piano quintet version, by providing an alternative perspective, reveals the

importance of instrumentation for the realisation of Milhaud's musical ideas.242

Works such as La creation dii monde and the Fourth Chamber Symphony reveal

Milhaud's sophisticated use of the musical past. Earlier formal and stylistic elements

appear to have been more easily integrated into his natural style than they were with

242 In this respect La creation du monde can be likened to Stravinsky's Les noces; Stravinsky's deep
concern for instrumentation is revealed in his search for a particular sonority for the ballet. Having
discarded orchestrations akin to those of his early ballets, he finally opted for the bare sonority of
four pianos and percussion.
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Stravinsky. Milhaud's particular model is less obvious and his results are generally

more 'new' than many of Stravinsky's 'neo-classical' works, such as Pulcinella

(1919/20), Le baiserde laj'ee (1928) and Apollon Musagète (1928). On the whole,

Milhaud's homage to the past manifests itself in formal genres rather than stylistic

pastiche, and the emphasis is on the old fructifying the new, and giving it a different

gloss through a polytonal approach. This is significant and perhaps a little ironic since

Milhaud, in his writings, showed greater reverence for the past and tradition, whereas

Stravinsky was more concerned with how the past could enrich the present. In this

respect their words appear to be at odds with their musical practice. 243 In adapting

earlier principles to his own modern use, Milhaud comes closer to Satie who devised

the 'modern ftigue' to fit his predilection for writing in short segments. (see Orledge,

1990, 57-8) Milhaud did, however, write a number of works in the 1920s which are

closer to Stravinsky's Pulcinella in approach, although his models all come from the

nineteenth century. In the recitatives which he wrote for a performance of Chabrier's

Une education manquée by the Ballets Russes in Monte Carlo in 1924, he attempted

to adopt that composer's style, as Satie did with Gounod in his completion of Le

médecin malgré liii. The two other works from the 1 920s - the ballet La bien-aimée,

op.101 (1928) and the Trois Caprices de Paganini - also have nineteenth-century

origins and reinforce Milhaud's acceptance of his romantic heritage. The ballet, which

was a conmiission from Ida Rubinstein, is scored for pianola and orchestra and is an

adaptation of Schubert and Liszt. However, the works based on earlier models, such

as Suite d'après Corrette, op.161b (1937), the Sonate pour clavecin et violon, op.257

(1945), Apothéose deMolière, op.286 (1948) and Lejeu deRobin etMarion, op.288

(1948) belong to the 1930s and 40s and are therefore outside the scope of this thesis.

Milhaud's predilection for creating structural patterns manifests itself in a less

)rthodox way in the second movement of the Fourth Chamber Symphony, where he

It must be borne in mind that most of Stravinsky's writings had a ghost writer, but this is not the
rum to doubt the sincerity of the words associated with him. See Chapter 2, 12-15 for a

)mparison of Stravinsky's and Milhaud's notions of the past.
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superimposes a theme and its inversion one tone apart, as Example 5.24 illustrates.

The ostinato in the fourth violin and first viola acts as a throbbing pulse in the midst

of this dense homophonic choral texture based on second inversion minor chords.

This prepares for the overlapping entry of the chorale theme in C major on double

bass I as a strikingly simple contrast.

Milhaud continued in this vein in his Fifth Chamber Symphony for ten wind

instruments (1922), written in the same year as Stravinsky began his Octet. The

recurring refrain, with which the first movement opens, is based on a play of seconds,

sevenths and octave leaps, as Example 5.25a shows. The bassoons move in perfectly

synchronised mirror image to each other, while the oboe and cor anglais move in

mirror image on the intervals of a second and in the same direction on the leaps.

Milhaud sets up a similar refrain pattern in the second movement, shown in Example

5.25b. Its repeated alternation between the open fifth consonance and the more

dissonant adjacent seconds with an added augmented fourth gives a harsh and rather

plodding effect in his ostinato. This is reinforced by the rhythmic accentuation.

Milhaud adds to this a tonally and rhythmically flexible melodic line, first of all in the

bass clarinet (Example 5.25b). Its chromatic inflection, florid runs and syncopation

create a feeling of improvisation, and it is clear that he was familiar with jazz at this

stage. Furthermore, his concept of melody, as he had nurtured it in the first three

symphonies, had changed in this work. Instead of attempting a folk-like lyricism,

Milhaud seemed to be aiming for a greater vigour in his wind writing, as the markings

'rude' and 'violent' in the first and third movements suggest. This was the role he had

previously granted the strings. He achieves this mainly through thickening the texture

with blocks which are more homophonic in character, and by using parallel writing to

emphasise dissonance. The texture is further built up with a strong independent bass-

line and numerous ostinati. In this symphony melodic clarity (hitherto associated with

his wind writing) has been replaced by the robust and vigourous expression in keeping

with his new aesthetic of the 1920s.
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Example 5.23 a (La creation du inonde, ballet score, p.9)
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As we have seen, Milhaud made extensive and varied use of polytonality during this

formative period. In his view, it gave him greater expressive range and scope.

Koechlin, in his Traité de l'harmonie (vol. 2, 1930) described different effects

achievable through polytonality, such as luminous, nocturnal, mysterious, and

evocative writing. Milhaud was certainly capable of achieving these effects.

However, instead of having a mysterious quality, Milhaud's polytonal writing before

1920 frequently went hand-in-hand with a new lyricism which was evocative of the

carnival atmosphere and colour of Bra.zil. This is most evident in the First Chamber

Symphony (1917: Example 5.13b) and the Fourth String Quartet (1918) where

polytonality provides a piquant background for lyrical expression.

In his harmony treatise Koechlin clearly differentiated between harmonic and

contrapuntal polytonality. The examples he selects from Milhaud's work are,

understandably, predominantly harmonic, although excerpts from Soirees de

Pétrograd go some way, in his view, towards linear writing, although not as far as his

own 'Arabesques' from Les heurespersanes and Stravinsky's Rossignol (1908-14).

(Koechlin, 1930, 258-9) Milhaud's early polytonal experiments were indeed

harmonically conceived and the dense and often dissonant chordal blocks in Les

eurnénides (Example 5.4) and in Le retour de l'enfantprodigue captured the 'violence'

and 'vigor' which he sought to inject into French music. However, from the Second

Chamber Symphony onwards Milhaud's new-found lyricism, on the one hand, and

predilection for dense textures on the other, gave way to a more integrated style.

Melody, which had previously been foregrounded, became fragmented into smaller

motivic patterns which could be manipulated for structural purposes. After several

purely instrumental works, the voice was reintroduced in Machines agricoles and

Catalogue defleurs (1920) as one of a number of contrapuntal lines. Such

contrapuntal polytonal writing was ideally suited to both structural and instrumental

exploration. 2 It is important to remember that the works through which this new

244 lhaud's purely harmonic polytonality did not completely disappear in the 1920s. Les
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style emerged in the late 1 900s and early 1 920s are generally considered to be his

best. In experimenting with a variety of polytonal instrumental combinations,

Milhaud ftised new and old elements to create a vital and distinctive style.

euménides (1917-22), which spans five years, contains lengthy passages of harmonically conceived
polytonality. Milhaud merges the two tendencies in C/zristophe (olornb (1928), and in Maximilien
(1930) harmonic writing begins to dominate in anticipation of what might be regarded as his middle
period.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions. Milhaud's Contribution to the French

Musical Tradition

In a letter to Alexander Zemlinsky of 26 October 1922, Schoenberg praised Milhaud's

musical contribution as follows:

Milhaud strikes me as the most important representative of the
contemporary movement in all Latin countries: polytonality. Whether
I like him is not to the point. But I consider him very talented.
(Schoenberg, 1964, 80)

Schoenberg's statement indicates his recognition that Milhaud's polytonality was more

than an expressive personal tool. It was just as much a symbol of Latinity and of

Frenchness for Milhaud, who regarded it as the constructive French answer to the

breakdown of conventional tonality after the turn of the century, in the same way as

free atonality and the equality of the twelve notes were for Schoenberg and his

school.

Milhaud frequently juxtaposed the two traditions in his writings. In 1923 he wrote of

two parallel traditions, one in Paris and the other in Vienna:

Diatonicism and chromaticism are the two poles of musical expression.
It can be said that the Latin people are diatonic and the Teutonic
people are chromatic. It amounts to two different positions: they are
totally opposed and their consequences are verified by history... The
belief in the perfect chord, which is something essentially Latin,
inevitably had to lead to a new technique, in which several perfect
chords were used simultaneously, and of course, if you prefer, several
diatonic melodies were superimposed. The belief in the chromatic
scale, the tendency to consider each harmony simply as a route to
another (which is ftindamentally Teutonic), inevitably had to free its
followers from all idea of tonality and urge them to proceed using
intervals of a third and fourth, which is the inevitable consequence of
such an attitude.245

245 Le diatonisme et le chromatisme sont les deux poles de l'expression musicale. On pourrait dire
que les Latins sont diatomques et les Teutons chromatiques. II s'agit ici de deux positions
différentes: elles sont totalement opposées, et leurs consequences sont vérifiëes par l'histoire.. .La
croyance en l'accord parfait, ce qui est essentiellement latin, devait forcément mener a une nouvelle
technique, dans laquelle plusieurs accords parfaits furent employés simultanément, ce qui veut dire
évideimnent plusieurs melodies cliatoniques superposées. La croyance de la gamme chromatique, la
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Milbaud goes on to cite Schoenberg as the head of the other tradition: 'Forming a

parallel line with this evolution, we catch sight of another, just as important, in

Vienna. It is a matter of atonal music, and it is Arnold Schoenberg who is the most

formidable leader.'2' Having identified two musical tendencies Milhaud takes the

leap of linking them irretrievably with nationality. It may not necessarily be

transparent that either the perfect chord or polytonality are essentially Latin, yet

Schoenberg thought along similar nationalistic lines, as the above letter to Zemlinsky

and his article 'National Music (2)' indicate. (Schoenberg, 1984, 172-4) Furthermore,

Milhaud writes that diatonicism 'must inevitably' lead to polytonality. The strength of

language in which this claim is couched suggests that he is trying to justiIi his musical

technique. Yet such language is very similar to Schoenberg's and Webern's claims

that the twelve-note system was an inevitable development. 247 Indeed, Milhaud places

polytonality on a par with Schoenberg's developments and at first glance this might

appear presumptuous. Although widely used, polytonality has remained a technique

rather than a system and has never been seen on quite the same level as the other, due

to the sheer dominance of serialism until the 1950s. Yet in the 1920s polytonality

must have been at least as shocking and innovative to contemporary audiences, as the

reception of Milhaud's Deuxième suite symphonique (1919) indicates. Moreover, we

can see with historical hindsight that serialism has now lost its hegemony on the

musical world and that many composers are once more embracing diatonicism and are

developing new creative approaches based on the tonal system.

It must be considered whether or not Milhaud was familiar with the twelve-note

tendance a considérer chaque harmonie comine simplement un passage vers une autre (Ce qui est
foncièrement teutonique) devait forcément libérer ses adeptes de toute idée de tonalité et les inciter a
procéder par intervalles de tierce et de quarte, consequence inevitable d'une telle attitude. (Milhaud,
'L'evolution de Ia musique a Paris et a Vienne' (1923), 1982, 201-2)

246 'Formant une ligne parallèle avec cette evolution, nous en apercevons une autre, tout aussi
importante, a Vienne. Ii s'agit de la musique atonale, et c'est Arnold Schoenberg qui en est le
champion Ic plus redoutable'. (Ibid., 202)

247 c.f. Schoenberg, 'Composition with Twelve Tones (1)', (1984, 216) and Webern, 1960)
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method at the time of writing in 1923. Schoenberg's system had only been

consolidated that year, which was the year after Milhaud visited him. 2 It is likely,

though, that the two composers kept abreast of each other's music. None of

Milhaud's statements about Schoenberg and atonality from this period actually

discusses or precludes the twelve-note system. In the above quotation Milhaud

moves from chromaticism to atonality and the equality of the twelve notes. Like

Schoenberg and Webern, he most certainly regarded it as a logical and inevitable step.

Writing about the two traditions in 1944, Milhaud extended his discussion of

Schoenberg's contribution:

The German one, which since Wagner had been based on an urge for a
constant change of the tonal center, the orientation of the shifting
harmonic material (and consequently the identity of each new center)
being made evident by the introduction of chords of the dominant
seventh. The sequences and incessant modulation characteristic of the
music of the Germans led them inevitably to the chromatic scale. The
use of this scale in the invention of a melody places at one's disposal
twelve tones instead of the seven of the diatonic scale. Thus was
created the twelve-tone system, which regards the twelve degrees as of
equal importance; and the atonal feeling was born. That is the great
contribution of Arnold Schoenberg to music. (Milhaud, 1944, 380)

Although there is more detail here, the content is effectively the same, and the fact

that Milhaud had not altered his perspective twenty years later is indicative of his

confidence in his own techniques. In his view, he and Schoenberg should be regarded

as the principal exponents of the two most important musical innovations in Europe in

the first part of the twentieth century.249

248 In a letter to Josef Mattias Hauer on 1 December 1923 Schoenberg wrote of his 'attempt to replace
the no longer applicable principle of tonality by a new principle relevant to the changed
conditions...I am definitely concerned with no other theories but the methods of 'twelve-note
composition'...I believe - for the first time again for 15 years - that I have found a key. (Schoenberg,
1987, 104)

249.	 .	 ,	 .	 .
Milhaud did consider Alois Haba s experiments with quarter tones m his essay Polytonalite et

atonalité', but he regarded it as an extension of chromaticism and indicative of the attempt to extend
the expressive range of atonality. (Milhaud, 1982, 188)
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Moreover, Milhaud's forging of a contrapuntal style was a deliberate act. As we have

seen, he equated counterpoint with robustness, having written in his essay on Debussy

that: 'We were in such need of an art that was robust, wholesome, more contrapuntal

in expression'. (Milhaud, Claude Debussy, n.d., 14) Although the 'violence' of

harmonic polytonal aggregations goes some way towards achieving a robust style, it

could be argued that the interplay of active lines goes further towards this ideal, since

robustness implies activity and movement. In Milhaud's view, contrapuntal

polytonality would therefore represent French music in its healthiest state. It is

noteworthy that in his article 'Polytonalité et atonalité' (1923), Milhaud cites harmonic

bitonal and polytonal examples from Stravinsky's Petrushka, Roussel's Pour une fête

de printemps, Debussy's 'Ondine' from his second book of Preludes, Bartok's

Bagatelles op.6 and Ravel's Sonata for violin and cello. But he illustrates

contrapuntal polytonality with an example from his own Troisième .symphonie. It is

also appropriate that Milhaud should have dedicated his most uncompromisingly

polytonal and contrapuntal work, the Fifth String Quartet, to Schoenberg. It was a

deliberate aesthetic statement to the leading representative of the Teutonic school.

Examples 6. la and b reveal the unrelenting nature of Milhaud's writing in this genre.

Example 6. la shows the quiet, gradual addition of the independent lines in various

keys, whereas Example 6. lb marks the return of these ideas, in a concerted, forte and

scarcely distinguishable recapitulation. Milhaud maintains the melodic and harmonic

independence of the polytonal lines throughout the quartet, and in marking the

movement 'chantant', he indicates the interplay of singing lines. Although the vertical

effect is frequently atonal, the tonal nature of the individual parts is never really

undermined because of frequent melodic and motivic repetition. Schoenberg's

influence may be detected in Milhaud's Fifth Chamber Symphony, which was written

while Milhaud was visiting Schoenberg in Vienna in 1922. It is dedicated to Marya

Freund, who performed many of Schoenberg's works. In the second movement,

shown earlier in Example 5.25b, Milhaud verges on total chromaticism, but melody
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and ostinato are still present as comprehensible organising forces. It seems that

Milhaud was more realistic than Schoenberg. He was prepared to shock his audience,

but he still wanted them to be capable of understanding what he was doing. By

retaining forms from the past, like folksong, melody and ostinati, and an underlying

basis in tonality, his music appeared to be more accessible than Schoenberg's more

uncompromising experiments.

Milhaud's openness towards Schoenberg and the Teutonic tradition is notable.

Although Milhaud had encountered several of Schoenberg's early works before the

war, it was Jean Wiener who revived Milhaud's interest in his music in the twenties.

He organised a series of concerts of contemporary European music which began on 6

December 1921 with Billy Arnold's American jazz band, excerpts from The Rite of

Spring arranged for playola, and Milhaud's Sonata for piano and wind instruments.

Wiener nicknamed his unconventional series 'concerts salades' (Wiener, 1978, 48).

Having borrowed the score of Pierrot lunaire from Marya Freund, he decided to put

on a performance of the work and asked Milhaud to conduct it. The first half of

Pierrot lunaire received its first French performance on 15 Dec 1921 and the first fill

performance took place in Paris on 12 January 1922. Thereafter Milhaud conducted

the work in Brussels and London.
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The most important performance of Pierrot lunaire took place during Milhaud's visit

with Poulenc to Vienna in 1922. Depending on the source, either Alma Mahier or

Schoenberg suggested a double performance of the work in German and French.

Milhaud's own accounts of this memorable event are telling:

Thus it was that one afternoon, in Mrs Gustav Mahier's house, we had
two performances of Pierrot lunaire, one with Marya Freund,
conducted by me, and the other with Erika Wagner, under the
direction of Schoenberg. It was interesting to note the differences in
atmosphere that were produced. Perhaps the French and German
languages used by the singers determined the 'colours' that were
imposed upon the instruments. The piano was played by Steuermann,
an admirable exponent of Schoenberg's art, and the other
instrumentalists were members of the Vienna Philharmonic. The
French language, being the softer, made all the delicate passages
appear the more subtle; but in the German interpretation the dramatic
passages seemed more powerful, while the delicate ones assumed
more weight. (Milhaud, 'To Arnold Schoenberg on his Seventieth
Birthday', 1944, 383)

This contrast is captured in his memoirs: 'This was an enthralling experience and in

Schoenberg's interpretation, the dramatic elements came out more brutally, more

intensely and more frenzied; instead, mine underlined the sensitive, sweet, subtle and

transparent elements'. 250 Immediately striking is Milhaud's identification of essential

national and cultural differences between the French and German performances. In

describing these differences Milhaud refers to the stereotypes associated with the two

traditions. While the German performance was intense and powerfully dramatic, the

French version contained many of the ideals considered by Milhaud to be inherently

French, such as subtle, sweet, delicate and transparent. Moreover, these qualities

were created principally by language and only secondarily by their French and

Austrian conductors. Milhaud's sensitivity to the role of language in lending a

national character to music is surely significant. It explains why he was so drawn to

language and literature in his early works and only became preoccupied with

instrumental combinations after he had developed his musical technique and had

250 'Ce flit un experience passionnante et dans I'interprétation de Schoenberg, les éléments
dramatiques ressortirent plus brutaux, plus intenses, plus frénétiques; la mienne soulignait plutôt les
dléments sensibles, doux, subtils, transparents.' (Milhaud, 1987, 118)
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begun experimenting with polytonality. Moreover, the important role of foreign music

in the process of shaping Milhaud's musical style cannot be overestimated nor

dismissed as a passing 'benevolent storm'. (Milhaud, 1927 22)

Milhaud's interest in Schoenberg is indicative of his catholic attitudes towards foreign

music. Despite the apparently narrow views expressed in his writings concerning the

purity of French music, foreign music played a crucial role in forming his new robust

style. Stravinsky stimulated his rhythmic and harmonic thinking, Brazilian music

shaped his melodic writing and sparked off his fascination with instrumental layering,

and jazz further infused his instrumentation and sense of rhythmic vitality. This

should not be seen as minimising his indebtedness to other French composers, but

Milhaud needed inspiration from outside the French tradition to instil vigour into

French music. He was not alone in wishing for access to other music, as he indicates

in his article on Schoenberg:

After World War I, the 'Groupe de Six' was born, of which I was a
member. Our first preoccupation was to try to become better
acquainted with the music written in the countries with which we had
been out of contact of four years. (Milhaud, 1944, 382)

Jean Wiener described this desire for foreign music as a craving for 'salad' and

describes his motivation for organising performances of foreign music as follows: 'I

felt keenly that something had to be done: there was a receptive and greedy public in

Paris.. .My taste for salad lingered more than ever in me' . 251 But for Milhaud, as a

professional composer, the issue was altogether more serious.

This thirst for foreign music was nothing new in France. Paris had been a

cosmopolitan cultural melting-pot since the time of Louis XIV where foreigners either

visited or settled, and even the attempts after the Franco-Prussian war to consolidate

a purely French musical tradition were unable to banish German and Italian influences.

251 'Je sentais bien qu'il fallait faire quelque chose: ii y avait a Paris un public dispoiuble et
gourmand... Mon gout pour la 'salade' demeurait en moi, plus que jamais.' (Wiener, 1978, 47)
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Milhaud, himself began as an outsider when he arrived from Provence, but as a

traveller he brought other influences into the Parisian cauldron. Although he was to

retain the catchwords he had inherited from the previous generation about the need

for a pure French tradition, Milhaud can be regarded as truly French precisely on

account of his practical openness to foreign influences. He was maintaining a

tradition which had served France well since its Golden Age.

Milhaud's place within the French tradition could be assessed by the extent to which

he upheld the French ideals of clarity, precision, simplicity and transparency.

Although he maintained these qualities as ideals, he did not always choose to

compose by them. In works such as Le retour de l'enfantprodigue and Les

euménides, Milhaud chose large-scale forces and dense textures rather than French

ideals. The fact that he was also writing works with transparent textures, such as the

chamber symphonies, quartets and Machines agricoles at the same time, shows that

he was capable of both a full-bodied and a clear and precise style, and that in practice

he was flexibly motivated by what he felt were the requirements of a particular work -

just as Stravinsky was. Once again Milhaud's theory and practice appear to differ.

Yet he was arguably at his best when he adhered to the French ideals, and most

objections to his music concern the overloading of his textures.

However, the association of these ideals with France became blurred in the 1920s

with their application to Stravinsky and neo-classicism. Thus it was that these ideals,

which certainly had French origins, acquired a more international reference. Works of

Milhaud's containing these qualities, such as the Chamber Symphonies and the Minute

Operas, could easily be misconstrued as following neo-classical trends. This may be

another reason why he repeatedly chose to align himself within the French tradition in

his writings.

Similarly, Milhaud regarded his preoccupation with melody and counterpoint as
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essentially French. However, such preoccupations were by no means limited to

France. Although Busoni's much earlier interest in melody could be seen as more

generally Latin, Ernst Kurth's important publication on counterpoint, Grundlagen des

linearen Kontrapunkts (1917) could not. Neither could statements by both

Schoenberg and Stravinsky on the importance of counterpoint in their works convince

the musical public that melody and counterpoint were primarily French concerns.2

However, Milhaud succeeded in associating polytonality with himself; and therefore,

by definition, with France. Although Koechlin and Stravinsky both experimented with

polytonality before Milhaud, statements by Schoenberg and Dahihaus indicate that the

technique became firmly associated with Milhaud. Thus he can be seen to have found

a solution for French music for his generation.

Milhaud's originality lies principally in the rhythmic vitality he injected into French

music. Constant Lambert declared in Music Ho! that the French have no natural

rhythmic gifts (Lambert, 1966, 49) and Satie is a case in point of a French composer

for whom rhythm was not of primary importance. Among composers of his time,

Milhaud is probably the best to reftite this claim, since rhythm is an important driving

force behind works such as Les choéphores and L 'homme et son désir. However,

Milhaud was not the first to use rhythm in a deliberate way, and he may well have

seen himself following the strong French tradition of Machaut, Pérotin, Philippe de

Vitiy and the mathematical complexities of isorhythm. Although a review published

in The Times (3 February 1908) had identified rhythm as the crucial component of

Debussy's La mer, Debussy's rhythmic approach was more subtle and less robust.

Nevertheless, the importance of rhythm and timbre in his music may explain Milhaud's

respect for Debussy in the face of Cocteau's contemporary opposition. Milhaud's

interest in rhythm also manifested itself in his preoccupation with the stressing of the

French language and his subsequent development of spoken declamation with Paul

252 c.f. Stravinsky's 'Some ideas about my Octuor' (E. W. White, 1979/2, 576) and Schoenberg 'Old
and New Counterpoint' (1928), 'Linear Counterpoint' (1931), 'Linear Counterpoint: Linear
Polyphony' (1931), 'Fugue' (1936) and 'National Music (2)' (1931), repr. 1984.
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Claude!. His exposure to Brazilian rhythms and jazz resulted in polyrhythmic

combinations which imbued his music with greater freedom and vigour. In focusing

on rhythm, Milhaud was simply foregrounding an element in French music which had

largely been overlooked.

Milhaud's most valuable contribution lies in his conscious attempt to create a robust

art while remaining thoroughly attached to tradition. His innovations in the areas of

rhythm, wordsetting, declamation and uncompromising polytonality were

considerable. His desire to make a new and lasting contribution to musical language

and technique after the breakdown of conventional tonality, while retaining a strong

sense of his heritage, surely entitles him to the place he so coveted within the French

musical tradition.
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Appendix

Milhaud Chronology (1912-3 1)

27 Oct 1912 Claude! and Milhaud meet in Paris.

1912	 Premier quatuor, op.5

1912 -3	 Poèmes de Francis Jammes (3 e recueil), op.6 (unpublished)

19 12-3	 Sept poèmes de la connaissance de l'est, op.7 (Paul Claudel), first

performed 1913, Salon d'Automne, Paris (J. Lacoste)

1913	 Suite, op.8 for piano

3 May 1913 First performance of Sonate, op.3 (for violin and piano), Société

musicale indépendante, Paris (performed by Georgette Guller and

Yvonne (iiraud)

1913	 Alissa, op.9 (Gide)

1913	 First performance of excerpts from Sept poèmes de la connaissance de

l'est (voice, J. Lacoste), Salon d'Automne, Paris.

5 Oct 1913 Milhaud visits Claude! in Hellerau and sees the first performance of

Claudel's L'annoncefaite àMarie.

1913	 Troispoèmes en prose de Lucile de Chateaubriand, op.lO (Hellerau,

Berlin, Brague)

19 13-4	 Troispoèmes romantiques, op.ii (unpublished)

19 13-4	 Premiere suite symphonique, op.12

1913	 Poème sur un cantique de Camargue, op.i3 (unpublished)

1913-4	 Agamemnon, op. 14 (Aeschylus, trans. Claude!)

21 Nov 1913 Performance of Trots poèmes, Salon d'automne, organised by Armand

Parent (voice, Lacoste; piano, Milhaud)

10 Dec 1913 Performance of First String Quartet, Société musicale indépendante,

Salle Pleye! (performers: Milhaud, R. Soetens, R. Siohan, F. Deigrange)

1913-9	 Protée, op.l7 (Claudel) incidental music, first version.

1914	 Sonate for piano and 2 violins, op.l5

19 14-5	 Deuxième quatuor, op.l6
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1914	 Joines Foyer Franco-Belge during the war.

24 March 1914 First performance of Suite for piano and performance of Sonate for

violin and piano (performed by Guller and Milhaud)

Easter 1914 Leprintemps, op.18 (violin and piano)

1914	 Trois poèmes romantiques, op.i9 (unpublished)

1914	 Quatre poèmes de Leo LatE!, op.20

1914	 Le chateau, op.21 (unpublished)

26 May 1914 First performance of Suite symphonique, Concerts Schmitz, Salle

Gaveau.

1914	 Poème du Gitanjali, op.22 (Rabindranath Tagore, adapted by André

Gide)

1915	 Variations sur un theme de Cliquet, op.23 (unpublished and recently

rediscovered)

18 March 1915 Performes at concert 'Hommage a Albéric Magnard'.

1915	 Les choéphores, op.24 (Aeschylus, trans. Claudel)

15 May 1915 Performance of Milhaud's Second Quartet, Salle des Agriculteurs,

organised by Delgrange (performed by Astruc, Milhaud, Jurgensen and

Delgrange).

27 May 1915 First performance of Koechlin's Viola Sonata (viola, Milhaud; Jeanne

Herscher-Clément, piano) and first performance of Mllhaud's Sonate for

2 violins and piano and Quatre poèmes de Leo Latil (voice, J.

Bathori;Piano, Miihaud), Salle des Agriculteurs, Foyer Franco-Belge.

19 15-9	 Printemps, vol.1, op.25, for piano

1915-7	 Quatre poèmes pour baryton, op.26 (Claude!) (Paris and Rio de

Janeiro)

1915	 D'un cahier inédit dujournald'Eugénie de Guérin, op.27, for solo

voice and piano

1915	 L'arbre exotique, op.28 (unpublished)

1915	 Notre Dame de Sarrance, op.29 (unpublished)
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1915	 Deuxpoémes d'amour, op.30, for solo voice and piano

1915	 Two Poems by Coventry Patmore, op.31 (trans. P. Claude!)

10 Feb 1916 First performance of Troispoèmes en prose de Lucile de

Chateaubriand, Concerts Rouge, Paris (voice, Arnolde Stephenson)

1916	 Troisième quatuor, op.32 with soprano (extract from 'Journal intime' by

Leo Latil

1916

1916

19 16-7

1916

1916

1916

1916

1917

5 Jan 1917

Sonate, op.33, for piano

Poèmesjufs, op.34, for solo voice and piano

Deuxpoèmes du Gardener, op.35 (unpublished)

Child Poems, op.36 for solo voice and piano

Troispoèmes (Meynell and Rosetti), op.37 (unpublished)

No.34 de l'église habillée defeuilles, op38 (unpublished)

Deuxpoèmes (St. Léger Léger, Chalupt), op.39, for unaccompanied

ensemble.

Performance of excerpts from Sept poèmes de la connaissance de l'est,

Concerts Mathot, Paris (voice, J. Lacoste)

Gives conference paper 'Albéric Magnard' at l'Ecole des Hautes Etudes

Sociales.

6 Jan 1917	 Milhaud leaves France with Claudel for Brazil.

1 Feb 1917	 Milhaud arrives in Rio de Janeiro.

1917	 Chansons bas, op.44 (Mallarmé)

21 March 1917 Verso Carioca, op.44b (unpublished, Claude!)

May 1917	 Deuxième sonate, op.40, for violin and piano

19 17-8	 Starts work on Act 1 of Les euménides op.4l (Aeschylus, trans.

Claudel)

1917	 Le retour de l'enfantprodigue, op.42 (cantata, André Gide)

1917	 Premiere symphonie, op.43, for chamber ensemble.

Autumn 1917 Ballets Russes visit Brazil. Milhaud hears about the ballet Parade.

Claudel was so impressed with Nijinsky's dancing that he planned to
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write a ballet for him (L'homme et son désir). Unfortunately, Nijinsky

had a breakdown shortly afterwards and was never to dance the ballet.

1917	 DeuxpoèmesdeRimbaud, op.45

29 Jan1918 Performance of Quatre poemes de Leo Latil, Théâtre du Vieux-

Colombier, organised by Jane Bathori. (This is an indication that

Milhaud's works were being performed in Paris while he was in Brazil.)

1918	 La gomme coule (unpublished, Jammes)

1918	 Milhaud came across the music of a Brazilian composer called Romeo.

He combined Bach-like themes with 'sharp syncopated rhythms of

popular music combined with the emphatic grinding rhythm of the

guitcharo. I bought one of these in the market, and introduced it later

on into one or two of my orchestrations; it is a percussion instrument

made of a long gourd on which a series of very close grooves have been

traced. To play it, these grooves are violently rubbed with a piece of

iron mounted on a handle'. (Milhaud, 1949, 77)

11 Aug 1918 First performance of Premiere .symphonie, ¶Le printemps', Rio

Symphony Concerts (conductor, Braga)

1918	 Quatrieme quatuor, op.46

1918	 Sonate, op.47, for piano, flute, oboe and clarinet

1918	 Milhaud,Claudel and Audrey Parr work on L 'homme et son désir,

op.48. which is inspired by the Brazilian forest.

1918	 Deuxième symphonie, op.49, for chamber ensemble.

1918	 Poèmes de Francis Jammes (4e recueil), op.5O

1918	 Deuxpetits airs, op.51 (Mallarme)

1918	 Deuxpoèmes tupis, op.52 (Indian texts) for 4 women's voices and hand

clap

1 Nov 1918 L 'ours et de la lune (no opus number) (incidental music, 3 spoken

voices and drum)
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1919

1919

1918

Dec. 1918

Jan. 1919

Jan. 1919

Jan. 1919

Psaume 136, op.53 (trans. Claudel) for solo voices and male chorus.

Departs from Brazil.

Psaume 129, op. 53b (trans. Claudel) for solo voice and orchestra (New

York, en route for France)

(Atlantic ocean) Poèmes de Francis Thompson, op.54 (manuscript lost

and unpublished, trans. Claudel)

Arrives back in Paris to new artistic scene. Cites Poulenc as the new

leading star-to-be: 'The fresh charm of Poulenc's music was the most

endearing feature of that period'. (Milhaud, 1952, 81)

Les soirees de Petrograde, op.55, for voice and piano

Machines agricoles, op. 56, (singer and 7 solo instruments)

9 March 1919 First French performance of Premiere symphonie 'Le printemps' and

first performance of Deuxième symphonie Concerts Deigrange, Paris

(conductor F. Deigrange)

21 March 1919 Attended first performance of Satie's Socrate at Adrienne Monnier's

bookshop La Maison des Amis des Livres. (Suzanne Balguerie, voice

and Satie, piano)

30 March 1919 First performance of Chansons bas and Deuxpoèmes de Francis

Jammes, Théâtre Vieux Colombier, Paris (voice, J. Bathori; piano,

Milhaud); also included performance of Satie's Parade for 4 hands

(performed by A. Salomon and Milhaud)

2 April 1919 Milhaud met Satie again at a reception given by the Comte de

Beaumont in honour of the Queen of Rumania. Satie played Morceaux

enforme depoire with André Salomon.

5 April 1919 First performance of Quatrième quatuor, Concerts Huyghens 'Peinture

et Musique', Paris (Quatuor Capelle) directed by Felix Deigrange.

April 1919 Performance of Le printemps, Théâtre Vieux Colombier, Paris (violin,

Y. Giraud; piano, Milhaud)
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13 April 1919 First performance of Deuxpoèmes tupis for 4 women's voices and hand

clap, 'Concert de musique brésilienne', Théâtre du Vieux-Colombier.

18 April 1919 Claudel unsuccessfully solicits Jacques Rouché, director of l'Opéra, for

a performance of L 'homme et son désir.

15 May 1919 Performance of Deux poèmes tupis, Vieux Colombier, Paris (Groupe

Bathori)

15 June 1919 First concert performance of Les choéphores, Concerts Deigrange,

Salle Gaveau, Paris (soloist, J. Bathori; conductor, F. Delgrange)

20 June 1919 First performance of Deuxième sonate for piano and violin, S.M.I.

concert, Salle Gaveau (performed by L. Aubert and Y. Giraud)

24 June 1919 First performance of Les soirees de Petrograde, Grand gala d'avant-

garde, organised by Pierre Bertin (voice, Bathori)

1919	 Deuxième suite symphonique, op.57 (based on Protée)

1919	 Le boeufsur le toit, op.58 (Jean Cocteau)

1919	 Cinémafantaisie, op.58b (piano and violin reduction of Le boeuf sur le

toll)

Aug 1919	 Claudel nominated French Commissioner in Schleswig and leaves

France.

1919	 Tango des Fratellini, op.58c (transcription of Le boeuf sur le toit for

piano)

c. 1919	 Milhaud set Cocteau's poem L 'hymne au soleil. Impromptu

performance at Aix was a failure and Milhaud destroyed the score.

'The result was a frightful cacophony, and the experiment did nothing to

improve my reputation among those amateurs of music accustomed to

hearing marches by Ganne and fantasias on airs from operettas played

by the town band'. (Milhaud, 1952, 86)

20 Nov 1919 First performance of ChildPoems, S.M.I. concert, Salle Gaveau (voice,

Bathori; piano, Milhaud)

1919-20	 Printemps (vol.11), op. 66, for solo piano
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10 Jan 1920 First performance of Poèmesjufs, Société Nationale, Paris (voice, J.

Bathori; piano, Milhaud)

16 Jan 1920 Henri Collet coins the term 'Les Six' in his article in Comoedia.

1920	 Troispoèmes de Jean Cocteau, op.59, for solo voice and piano

11 Feb 1920 First performance of Alissa, La maison des amis des livres, Sorbonne,

Paris (voice, J. Bathori; piano, Milhaud).

1920	 Catalogue defleurs, op.60, for solo voice and chamber ensemble or

piano

21 Feb 1920 First performance of Le boeufsur le toit (scenario by Cocteau,

costumes and scenery Guy Pierre Fauconnet and Raoul Dufj).

Performed alongside Satie's Trois peti/es pièces montées. 'Spectacle

concert', organised by Cocteau (also performances on 23 and 25

February). Re. Le boeufsur le /01/: Milhaud assembled 'a few popular

melodies, tangoes, maxixes, sambas and even a Portuguese fado, and

transcribed them with a rondo-like theme recurring between each

successive pair. I called this fantasia Le boeufsur le toit, which was the

title of a Brazilian popular song'. (Milhaud, 1952, 86) Originally

intended for a Charlie Chaplin silent film.

1920	 Troispoèmes de Jean Cocteau, op.59

11 March 1920 First performance of Machines agricoles, Galérie de la Boëtie, (voice:

Marcel Vie; chamber orchestra directed by Deigrange)

April 1920	 Catalogue defleurs, op.60 (poems by Lucien Daudet inspired by flower

catalogue)

1920-3	 Ballade, op.6i, for piano and orchestra (written for Milhaud to play)

1920	 Sérénade, op.62, for large orchestra

1920	 Cinq etudes, op.63, for piano and orchestra (based on Bach's Art of

Fugue and Musical Offering)

1920	 First performance of Sonate, op.33, Salon d'Automne, Paris (piano, M.

Dron)
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1920	 Cinquième quatuor, op.64

1920	 Feuilles de temperature, op.65 (unpublished)

29 May 1920 Performance of Quatre poèmesjufs, Société des concerts Olénine

d'Alheim, Salle des Agriculteurs.

29 May 1920 British performance of ChildPoems and Printemps (for piano), Concert

of Modem English and French Music, Chelsea.

1920	 Saudade do Brash, op.6'7, for solo piano (op.67b arranged for large

orchestra)

19 June 1920 First performance of Quatre poèmes de Claudel, 'Lajeune peinture

francaise', 2ème exposition Cezanne - Renoir (17 June - 4 July), concert

given by 'le groupe des "Six" (voice, Slivinski; piano, Milhaud);

programme also included 4 fragments from Schoenberg Das Buch der

hangenden Garten (1st French performance).

June 1920	 Milhaud travels with Claudel to Copenhagen via Belgium, Holland and

Germany.

12 July 1920 Visit to London for production of Le boeuf sur le toll (The Nothing

Doing Bar). Milhaud powerfully struck by a jazz performance by Billy

Arnold and his band at the Hammersmith Dance Hall. Attracted to the

timbre and complex rhythms of the percussion. (Milhaud, 1949, 10 1-2)

1920	 Caramel mou, op.68 (Cocteau) for solo voice and chamber ensemble

(danced by Graton).

1920	 Cocktail, op.69, for solo voice and chamber ensemble

24 Oct. 1920 First performance of Deuxième suite symphonique, Concerts Colonne,

Théätre du Châtelet, Paris (conductor, G. Pierné). Disruption at the

concert, but despite this Pierné played the work at the following

concert (30 Oct.)

Nov 1920	 Publishes article 'Brésil', Revue musicale, 1, no.1.

29 Nov 1920 First performance of fragments of Saudades do Brasil, Concert' 'groupe

des Six', Galerie Montaigne (piano, N. Velloso Guerra)
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14 Dec 1920 First performance of Sérénade, Concerts symphonique Winterthur

(conductor, A. Honegger)

22 Dec 1920 Four hand performance of Le boeufsur le bit (Milhaud and Salomon),

Société francaise de concerts Montpellier, 'Musica', concert des 'Six'.

20 Jan 1921

24 Jan 1921

12 Feb 1921

First performance of Cinq etudes, Concerts Golschmann, Paris

(conductor, Golschmann; piano, Meyer)

In Brussels for concert 'Erik Satie et le groupe des Six'. Includes

performance of Second String Quartet (Pro Arte Quartet) and Poèmes

Jz4fs (Albert and Milhaud)

First performance of Sonate, op.47, Exposition Wiesbaden, Société

d'instruments a vent Milhaud, piano)

27 March 1921 In Rome for 'Séance de musique française'; programme included

Chansons bas, Printemps and Le boeuf sur le toit, and Satie Parade.

23 April 1921 First performance of Two Poems of Coventiy Patmore, Concert

Hubbard, Salle Gaveau (voice, Hubbard; piano, Milhaud)

24 May 1921 First performance of D'un cahier inédit dujournal d'Eugénie de

Guérin, Salle des Agriculteurs (voice, Vie; piano, Milhaud)

26 May 1921 First performance of Cinema-fantaisie, Salle Gaveau, Paris (violin, R.

Benedetti and piano, J. Wiener)

1921
	

Troisième symphonie, op.7l, for chamber ensemble.

1921

6 June 1921

Psaume 126 (121), op.72 (trans. Claudel) for unaccompanied male

voices.

First performance of L'homme et son désir, Ballets Suédois, Théâtre du

Champs-Elysées, Paris (conductor, D. Inghelbrecht). Claudel publishes

a commentary in the La danse for the occasion, which Milhaud

subsequently reprinted in his Notes san musique (1949).

18 June 1921 First performance of Les manes de la Tour Effel (Jean Cocteau),

'Marche nuptiale', op.70 and 'Fugue du massacre', op.70b. Performed

by the Ballets Suédois de Roif de Mare, Théâtre du Champs Elysées.
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1921	 Milhaud sums up a Wagner Festival thus: 'A BAS WAGNER'.

1921	 Poème (Latil), op.73, for solo voice and piano

1921	 Quatrieme symphonie, op.74, for chamber ensemble

9 Aug. 1921 Resumes work on Les euménides (Act 2)

2 Sept 1921 Claude! leaves France to take up an appointment as Ambassador to

Tokyo.

7 Dec 1921 First performance of Deuxpetits airs, Concerts Heure Musicale

15 Dec 1921 Conducts first part of Schoenberg's Pierrot lunaire (voice, Marya

Freund), Milhaud Sonate; programme also includes Billy Arnold Band

and Stravinsky's Rite of Spring on the playola, Concerts Jean Wiener,

Paris.

10 Jan. 1922 Louis Moyses leaves the rue Duphot and sets up a new bar on the rue

Boissy d'Anglas called Le boeufsur le toit. It takes over from the bar

Gaya as the meeting place for Milhaud and his friends.

12 Jan 1922 Conducts complete performance of Pierrot lunaire, (voice, Marya

Freund) Concerts Jean Wiener, Paris.

15 Jan. 1922 Publishes 'Petit historique nécessaire', Le courrier musical, vol.xxiv,

no.2 about Les Six.

1922	 First performance of Catalogue defleurs, Conservatoire de Paris

(voice, M. Martine)

30 March 1922 Performance of Quatrieme quatuor (Pro Arte quartet) and Quatre

poèmes de Leo Latil (voice, Marya Freund); programme also included

Stravinsky Piano Rag Music, Schoenberg Second Quartet and Alois

Haba Quartet, op.7, Concerts Jean Wiener.

April 1922	 Tour of the U.S.A. Conducted Philadelphia orchestra. Gives various

talks, including 'Satie et les Six' at Joan of Arc church, New York.

Exposed to New Orleans jazz at Harlem.

April-May	 Milhaud's trip to Central Europe with Poulenc. Meets many musicians

through Alma Mahier, including Berg, Webern and Wellesz. Meets
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Schoenberg in Vienna and takes part in a double performance of

Schoenberg's Pierrot lunaire in German (conducted by Sch.oenberg and

Erika Wagner singing) and French (conducted by Milhaud with Marya

Freund singing).

April-May	 C/n quieme symphonie, op.75 (Vienna and Warsaw)

May 1922	 Milhaud visits Poland. Series of concerts of classical and modern

French music.

Aug 1922	 Publishes article 'La mélodie', Le courrier musical, 24, no.17.

Sept 1922
	

Finishes Les euménides

1922
	

Sonatine, op.76, duet and flute and piano (Aix)

1922
	

Trois rag caprices, op.78 (Aix)

27 Sept-1 Oct Milhaud, Ravel and Roussel are invited to attend Festival of French

music in Amsterdam, organised by the Concertgebouw and

Mengelberg. Works include Milhaud's Deuxième suite 5ymphonique,

Ravel's La valse, Fauré's Requiem and Debussy's Fantaisie. 'This was

the first occasion on which a work of mine had been included in a

programme given under official auspices'. (Milhaud, 1952, 120-1)

Milhaud's work is not well received.

23 Nov. 1922 First performance of Le retour de l'enfantprocligue, op.42, Concerts

Wiener, Paris.

Dec. 1922

Jan. 1923

1 Feb 1923

Early 1923

1923

First performance of Troispoèmes de Jean Cocteau, Galérie Montaigne

(voice, P. Bertin)

Performance of Milhaud's Sonatina for flute and piano. Satie did not

attend.

Publishes article 'Polytonalité et atonalité' in La revue musicale, 4, no.4.

Visit to America.

Sixième symphonie, op.79 for vocal quartet, oboe and cello (New

York)
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1923

1923

1923
	

First performance of Ballade for piano and orchestra (piano, Milhaud),

New York City Symphony Orchestra (conductor, D. Foch)

1923
	

Quatre poèmes de Catulle, op.80 for solo voice and chamber ensemble

(Aix)

April 1923	 Published article 'The Evolution of Modern Music in Paris and Vienna',

North American Review, no.3 5.

1 May 1923 Published article 'L'Evolution du jazz-band et Ia musique des nègres de

1'Amérique du nord', Le courTier musical, 25, no.9.

May 1923 First performance of the Cinquieme symphonie, Société instruments a

vent, Paris.

La creation du monde, op. 81

Visit to Sardinia with Paul Collaer and his wife. Jots down serenade

melodies of Spanish or Saracen origin. (Milhaud, 1949, 129)

21 July 1923 Letter from Satie to Milhaud about writing recitatives for Chabrier's

L'éducation manquée, op.82, to be produced by Diaghilev in Jan. 1924.

Oct 1923	 First performance of Quatre poèmes de Catulle, Paris (voice, V.

Janacopoulos; violin, Y. Astruc)

10 Dec 1923 First performance of La brebis égarée, op.4 (1910-4), Opéra comique,

Paris (conductor, A. Wolff)

Feb 1924
	

Milhaud receives libretto of Le pauvre matelot from Cocteau.

5-20 Feb
	

Salade 'ballet chanté', op.83, in 2 Acts (Albert Flament)

12 Feb-S March Le train bleu, op.84, (Cocteau) for Diaghilev's Ballets Russes.

1924	 First performance of Sixième symphonie, Concerts Wiener, Paris

(conductor, Milhaud)

17 May 1924 First performance of Salade, Soirees de Paris (conductor, R.

Desormière; costume and set design, G. Braque; choreography, L.

Massine)

20 June 1924 First performance of Le train bleu, Ballets Russes (scenario, Jean

Cocteau; scenery, Henry Laurens; costumes, Chanel; curtain, Picasso;
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choreography, Bronislava Nijinska), Théâtre des Champs-Elysées,

Paris.

22 Sept-2 Nov Les maiheurs d'Orphée, op.85 (Armand Lund). Conmission from

Princesse de Polignac.

1925	 Six chants populaires hébraEques, op.86, for solo voice and piano

1925	 Deux hymnes, op.88, for solo voice and piano (op.88b, arranged for

voice and orchestra)

4 May 1925 Marriage with Madeleine Milhaud.

1 July 1925 Death of Satie. The Milhauds visited him regularly until his death and

were involved with the arrangement of his affairs.

Aug. 1925	 Begins Esther de Carpentras op.89 (Armand Lunel)

1925	 Publishes 'Ainsi font, font, font...' inMusique et thédtre.

1926	 Pièce de circonstance, op.90 (unpublished)

7 May 1926 First performance of Les maiheurs d'Orphée, Théâtre de la Monnaie

(conductor, C. de Thoran)

26 Aug-7 SeptLepauvre matelot, op.92 (Cocteau) (Aix) orch. 10-21 Sept.

1926	 Trip to U.S.S.R. with his wife and Jean Wiener.

Winter 1926 Lecture/concert tour of U.S.A.

1927	 Premier concerto, op.93, for violin and orchestra (Portand-

Minneapolis)

8 March 1927 Performance of complete concert version of Les choéphores, L'Opéra,

Paris (conductor, Milhaud).

15 March 1927 Milhaud's article 'Ma collaboration avec Paul Claudel' appears in

Europe (repr. in Etudes, 1927)

c. 1927	 Writes A propos dujazz (unpublished conference paper)

1927	 In Belgium to conduct concert for Easter week.

14 April 1927 First concert performance of Agamemnon, Concerts Straram, Paris

(soloist, M. Bunlet; conductor, W. Straram).

April 1927 In Vienna met Franz Werfel and discussed Maximilien with him.
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20-6 April

1927

1927

1927

1927

1927

July 1927

2 Aug 1927

In Budapest. Begins L'enlèvement d'Europe, op.94 (Henri Hoppenot)

Polka, op.95, for piano

Prièresjournalières a l'usage desjufs du Comtat Venaissin, op.96, for

solo voice and piano

Collection of articles Etudes is published.

Trois caprices de Paganini, op.9'7, duet for violin and piano

L'abandon d'Ariane, op.98 (Hoppenot) (Aix)

First performance of L'enlèvement d'Europe, Festival Baden-Baden

(conductor, Moelich)

Claudel writes to Milhaud introducing his Christophe Colomb project.

Milhaud postpones Maximilien on receipt of the Christophe Colomb

libretto.

Aug. 1927	 Claudel leaves France to take up his appointment as Ambassador in

Washington.

1927	 First performance of Deux hymnes, Concerts Straram, Paris (conductor,

W. Straram)

1927	 La délivrance de Thésée, op.99 (Aix)

1927	 Sonatine, op. 100, duet for clarinet and piano

27 Nov 1927 Concert performance of Les choéphores and the final of Les euménides,

Nouveaux Concerts d'Anvers with the Coecilia choir (conductor, Louis

de Vocht).

1928	 La bien-aimée, op. 101, ballet with music adapted from Schubert and

Liszt.

1 Feb 1928 Milhaud begins writing the music for Christophe Colomb, op. 102.

April 1928	 First performance of L'abandon d'Ariane and La délivrance de Thésée,

Theater Wiesbaden (conductor, J. Rosenstock)

1928	 Cantate pour louer le Seigneur, op. 103, for vocal ensemble
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25 June 1928 First performance of Cantate pour louer le Seigneur, Concert

symphonique donné au profit de la colonie scolaire de vacances de la

maItrise (conductor Poncet).

1928	 Actualités, op. 104, film music (Baden-Baden)

1928	 First performance of Psaume 136 (Berlin)

1928	 Vocalise, op. 105, for unaccompanied voice

1929	 Quatrain, op.106 (Jammes) (unpublished)

c. 1929	 Writes Un aperçu sur la musique contemporaine (unpublished

conference paper).

1929	 Lap'tite Lilie, op. 107, film music

1929	 Premier concerto, op. 108, for viola and orchestra

1929-3 0	 Concerto, op. 109, for percussion and orchestra

1930	 Resumes work onMaximilien, op.11O

1930	 Choral, op.iii (unpublished)

5 May 1930 Premiere of Christophe Colomb (Claudel), Theater Unter den Linden,

Berlin (scenery, Panos Aravantinos; directed, Franz Ludwig Horth;

conducted, Erich Kleiber)

1931	 Sonate, op.l 12, for organ

1931	 Revises the score of Alissa.

(Most of the concert dates listed above come from Milhaud's own concert programmes

which are in Mme Milhaud's possession)
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